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BRITISH EMBASSY,

WASHINGTON 8, D. C.

15th September 1947
Ref: 15/2934-2

Dear Department,

With reference to our letter No. 15/292/47
of September 13th, concerning U.S. comment about
the report of the United Nations Special Committee
on Palestine, we enclose herein a statement made on
September 11th by Governor Thomas E. Dewey of New
York in which this subject is referred to.

2. The American Jewish Committee have sent a
telegram to Mr. Marshall urging that the U.S. Government
should vigorously and speedily endorse the majority
report. Mr. Blaustein Chairman of its Executive
Committee, said that although his Committee had never
been a part of the Zionist movement, acceptance of
the majority report would in their judgment tend to
bring about the quickest possible beneficial results
in the handling of the problem. It offered immediate
means for relieving the desperate situation of
150,000 Jews in the displaced persons camps of Europe.

3. We also enclose a copy of an advertisement
by the United Zionists-Revisionists of America which
appeared in the New York Times on September 12th and
which expresses strong opposition to the idea of
partition.

4. We are sending a copy of this letter to
Jerusalem.

Yours ever,

CHANCERY

Eastern Department,
Foreign Office,

London, S.W.l.
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DEWEY ENDORSES
U PALESTINEPLAN
Calls Partition Final Solution,

Urges Fast Approval to Halt
Return of Jews to Germany

Special to Tn NEW YORK TIMES.

ALBANY, Sept. 11-Gov. Thomas
E. Dewey called today for prompt
approval of the majority report of
the United Nations' special com-
mittee recommending a partition of
Palestine,'declaring that it should
be carried forward swiftly "to end
the tragedy of homeless Jews being
shipped against their will to a land
of bitter memories."

The Governor, in New Year
greetings to Jewish citizens of
New York State, also reiterated
his plea for admission of Jews into
Palestine from the displaced per-
sons centers of Europe and for
early easing of our immigration
laws "to permit the absorption of
our share of displaced persons of
all religions."

Mr. Dewey in his statement said
he hoped the United States would
support the Palestine partition re-
port in the Assembly of the United
Nations.

Although partition could not be
an unmixed blessing, the Governor
described it as a final solution
which would provide the stability
needed for better relations between
Jews and Arabs. By implication,
he called the recent British action
in sending three shiploads of home-
less Jews back to Germany a
tragedy and asked that partition
be carried forward quickly.

THE DEWEY STATEMENT
I am happy to send Rosh Ha-

shanah greetings to the Jewish
citizens of the Empire State. The
new year is a symbol of hope and
re-dedication. It may well mean
for all of us, Christians and
Jews, a renewal of faith in the
principles of freedom.

Our land has happily been
spared, in large measure, the

blight of racial hatreds and en-
mities. Bute we must constantly
remind ourselves to be vigilant
against those who traffic in hate.
The fight against racial discrimi-
nation is more than a defense
against the idea of intolerance.
It should be an attack -which
carries forward . those ideals of
liberty which shaped the very
destinies of the republic. As
Americans, we cannot be proud
of our heritage and deny its prin-
ciples. We cannot be proud of
our ancestors and at the same
time reject their teachings.

Bars Anti-Semitism in U. S.
The America that was the

great dream of our forbears is an
America in which anti-Semitism
has no place. In this State, we
are proud of our laws Aagainst
discrimination in employment.
They are working well, thanks to
the spirit of an enlightened com-
munity. We have, since the last
new year, dealt a fatal blow to
the Ku Klux Klan -in this State.
We shall continue to strike
against racial and religious bigo-
try whenever and wherever it be-
comes an organized menace.

"The Jewish citizens of New
York naturally face the new year
with continued anxiety about the
fate of the Jews in Europe and
the ultimate decision on Pales-
tine. Their anxiety is shared by
the great majority of their Chris-
tian neighbors. Almost two and
a half years after the end of the
European war, several hundred
thousands of Jews are still num-
bered among the displaced of the
earth. The survivors, among the
victims of the greatest orgy of
organized cruelty in history, are
still without homes or the means
of normal living.

"In spite of the difficulties of
the post-war world, we cannot be
complacent in the face of our fail-
ure to speed their problem to a
just solution. I have urged the
easing of our immigration laws
to permit the absorption of our
share of displaced persons of all
religions. I hope that the new
year will see legislation enacted
to meet this great emergency.

"The past year has, unfor-
tunately, seen no improvement in
the lot of the Jews in Europe.
More than a year ago, the impar-
tial Anglo-American Committee
recommended the immediate im-
migration of 100,000 Jews into

Palestine. At the very end of this
year, the United .Nations' special
committee has proposed the im-
migration of 150,000 Jews within
the next two years.

I have been urging for several
years now the admission of Jews
into Palestine from the displaced
persons centers of Europe and I
am happy to see this recommen-
dation by the United Nations'
committee. This cannot be de-
layed.

The majority report of the
United Nations special committee
recommends a partition of Pales-
tine. It is a report which, in
principle, will commend itself to
men of good will, although parti-
tion can never be an unmixed
blessing. It does not give to the
Jews all that was promised by
the nations, but a partition which
gives the Jews in Palestine an
independent commonwealth and
an opportunity for a large immi-
gration can be accepted as a
statesmanlike solution.

It may be that certain adjust-
ments will have to be made in the
actual boundaries but, on the face
of it, the partition recommended
seems a minimum for Jewish
needs.

Partition, moreover, is a final
solution and will afford that sta-
bility which is needed for better
relations between Jews and
Arabs. It should be carried for-
ward quickly, to end the further
sowing of the seeds of discord
and the tragedy of. homeless Jews
being shipped against their will
to a land of bitter 'memories.

It is my hope that the United
States will support the majority
proposal of the United Nation's
special committee in the assem-
bly of the United Nations. We
now have the opportunity to
translate our moral support into
a practical support through our
influence in the United Nations.
Such action by the United States
will herald an era of constructive
achievement in the Near East.

If America does its part, as I
hope it will, that will be to our
everlasting credit. Most of the
world looks to us for'moral lead-
ership. We should meet that chal-
lenge frankly and fearlessly. Jus-
tice to the Jews of Europe and
Palestine, through our efforts in
the United Nations, will strength-
en that moral leadership.

May the year 5708 be inscribed
as a year of peace and progress.

}.
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PARTITION WILL NOT SOLVE THE
PALESTINE PROBLEM.

It Offers Neither Peace to the Country,
Nor an Answer to the Jewish Tragedy

The majority report of the United Nations Special
Committee on Palestine recommended the partition
of western Palestine into Arab and Jewish areas, and
the ultimate establishment in these areas of independ-
ent Arab and Jewish States.

This recommendation was hailed in many quarters
as approaching a solution of the Palestine problem.
With this view, we regret to say, we are unable to agree.

As we see it, partition is no solution.

The core of the Palestine problem lies in the arbi-
trary stifling of Jewish aspirations in Palestine. Par-
tition cannot satisfy these aspirations by striking at
the integrity of the country.

We consider the integrity of the Jewish Homeland
as inviolable as the very right of the Jews to Palestine.

The Moral Case Against
Partition

Morally and fundamentally, the issue is clear. Either
Palestine belongs to the Jewish people, or it does not.
If it does, they are entitled to the whole of it; if it
does not, none of it is theirs. Our position is that the
Jewish people, robbed of its homeland by sheer force,
is its only legitimate owner. We are not prepared to
trade national territory for expediency, imaginary or
real.

We reject partition in principle, and we
reject any partition of Palestine because it
is unju8t and unworkable.

An examination of the specific partition plan sub-
mitted in the UNSCOP'S majority report only serves
to strengthen this opposition on all three scores.

Hits Nerve-Center of
Jewish Nationalism

If the Jews have any right to Palestine, it is because
of their historic association with that country. But it is
precisely the areas excluded from the Jewish State
which hold for the Jews the greatest historic meaning.

Historically, no less than geographically, they are the
heart of the Jewish Homeland.--

To agree, for example, that most of Galilee,
where more Jewish heroes died, fighting for their
country than Arabs ever lived, should be forever
granted to the Arabs; or that Judea, the cradle of
the Jewish race, is doomed to remain Judenrein, is
something that no self-respecting Jew will ever
sanction or condone.

Similarly, no Jewish patriot can tolerate the ex-
clusion from the Jewish State of Jerusalem, the
historic capital of the Jewish nation and the focal
point of centuries-long burning Jewish national
aspirations.

A Subterfuge of Justice
As for the justness of the Committee's proposal, it is

conspicuous by its absence. The intentions of most of
the Committee members were, we assume, honorable
and praiseworthy. Good intentions, however, do not

PALESTINE UNDER THE PARTITION PLAN

Note the complete encirclement of Southern Negev region and
Northern Zone. Also note narrowness of Northernvand Coastal
areas (average width 12 miles). Both are considerably populated.
Empty southern desert is cut off fromseaoaswell as from po
tential water source-the Jordan. Jewish zones marked in black.

International Pledges
Dishonored

Nor was it in accord with what fifty-three nations,
constituting the highest international tribunal, unani-
mously decreed twenty-five years ago. Their studied
conviction was that Palestine, on both sides of the
Jordan, must be restored to phe Jewish people. For
their intention was to solve the world Jewish problem
in the only manner in which it can be solved if justice
and reason are to prevail.

Apparently, the conceptions of justice of liberal
humanity after the first World War were different from
those of the U. N. Committee. The international re-
sponsibilities assumed towar-ds the Jewish people were
in the spirit of these conceptions.

The Committee seems to have paid little attention
to those international commitments. Their flagrant
violation by a faithless trustee was completely ignored
by the Committee. The Mandatory was, in fact, ab-
solved of any blame, despite its notoriously illegal

handling of the Mandate, and despite the lawless

regime it imposed on Palestine and the shocking state
of affairs in that country. Even on the high-handed
establishment by the British of a puppet Arab King-
dom in easjern, i.e. most of Palestine, the Committee

was conspicuously, ominously silent.

As a body representing the United Nations,
which was organized to maintain international
law, the Committee might be reasonably expected

Under these circumstances, the Jewish State will be,

economically, under a terrible strain. Defense will
absorb the bulk of its resources, already greatly dimin-
ished by partition.

Economic and Political
Vassalage

As if this difficulty were not sufficient, the Commit.
tee recommends an "economic union" of both the Jew.

ish and Arab states, which implies that Jewish Pales-

tine will share in the financial burden of the economi-

cally undeveloped Arab area and will not be free- to

embark on any large-scale economic project without

the consent of its Arab neighbor. In essence, it will

mean that the Jewish State will be a sort of economic

vassal to the Arab, paying it a levy in various forms.
Subjected to the Arab state economically, the politi-

cal independence of the Jewish State will factually be

a mirage.

British Rule to Continue
Of all the bad features of the Committee's recom-

mendations, the continuation of the British Adminis.
tration in Palestine, with its entrenched hostility to the

Jewish people, is perhaps the most revealing of the

true nature of its "solution" of the Palestine problem.

The withdrawal of the British from Palestine is sug-

gested after a two year transition period, but not

definitely, only "as soon as practicable." If Britain

will find that "practicability" dictates the continuation
of her "stewardship" in Palestine, she will of course

continue to administer the country.

What the Committee actually recommends, therefore,

is a British Mandate, but this time with a promise for

a national home, not in the whole of Palestine, but'in
a small part of it. We predict that Britain will find

ways to sabotage the implementation of the new Man-
date, just as she succeeded in sabotaging the old ope.

With an exclusive Arabzone in Palestine,and a strong
Arab minority within the Jewish area, it will not be

too difficult to stir up new troubles and find excuses

for new delays and new drastic limitations.

No Chance for Expansion
If some Jewish advocates of partition harbor any

hopes for expansion in the future, these hopes are
nothing but wishful thinking. Today the Jews fight
against Great Britain as a violator of international
covenants. Tomorrow, if partition is accepted, they
will have to fight against the whole world. They
will be branded as aggressors.

They will also face quite a different combination in
Palestine itself.

For, as it can be safely predicted, the Arab section
of Palestine will soon unite with Trans jordan and
Syria. It will be practically impossible to bar such
unification. Greater Syria is the favorite scheme of the
Colonial Office..It is the ambition of Syrian imperial-
ists. And it will be readily accepted by Palestine Arabs

who lack any genuine Palestine patriotism.

In the face of this foreseeable dryelopment, the criti-

cal condition of the Jewish areas, small and isolated as
they are, must be apparent to all.

7 - n.i -



reject any partition of Palestine because it
is unjust and unworkable.

An examination of the specific partition plan sub-

mitted in the UNSCOP'S majority report only serves

to strengthen this oppo Lion on all three ablores.

Hits Nerve-Center of
Jewish Nationalism

If the Jews have any right to Palestine, it is because

of their historic association with that country But it is

prec sely the areas excluded from the Jewish State

which hold for the Jews the greatest historic meaning.

Historically, no less than geographically, they are the

heart of the Jewish Homeland.

To agree, for example, that' most of Galilee,
whereamore Jewish heroes diedfighting for their
country than Arabs ever lived, should be forever
granted-to the Arabs; or that idea, th :cradle o
the Jewish race, is doomed to remain Judenein, is
something that no self-respeting Jew will ever
sanction or condone.

Similarly, nohJewish patriot can tolerate the ex-
clusion from the Jewish State of Jerusalem, the
historic capital of the Jewish nation and the focal
point of centuries-long burning Jewish national
aspirations.

A Subterfuge of Justice
As for the justness of the' Cmmittee's proposal, it is

conspicuous by its absence. The intentions of most of

the Committee 'members were, we assume, honorable
and praiseworthy. Good intentions, however, do not

always prevent errors of judgment which'are some-

times responsible for the gravest wrongs.

The territory offered to the Jews by the Committee,

outside of the densely populated coastal zone and a

narrow strip of land in Galilee, consists of the waste.

lands of the South, the Negev. The rest of the country,

which is thinly populated and contains the finest culti-

vable land, is proposed to remain exclusively Arab.

The mineral resources of the Dead Sea, the country's
greatest store of natural wealth-for whose develop-

ment the Jews labored so hard-also remain largely in

Arab hands. So do most of the Jordan waters essen-

tial for the industrialization of the land.

Tuder the partition plan, Jewish hopes for coloniza..

tion must rest mainly on the arid Negev, whose revival,

in turn, depends largely on the establishment of a

Jordan Valley Authority. But with the life-line, the

Jordan, remaining in Arab hands, the precariousness of

the Jewish situation is self-evident. Lacking an ade-

quate Jewish hinterland, the economic development of

the coastal area, too, will be inevitably and hopelessly

thwarted. In these circumstances, one cannot foresee

how Palestine could become the actual home for mil-
lions of homeless Jews.

The Committee openly admitted this. Its parti-
tion plan is based on its announced assumption

. that "any solution for Palestine cannot be con-

sidered as a solution of the Jewish problem." We
declare that this assumption is utterly erroneous
and incompatible with the plain facts. It is true
that under the partition proposal the Jewish
problem cannot be solved. There is, however, one
solution for Palestine which- would solve the
Jewish problem-the establishment of a Jewish

State in the whole of historic Palestine.

The Committee rejected this solution. What it

proposed, therefore, is, in essence, to leave the

Jewis ,tragedy untended, to doom millions of

Jews to dispersion and homelessness, and all the

countries affected by the Jewish problem to a

state of chronic irritation and unrest. That is a

course which neither wise counsel nor justice

would recommend.

Note the com plete encirclement of Southern- Negev region and
.ojthern Zone. Also note narrowness of Northern and Coastal
areas (average width 12 miles). Both are considerably populated.
Empty southern desert is cut off from sea as well as from po-
tential water source-the Jordan. Jewishzones marked in black.

International Pledges
Dishonored

Nor was it in accord with what fifty-three nations,

constituting the highest international tribunal, unani-

mously decreed twenty-five years ago. Their studied

conviction was that Palestine, on both sides of the

Jordan, must be restored to khe Jewish people. For

their intention was to solve the world Jewish- problem

in the only manner in which it can be solved if justice

and reason are to prevail.

Apparently, the conceptions of justice of liberal

humanity after the first World War were different from
those of the U. N. Committee, The international; re-

sponsibilities assumed towards the Jewish people were

in the spirit of these conceptions.

The Committee seems to have paid little attention

to those international commitments. Their flagrant
violation by a faithless trustee was completely ignored

by the Committee. The Mandatory was, in fact, ab-

solved of any blame, despite its notoriously illegal

handling ofathe Mandate, and despite the lawless

regime it imposed on Palestine and the shocking state

of affairs in that country. Even on the high-handed

establishment by the British of a puppet Arab King-

dom in easern, i.e. most of Palestine, the Committee

was conspicuously, ominously silent.

As a. body representing the United Nations,
which was organized to maintain international
law, the Committee might be reasonably expected
to exhibit a different reaction. By treating as it
did the international obligations concerning a Jew-
ish Palestine, the Committee rendered a grave dis-

service to the cause of international authority.

Jewish Needs of Second
Rate Importance

Ignoring the pledges with respect to Transjordan

and considering only westerir Palestine, less than a

quarter of the territory guaranteed to the Jewish
people, the Committee decided that this, too, would
be too much for the Jews. That vast masses of Jews,

in desperate need of Palestine, will thus lose their one

and only hope, was evidently considered not intolerable.

For it seemed of utmost importance to grant another

4,000 square miles of western Palestine to the "land-

hungry" Arabs who possess "only" one million two

hundred and eighty thousand square miles!

So much as far as justice is concerned. We now pass

on to the workability of the plan, especially-to its

workability from a Jewish point of view.

Partition Will Breed
Interminable Trouble*

What the Committee offered the ewish people is

three chunks of land cut off from each other, with no

natural frontiers and no defensive positions. Sur-

rounded on every side by Arab territory, they appear

as three tiny islets in a vast Arab domain.

Such an arrangement will not contribute
to peace. The encircled Jewish zones and
their exposed borders will encourage in-
trigue and aggression from hostile neigh-
bors. This, in consequence, will - foster in
Jewish, Palestine a determined and irre-
pressible Irredentist movement which will
seek to rectify by force of arms the wrongs
imposed by political shortsightedness.

THE. UNITED ZIONISTS-REVISIONISTS OF AMERICA
HN LEO WOLFSON DR. J: SCHECHTMAN ADOLF LIEBLICH DR. B. NETANYAHU

C hrman, Executive Board Chairman, National Council Chairman, Political Committee Treasurer Executive Director

55 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK 18, N.Y. PEnnsylvania 6-8368

will find'that "practicability" dictates the continuation
of her "stewardship" in Palestine, she will of course

continue to administer the country.

What the Committee actually recommends, therefore,

is a British Mandate, but this time with a promise for

a national home, not in the whole of Palestine, but'in

a small part of it. We predict that Britain will find

ways to sabotage the implementation of the new Man
da-&, just as she succeeded in sabotaging the old ope.

With an ex -usive Arab zone in Palestine, and a strong

Arab minority within theJewish area, it will not be

too difficult to stir up new troubles and find excuses

for new delays and new drastic limitations.

No Chance for Expansion
If some Jewish advocates of partition harbor any

hopes for expansion in the future, these hopes are
nothing but wishful thinking. Today the Jews fight
against Great Britain as a violator of international
covenants. Tomorrow, if partition is accepted, they
will have to fight against-the whole world. They
will be branded as aggressors.

They will also'face quite a different combination in

Palestine 'itself.

For, as it can be safely predicted, the Arab section

of Palestine will soon unite with Trans jordan and

Syria. It will be practically impossible to bar such

unification. Greater Syria is the favorite scheme ,of the

Colonial Office. .It is the ambition of Syrian imperial-

ists. And it will be readily accepted by PalestineArabs
who lack any genuine Palestine patriotism.

In the face of this foreseeable development, the criti-

cal condition of the Jewish areas, small and isolated as

they aie, must be apparent to all.

Inescapable Conclusions
All these reasons lead us to the conclusion that

the Committee's proposal for the partition of

Palestine is baneful and ill-advised.p

Geographically, it dissects beyond recognition a
natural, organic entity. Economically, it ruins its
best prospects. Politically, it precurses strife and
disaster.

It bears the seeds of old conflict.

It represents nothing but another step in the di-
rection of curtailing Jewish rights to Palestine, of
placing iron barriers on Jewish development, and
of pushing the -Jews into narrow confines, ulti-
mately leading to their final liquidation.

We are fully convinced that, under this project,
the hopes for a Jewish state are illusory, that the
acceptance of such a projectby the Jewish people
would amount to -national suicide, ad that it
would spell the end of the great Zionist dream of
Jewish freedom, sovereignty and independence.

This is not what the Committee intended. But'
this is the implied, unavoidable outcome of the
.acceptance of its recommendations.

We therefore reject the Committee's
proposal categorically and unreservedly.

We have no choice but to continue the
fight for an undivided Jewish Palestine,
for the final settlement of the Jewish ques-
tion, and for the establishment of inter-
national justice and morality. In this fight,
we trust, we shall have the support of all
right-thinking and freedom-loving people.
in the world.

- - ------------ "-' --- ---

I fully support your nationwide campaign in behalf
of Jewish freedom and' ndeoendence in an undi-

.vided Palestine. I am glad to enclose my contri-

g button in the amount

I

NAME

SADDRESS-1

I

MAKECHEKS-PYABE-T

MAKE CH ECKS. PAYABLE TO

THE UNITED ZIONISTS REVISIONISTS OF AMERICA55 WEST 42ND ST., NEW 'YORK 18, W4EW YORK
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U. S. WANTS GREECE
PUT TO ASSEMBLY

Asks Chairman Gromyko of the
Security Council to Place

Question on the Agenda

A MANEUVER IS INVOLVED

Risks Life of Salonika Inquiry
Body-Russia Wants Speed

on Indonesia Findings

Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES.

LAKE SUCCESS, N. Y., Sept.
11-The United States moved to-
day to reopen the deadlocked Bal-
kan case by asking the United Na-
tions Security Council to look for
help from the fifty-five nation
General Assembly.

In a maneuver to take the dis-
pute between Greece and her1

northern neighbors out of thel
hands of the Council, where it has
faced repeated Russian vetoes,
Herschel V. Johnson of the United
States suggested that the Council
seek recommendation from the
Assembly. The action came in a
letter to Andrei A. Gromyko of
Russia, this month's Council chair-
man, who will set the date for the
meeting on the United States mo-
tion.

Behind Mr. Johnson's simple one-
paragraph letter was a complicat-
ed parliamentary maneuver and an
attempt to keep alive a United
Nations Balkan investigation
group left behind at Salonika to
keep an eye on border flare-ups.

Under the Charter of the United
Natina the Asembl cannot make

U. S. Is as'Insistent'aus Russia on U. N. Veto, MEDICA SECTION U. N. Proceedings
Church Observer Tells the Universalists WE H ATOM P YESTERDAY'S EVENTS

H WEIH ATUMJL AN Security Council
Atomic Energy Commission - De-

CANTON, N. Y., Sept. 11 (P)- Eam ier, the Rev. Frederick May spite Russian opposition, approved

A churchwomen's observer at the Elioet of Boston proposed a "unit- Advisory Committee Begins a outline of international atomic

United Natio ns said tonight that elb dcuicinAerathtgnytatw ldonllii-
will Ultimately include all religious Study on Best Way to Spend tarily dangerous ores and plants.

shze believed the United States was liberalsin al worldfellreigiou .. Economic and Sodial Council
s ,, ,na world fellowship." $5,000,000 Appropriation Social Commission-Approved reso-
as "insistent"as Russia to retain Dr. Eliot, president of the Amer-
the veto power over the interna- ican Unitarian Association, told lutions dealing with secretariat's

tional organization's actions. the assembly that "the sectarian- Special to THE NEW YORK TIMES. port on prevention of crime and
Miss Mabel Head of Cleveland, ism of Christianity cannot stand in WASHINGTONp Sept. 11-The treatment of offenders and ahous-

delegated by the United Council of the light of the teachings of Jesus. ing and town planning.
Churchwomen to observe the UN, "Universalists and Unitarians Advisory Committee for Biology General Assembly
told the general assembly of the must be in the vanguard of a lib- and Medicine of the United States Ad Hoc Committee Dealing With
Universalist Church of America eral religious movement that rec- Atomic Energy Commission began Information From Non-Self-Gov-
that "none of the big powers, with ognizes equality of non-Christian meetings today to determine how erning Territories-Adopted pro-
the possible exception of China, religions in the sight of God." posal designed to avoid duplica-
would be willing to relinquish the A citation from President Tru- the commission should spend $5,- tion in transmission of informa-
veto at this time." man expressing appreciation for 000,000 appropriated by Congress tion.

"The veto power has definitely the work of Universalist chaplains for cancer research and who should Committee on Procedures and Or-

hampered action," Miss Head said in World War II was read to the head its proposed new Division of ganization -Continued study of

in a prepared address, "but we assembly by Major John ~ A. Ob- rules of procedure.

cannot blame the Russians corn- schewshe of Washington, a chap- Biology and Medicine. MEETINGS TODAY

pletely. I believe the United States lain attached to the Army Chief This division would be equal in Security Council
is just as insistent upon the veto." of Chaplains office. status with the four other divisions Commission for Conventional Ar-

of the commission: Production, maments, Working Committee-
Engineering, Research and Mili- 10:30 A. M. (closed).

proposals of the Soviet Union. Mr. tary Application. The advisory Economic and Social Council

'LU 1ATI11U11 PIPR1Gromyko, as an after-thought fol- committee will begin a continuing Social Commission-10:30 A. M. and
lowing the vote, made it clear that study of the basic policies which 2:30 P. M. (open).
his negative ballot did not mean the commission should follow rela- General Assembly
he was against his own resolutions. tive to the medical, biological and Ad Hoc Committee Dealing With

The parts of the report Mr. Gro- health aspects of the atomic Information From Non-Self-Gov-
myko objected to, the meat of the energy program. erning Territories-3 P. M. and

Continued From Page 1 document, were six papers drawn The committee will also study 7:30 P. M. (open).
CotiueFo Pup by three-nation working groups. plans for long-range projects rec- Committee on Procedures and Or-

sible only on the basis of terms They deal with the powers and ommended by the commission's ganization-11 A. M., 3 P. M. and

laid down by the Soviet Union, functions of the agency in such medical board of review. These in- 8:30 P. M. (open).
fields as management, research, clude research on possible health Interim Committee on Program of

which would in our opinion place 'mining, manufacturing and so on. hazards in the development of Meetings-10:30 A. M. (closed).

no effective restraint on aggressor atomic energy, extension of medi- A1l meetings at Lake Success.

nations?" he asked. To End Aid to Island Evacuees cal and biological research and de-__l__meetingsatLakeSuccess.

To Edid toIslaNdWYOK IEvaceesvelopment oeaieand losisimprovement tof co-
The United States delegate an- spial to TE NEW YORK TIMES. operate relationships wit the of the School of Medicine and Pro-

swered his own question. It was ALBANY, Sept. 11-The State armed forces and the United States fessor of Pathology, Vanderbilt Uni-

pared to realize that the onlyD epartment of Social Welfare said Public Health Service. varsity.
today that wartime evacuees from The .members of the committee of Biochemistry, Harvard Medical

treaty universally acceptable wa he Philippines and Hawaii who are:.fchl.
one that would provide real secu- h hlpie School.

rity "against the most dreadful wished to return to their former Dr. Alan Gregg, Director for Medi- Dr. E. C. Stakman, chief of the Di-

hormes under the civilian war as- cal sciences, Rockefeller Foundation, vision of Plant Pathology and Bot-
kind of warfare." Such security, .itnepora utapyto chairman. any, University of Minnesota.

he said, would be provided in a vista nrest public welfare office Dr. G. W. Beadle, professor and Dr. Joseph T. Wearn, dean of the

treaty based on the report of the th ers ulcwlaeofc hairman of the Division of Biology, School of Medicine, and Professor of

commission. for transportation before Oct. 1. California Institute of Technology. Medicine, Western Reserve Univer-

Mr. Osborn also had a word of Those eligible are civilians who re- Dr. Detlev W. Bronk, director of sity.
flat contr n sor M. a ordoy sided in the Philippines or Hawaii the Johnson Research Foundation, Drs. Gregg, Bronk, Goodpasture

flat contradiction for Mr. Gromy- University of Pennsylvania, and and Hastings were also members
ko's statement that "others tanefore Dec. 7, 1941, and who were chairman of the National Research of th commission's board of re-
himself" had stated that agree- evacuated to the United States by Council.onestW.oGoodpastureodeanoview

mnt n fi Sept. 15, 1945. Dr. Ernest W. Goodpasture, dean view,
rllull61CK uluy bllu 1Q men in we aomc ei~e -d llrecommendations on a case on the possible.

Council agenda-and the Balkan "This is not my view," said
case is still on the agenda-unless the United States cepresentative.
the Council specifically asks for "Such a charge is in my view with-
advice. The simplest and most out foundations in fact, as is
obvious move for the United States proved by the records of this com-
would have been to ask the Coun- mission."
cil to drop the case from its Notes the Majority Agrees
agenda, but such a resolution
would mean the end of the investi- Mr. Osborn went on to charge,
gation group, which is an organ as he had before, that those same
of the Council and would cease to commission records showed tnat
exist when the case was dropped. since the beginning of the atomic

Apparently, the United States discussions Russia had "attempted
delegation is trying to appeal to to impede the desires of the ma-
the Assembly and save the life of jority to formulate specific pro-
the investigation body at the same posals."
time. Mr. Johnson, in his letter, Almost all of the twelve dele-
said the request for a meeting was gates except Mr. Gromyko took
based on Article 12 of the Char- the the floor, and only Prof. Ig-
ter, which provides that the Coun- nacy Zlotowski, Polish scientist,
cil can ask for Assembly recom- objected to the report. The criti-
mendations if it desires. If the cisms of the Pole were much the
United States resolution, still being same as those of the Russian dele-
drafted, were to pass, it would gation-the broad powers of the
mean that the case remained on agency would harm the "free eco-
the agenda and the investigation nomic and political development"
group continued to function. of individual countries; the report

Many observers here, however, made no contribution toward the
were sure that if the United States problem of eliminating the atomic
did try to keep the investigation bomb, and the Soviet Union's pro-
body in existence, the resolution posals for inspection couple. with
would be vetoed by the Soviet predetermined production quotas
Union. were enough to do the job.

But in any event the United Part of Professor Zlotowski's
Statesis reported determined to speech was devoted to an appeal
bring the case before the Assem- to the United States to loosen re-
bly. The_ last resort in case of a strictions on atomic information
Russian 'veto would be to ask the and open its atomic laboratories

Security Council to drop the case to scientists from other countries.

from the agenda, face the possi--The path of secrecy, he held, had
bility of the killing of the investi- accentuated the dividing line be-

gation group and then appeal to tween the "few countries steadily
he public opinion power of the progressing along the road of

Asempbly.pmore and more spectacular uses of

The Security Council was also atomic power" and those, still in

faced with the possibility that an- the dark, "which find themselves

other dormant case-the Nether- fenced off from the attractive pos-

lands-Indonesia dispute - would sibilities of the new field of en-

come up again in the near future. deavor."
Compliance with the cease-fire.or- The first breach in that dividing

der issued by the Council is being line, the Pole conceded, had been

investigated byconsuls stationed attempted by the United States

at Batavia, but Mr. Gromyko de- in its Action making available

cared yesterday that so far no radioactive isotopes to other coun-

information, had been forthcom- tries under "certain conditions."

ing. And he added that the Coun- He suggested that if the United

cil could not "wait indefinitely." States followed this up by making
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U. N. Opens Book Store
special to THE NEW YORK TIMES.

LAKE SUCCESS, N. Y., Sept. 11
-The United Nations will open a
book shop tomorrow in the main
lobby of its headquarters building
here. The shop is expected to meet
the increased demand from the
public for United Nations publica-
tions. It will also offer the publi-
cations of certain specialized agen-
cies as well as post car views of
tihe Present headquarters and Gen-
.cal Assembly building in Flush-
ing Meadow.

gaton group, wnII 1nisaL UL C
of the Council and would cease to
exist when the case was dropped.

Apparently, the United States
delegation is trying to appeal to
the Assembly and save the life of
the investigation body at the same
time. Mr. Johnson, in his letter,
said the request for a meeting was
based on Article 12 of the Char-
ter, which provides that the Coun-
cil can ask for Assembly recom-
mendations if it desires. If the
United States resolution, still being
drafted, were to pass, it would
mean that the case remained on
the agenda and the investigation
group continued to function.

Many observersthere, however,
were sure that if the United States
did try to ket ntheinvestigation
body in existence, the resolution
would be vetoed by the Soviet
Union.

But in any event the United
States is reporteddetermined to

bring the case before the Assem-
bly. The last resort in case of a

Russian veto would be to ask the
Security Council to drop the case
from the agenda, face the possi-
bility of the killing of the investi-
gation group and then appeal to
the public opinion power of the
Assembly.

The Security Council was also
faced with the possibility that an-
other dormant case-the Nether-
lands-Indonesia dispute - would
come up again in the near future.
Compliance with the cease-fire or-
der issued by the Council is being
investigated by consuls stationed
at Batavia, but Mr. Gromyko de-
clared yesterday that so far no
information, had been forthcom-
ing. And he added that the Coun-
cil could not "wait indefinitely."

"I am not going to ask the
Council to discuss this matter at
this time as it is not on the agen-
da," he said. "I merely wish to
say that if we do not receive any
information in the very near fu-
ture from the consuls in Indone-
sia, then I, as President, shall be
obliged to direct the attention of
the Council to this fact and to
place this question on the agenda
of one of our meetings."

commission records showed trat
since the beginning of the atomic
discussions Russia had "attempted
to impede the desires of the ma-
jority to formulate specific pro-
posals."

Almost all of the twelve dele-
gates except Mr. Gromyko took
the the floor, and only Prof. Ig-
nacy Zlotowski, Polish scientist,
objected to the report. The criti-
cisms of the Pole were much the
same as those of the Russian dele-
gation-the broad powers of the
agency would harm the "free eco-
nomic and political development"
of individual countries; the report
made no contribution toward the
problem of eliminating the atomic
bomb, and the Soviet Union's pro-
posals for inspection couple.l with
predetermined production quotas
were enough to do the job.

Part of Professor Zlotowski's
speech was devoted to an appeal
to the United States to loosen re-
strictions on atomic information
and open its atomic laboratories
to scientists from other countries.
The path of secrecy, he held, had
accentuated the dividing line be-
tween the "few countries steadily
progressing along the road of
more and more spectacular uses of
atomic power" and those, still in
the dark, "which find themselves
fenced off from the attractive pos-
sibilities of the new field of en-
deavor."

The first breach in that dividing
line, the Pole conceded, had been
attempted by the United States
in its action making available
radioactive isotopes to other coun-
tries under "certain conditions."
He suggested that if the United
States followed this up by making
public the result of basic atomic
research, the "first breach" would
be an important step toward
eradicating "national barriers" in
atomic science.

Others Praise Report

Other delegates, however,
praised the report. Captain Alvaro
Alberto of Brazil said it was an
"honest and diligent" attempt to
attain effective control of atomic
energy for peaceful purposes.
Fernand Van Langenhove of Bel-
gium pointed to the restrictions on
national sovereignty and called
them a step in the right direction.

"International cooperation, which
is one of the essential aims as-
signed to the United Nations by
the Charter, implies the principle
of this action," he said. "Such
restrictions cannot be too great
when they are indispensable to
world security in the utilization of
new reserves of energy offered to
the world."

The full report of the commis-
sion also contains the unaccepted
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Cairo
Washington
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Damascus S
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My telegram No.678 grab'L eague meeting.

Following is translation
meeting of political committee

of
on

communiqu6
September

issued
19th.

[Begins]

1. le Palestine case.

(a) The committee finds that Unscop' s proposals
involve a flagrant sacrifice of the natural rights
of the Arabs of Palestine to independence, and a
violation of all the pledges given to the Arabs, as well
as of the very principles for which the United Nations
stands. The committee also sees in the execution of
these proposals certain danger which threatens security
in Palestine and security and peace in all the arab
countries, and has therefore resolved, for;the purpose
of insuring both the independence and freedom of
Palestine, and of defending the greater arab States
themselves, to resist with all practical .nd effective
means the execution of these proposals and of any
other measures which do not ensure the independence of
Palestine as in Arab State. The Governments of the
Arab States previously warned the afore-mentioned
Committee of Enquiry of the serious consequences of any
recommendations in favour of the establishment of a
Jewish State in Palestine and openly pointed out to
them the inevitable outbreak of disturbances throughout
the whole Middle East. This is because the Arabs of
Palestine would never accept any arrangement which would
do away with the unity and independence of their country,
At would wage a war in which no quarter would be shown
p reell aggression against their country, and more

/particul arly
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particularly so, because they know that all the Arab
countries would stand behind them, support them and
supply them with money, men and equipment to defend
their existence.

(B) The Arab Governments would never be capable
of repressing the sentiments of their peoples rising
in consequence of the tyranny that has befallen them.
Nor could they stand by with their arms folded in the
face of a danger which threatens all the Arab countries,
but would find themselves compelled to resort to some
decisive action for repelling aggression and re-establishing
zfight.

Such an attitude on the part of the Arab countries
or Governments would not be surprising since it has been
established on several occasions that the L.ionists
depend for their armaments, and for their terrorist and
military activities, which are aimed at destroying the
Arabs of Palestine, on material and moral assistance
supplied to them by certain Foreign Governments and by
certain parties and organizations which are encouraged by
those Governments. Besides the question of disarming the
Jews and countering their terrorist activities has been
the subject of repeated demands and protests presented
by the Arab Governments to the afore-mentioned Governsnts,

butall these efforts failed te produce any definite
results.

C) Therefore, the Committee sees that it should
openly point out to the Arab peoples the real dangers
whichsurround the Palestine question, and call upon
the seriousness of these dangers, and tQ offer Palestine
all the assistance and sacrifices within his power. The
Committee for its part has adopted such effective measures
as will ensure the attainment of all the Arab objectives.

(2) The Egy-ptian case.

The committee, having reviewed the latest stages of
the Egyptian case which is in fact the case of all the
Arab .countries, deeply regrets that the Security Council
has ot so far been able to solve it en a just basis
w4ch will meet both the demands of Egypt and the dignity
and strength which the Arab countries wish for that country.
The comittee adheres to the decision adopted by the
d.10r.l of the Arab League en 23rd I'arch 1947, and announce
that delay or an unjust settlement of the Egyptian question,
,xposes security and peace in the Arab countries to real

d engier.

Please see my immediately following telegram.

Foreign Office please pass to Washington as my telegram
N 8 and Caire to B.M.E.i 0. as my telegram No.138.

[Repeated to Washington].
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Under.Secretary of State for Commonweal

Relations. 29 SEP 1941

0U T WARID S A V I NG T ELE G R A M

(BY AIR LiA IL)

*FRRCOiMIIIONWI0flEALTH RELATIONS OF ]'ICE O.D.

CANADA (GOVT.)
AUSTRAL IA
NEWD EAAN1I
SOUTH AFRICA

(Sent 26th Sept , 1947.)

D.No. 469 SAVING SECRTT

My telegram 20th September D.No. 780.

ARAB STATES AND UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
PALESTINE.

Political Committee of Arab League issued

communique on following lines on 19th September. Begins.,

(a). Committee finds that UNSCOP's proposals involve

flagrant sacr:ificeo of natural rights of Arabs of Palestine to

independence and. volation of all pledges given to Arabs, as

well as of principles for which United Nations stands.

Committee also se in e:maution of -these 'proposals certain.
danger which th abensi 1curity in Palestine and. security and

peace in all grab cont ric, and has therefore resolved, for

purpose of ensuring bt D. . :..ndependcnce and freedom of Palestine,

and. of defending greater irab States themselves, to resist with

all practical and effective means execution of those proposals
.and of any other measures. which do not ensure independence of

Palestine as Arab 3tate, Governments of Arab States previously

warned Committee ofEnquiry of serious consequences of any

recommendations in 'favour of establishment of Jewish State in
Palestine and 'pointed out to them' inevitable outbreak of

disturbances throughout whole Middle East-,- Arabs of Palestine

would never accept any arrangement which would do away with unity

and independence of the i.r country, but would wage war in which

no quarter would be shown to repel aggression against their

country, and more particularly so, because they know that all

Arab countries would stand. behind, them, support them and supply
them with money, men and. equipment to defend their existence.

(b) Arab Governments would. never be capable of repressing

sentiments of their pooples. Nor could. they stand. by in face

of danger which threatens all Arab countries, but would. find

themselves compelled to resort to some decisive action for

repelling aggression and. reocstablishing right. Such an

attitude on part of Arab countries would not be surprising since

it has been established. on several occasions that Zionists

depend for their armaients, and. for their terrorist and. military

activities, which are aimed at destroying the Arabs of Palestine,
on material and. moral assistance supplied to them by certain

Foreign Governments and by certain parties and organisations
which are encouraged by those Governments. Arab Governments

have repeatedly and fruitlessly demanded disarming of Jews and

countering of.tcprorist activities.
(c)/
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(c) Therefore Committee sees that it should qponly point out
to Arab peoples real dangers which surround Palestine question,
and. offer Palestine all assistance and sacrifices within their
power. Committee has adopted such effective measures as will
ensure attainment of all Arab objectives.

(d.) Committee, having also rcviewoed latest stages of Egyptian
case, which is in fact case of all Arab. countries, deeply
regrets that Security Council has not so far boon able to solve

it on a just basis which will -met both demands of Egypt and
dignity and strength which Arab countries, wish for that country..
Committee adheres to decision adopted. 1g yCouncil of Arab League
on 23rd March 1947, and. annouicee that- d.cay or unjust settlement
of Egyptian question, exposes 'ecur t d peace in Arab
countries to real danger. En s,,U

2. Political 'Committee also r solved. that each of Arab
Governments should address note to Governme ts of United.
Kingdom and United States on liies of para 'ph 1 (a) and (b)
above. Three such notes have a\Lre- ,en. received..

3. It is believed that meeting of -Arab League Council is to
be held on 2nd October to consider possibility of applying
economic sanctions against United Kingdom and United States in
event of UNSCOP proposals being implemented. . Such sanctions
might take, form of. refusal by Arab States to grant new economic
concessions to United. Kingdom and United States or even of
withdrawal of existing concessions.

Foreign

C
C

Office

olonial Office
.R.O.(King Qharles
Street.)

iM1 r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

j' .T.A.Ashton-Gwatkin
J.P. G.Finch (4)
J.E.Cable
Trafford.-Smith

Mr. K. Barnes

Copy

2

I

(4i)
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CANADA
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
SOUTH AFRICA

(Seni 8.4O p.m., 20th Septa,#1947)

SECRET

7RA STTES AND ,.UNtITEDNdINP..E
AM ----- g--ALETI

Report
Snd1iination

of Committee has been received with

in Arab States.
ho

2 . W.e have learned that Araboeiters, 
w

are now meeting in Lebanonstoilithatupolicy
are gravely alarmed by possibimplemented and that

unacceptable to Arabs maybeipinionthey 9tha

in view of strength o p They have bboo e them
to take firm stand now. Talia for economic

resolutions providingintergo and United States

sanctions against United. Kingdoma ventualitiees.

interests to be impoeinetinvetalie

Copy to:'-
Foreign

. Colonial. Office
C.R,0.(Kin Charle

Street)

Mr, F.T.A. Ashton-
M/r J.P.G. Finch (
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Mr Trafford--Smith

Gwatkin
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Minutes.

Mr. Burrows.

I attach the following key papers
relating to recent developments of policy
Palestine:-

on

(a) The Gabinet paper dated September
18th ?CP (47)259 prepared in the
Foreign Office.

(b) The Confidential Annex dated
September 20th in NCR (47) 76th
Conclusion, Minute 6 giving the
Cabinet discussion on the Foreign
Office paper.

(c) The final form of the
Secretary's Statement
26th at the Palestine
of the United Nations
contained in New York
No.2639.

Colonial
of September
Commit tee
Assembly,
telegram

As regards the question of our tactics
ei the Debates of the Committee yop may care

to- refer to Mr.Wright's paper of August 218
in E 8126/7622/31 Paragraph 18. It has

been our policy during the work of UNSCOP
to do nothing to influence the Comnittee.

In the same way our special position in

Palestine will make it very difficult for us
during Debates to advocate any particular
aoltubon and it seems likely that our
Delegate will normally abstain from voting.
But it is difficult to foresee how the Debates

will go.

bh.rfccw
J.G.S.Beith

2nd October, 1947
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THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT

The circulation of this paper has been strictly limiited,

It is issued for the personal use of..............

Copy. No

E Q77( % Y

f 77 ,?

18TH SEPTEMBER, 1947

CADINET

PALESTINE

Memorandum by the Secretary of State
Foreign Affairs

The Report of the United Nations Special .Committee on
Palestine has already been circulated to the Cabinet, The

Committee's recommendations fall into three parts. There are

twelve recommendations of principle, eleven of which were
signed unanimously by the eleven members and the twelfth by

nine of them. These are followed by a plan for the partition
of Palestine signed by seven members of the Committee. Three .
members put forward an alternative proposal for the establishment
of a Federal State. The eleventh member, the Australian, has
not associated himself with either of these plans.

The General Recommendations

2. The most important of the twelve general re
are the first and second, to the effect that the
Palestine should be terminated and independence
Palestine at the earliest practicable date.

commendat ions
Mandate for
granted in

3. The sixth general principle is also noteworthy. This

recommends that the General Assembly should immediately initiate
an international arrangement whereby the problem of the
distressed European Jews would be dealt with as a matter
of urgency "for the alleviation of their plight and of the
Palestine problem". With this is connected the twelfth
general recommendation, signed by nine members, stating that
"any solution for Palestine cannot be considered as a solution

of the Jewish problem in general" .
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The Majo rity Plan - Partition

4. Seven members have signed a recomme-ndation for

.on lines shown in a map circulated with the Report.

features of this plan are:-

partition
Salient

(i) His Mo jCsty s-Governmek:nt would bo responsible

for carrying it out. (Thore is provision

for the assistance of His Majesty' s Government

by one or more members of the United Nations,

but the members in question are not specified).

The period of transition for which His Majesty

Govornment would be responsible is two years,

though it is clearly implied that an extension

might be necessary.

(ii) During this period of transiti
immigrants would bo admitted
period be pro-longed, Jewish

be allowed at the rate of 60

on, 150,000 Jewish
,Should the

immigration would
,000 year.

(iii) The frontiers drawn by the authors of this plan

are morb favourable to th Jews and more

unfavourablO to the .grabs than those drawn

in any partition plan which has at any time

boon contemplated by His Majesty' s Government.

The present population in the area allocated to

the Jewish State consists of approximately

500,000 Jews and 500,000 non-Jews, mainly Arab.

(The latter figure includes Bedoulin).

(iv) The
re
ha
It
St
in
th

as

independence of the two States
cog-nised by the United Nations1

d concluded a treaty of economi

is, however, provided that, if

ate fulfils the various conditi
dependence, including readiness
Lo economic treaty, "the General

the United Nations shall take

it may deem appropriate".

would not be

until they
c union.
only one

ons of
to sign
Assembly
such action

(v) The City of Jerusalem, with a small area around

it, is to be placed under the direct

administration of the United Nations. It

would be included in the economic union of

Palestine.

The Minority Plan - Federation

minority
h prepondera.
boundaries

little more .
culato', Th

u
nt
of
th
e I

(i) Ther wou
in whic
by "an
Goeraeral

f three members advocate a Federal State,
power in the hands of the Federal Government.

the Arub ajnd Jewish States (which would in fact
n provinces) are shown on a map already

followifL are salient features of this plan:

au
t

As

be a three year period of transition,

he country would be administered
hority to be decided by the

soembly".
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period of
emtte F~ J

transition, immigration
into the Jewish area at

a rate not excoeing its absorptive capacity.

This rate would be determined not by the

administering authority but by a commission

composed of three Arab and three Jewish
ropresentatives together with three nominees

of the United Nations.

fonstituOnt A sscmbly which is

onvisaged under this plan would have to

work within the limits laid down in a

of general provisions, of which

st important are the following:

by the(a) Immigration would be controlled
c.ntrai Government.

of residence would be

accorded by the local Govcrnmflts.

he central institutions would
include a bicameral legislature.
One of the two chambers would be
elected in such a way as to give
proportional representatio11 to

the population as a whole; in t

other there w'oul be parity of
he

numbers between the Jewish and Arao

representativCs. Legislation would

require the a proval of
in both chambers.

(a) In the Jvent of deadlock resulting
from this legislative system, the

issue would be submitted to an arbitral

body af five members, "including not

loss than two Arabsand two Jews".
Although the allegiance of the fifth
member, who would in fact be the final

lOegislativo authority in many matters
o m aor importance, is not explicitly

st:te, it is clear from the provisions

mT±)ade for his election that he wxiould

alosU certainly be an1 Arab. Thus

1ev: locks resulting from conflict along

communal lines (e.g. over immigraettion)
Yould >e resolved in favour of the

(iv) The Head of State, vio would be ole
majority vote of both legislative
would have o. deputy who must be a

cted by a
chambers,
member of

community other than his own - an Arab if
wore a Jew and a Jew if he eore an rob.

(v). Jerusalem would b,: thu Capital of the Federal State.
There woul1, however, be a permanent international
commission for the supervision and protection of
the Holy places,

Position of His1 Mjos tf t  Gove..;rXlinnt
relation to Assemr bly recommendation

The report of the
the General A ssembl

Special Commr ittee
y, where a two-thir

wiell now be considered
ds majority will

be required for the adoption of a recommendation
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(iii) The sn le
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7, His Majesty' s Government
accepting, still less to carr
such recommendations as the A
session of the Assembly last
drew a distinction between ac
sense of not impeding its exe
carrying it out by means of a
forces. At the same
the task of implement
of force and which co

While making an
Sir Alexrader d
the Assembly' sa
presumably notv

expli
id not
r c oiYi
wish t

refusing to accept it.
enforcement, and it is
are concerned.

Ri
are not at prosen't commit to

ying out with their own resources,
assembly may make. At the special
spring, Sir Alexander Cadogan
cepting a recommendation, in the
cution by others, and actively
British administration and British

time he reserved our right to decline
ing proposals which would demand the use
uld not be reconciled with our conscience.
cit.roservation on this point only,
commit us even to passive acceptance of

nationss . Nevertheless we should
o obstruct an Assembly recommendation by

I~ '±

w t 11.
crucial question will be
this that tho following

its
para graphs

Enf orc cement of the ma :jorit. 1pan

8. The majority proposal is so manifestlyi unjust to the
Arabs that it is difficult to sc how, in Sir Aloxandor Cadogan's
words "we could reconcile it with our conscience", There
are also strong reasons of expediency for.declining the
responsibility for givin< effect to this proposal. The attempt
to :o so would precipitate an Arab rising in Palestine which
would have the moral approval of the entire Moslem world and
would be more or less actively supported by the neighbouring
Arab States. The Chiefs of Staff state that, in this situation,
reinforcements amounting to not less than one division would
have to be sent to the Midle East.

Thu long-term politicL 1
would be more serious th
We should be engaged in
and thus antagonising th
when our whole political
East must b founded on
treaty rights which woul
Jewish State would be po
goo'dill and with it ofc

tegic
of C

hold on the
ommonweal 1t h

and strategic consequences
r the immediate military pr

sup )pressing Arab resistance
e inde.'pond ont Arab States, a

Jn4 strate;ic system in the
co-operation with those Stat

:1 probably be accorded to us
or comp;nsation for the loss
our pr ospect of establishing

.i' fen
Ea st which
policy.

oblem.
in Palatine,
t a time
Middle

es. The
by the
of Lrab
that firm

is an indispensible

In answer to those consitieraD tions
be argued that, once the oer-
we could rely on time to heal
interval Anizglio-Arb rela tions
however, would be an uiduiy op
probably not be long before th
would be in the course of time
and driven by the ultra-nation
will not acceptt
expand its front

an interva
Partition w
Governmnt1
entirely su
to suppose
part in his
in pro-war
might prove
East, and t
A ngl o-Arabi

would
but w
irr oun
that
tory
Czech
to )

his c

tion
the w
would
timis
e Jew

wv ith
a list

it might
of partition
ound, so that
no longer be

tic forecast.
ish Governmen
a pr:oblom of
political p}a

at first sight
was completed,
after an
affected. This,

It would
t, faced as it
over-population

ties w hich
partition as a final settlement, would try to
iers. If Jewish irredentism is likely to develop
1, Arab irredentimrn is certain from the outset.
establish a miniture State, under a Jewish
ith a relatively very large Arab minority,
ded by Arab territory. It seems reasonable
the Arab population of this State would play a
not unlike that of the Sudeten German minority
oslovakia. Thus the existence of a Jewish State
e a

oull
relations.

constant factor
h~adly fail to

of unr
havo a

est in the Middl
damaging effect

e
on

9 .

straw
p art

10.

after

c

r
t

c

I

i

t
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11. It is suggested, in the plan under consideration, that
other Governments might be associated with His Majesty' s
Government in carrying out partition. Even if this were
possible, which seems doubtful, it would not greatly affect
the issue. On a short view, Arab sympathios would be no
less alienated from Great Britain. And on a long view, Bri
interests more than any others would suffer from the new
elemont of discord introduced into Middle Eastern politics.

Enforcement of an alternative Tlan of partition

12. The principle of partition is distinct from any particular
application of it, and adjustments could be made in the map
proposed by the majority of the Committee which would,
principally by reducing the size of the Arab minority in the
Jewish State, eliminate much of the injustice of the present
plan. But these a djustments would have to be very substantial
indeed before they hA§ any appreciable effect on the Arab
reaction to partition. And long before that point was reached
they would provoke a Jewish refusal to accept it. Now that
the app.etito of their followers has been whetted by the major
plan, the Zionist loaders cannot accept much less.

ty

13. Thus, if the Assembly were to adopt partition in a form
intrinsically more just than that now proposed, the probable
result would e that any Power attempting to give affect to
it would be faced simultaneously with an Arab rising and
large-scale Jewish terrorism. This would create the most
difficult of all possible situations in the short run. Nor
would the revision of the boundJares of thu Jewish State greatly
affect the long-trm consequences of its establishment. A
Jewish Government would not be able to regulate immigration
in accordance with a realistic assessment of their territory's
economic absorptive capacity. The desire for expansion might
devel op ear lier if the Jewish S3to to occupied a smaller area
ai ioulz. be felt mere strongly
with. the frontiers.

Enforcement

if the Jews were dissatisfied

of the minor ity plan

14. Despite their objections to the minori
a feseri St te, primarily on the grour th

ltogethr closu the _ or to eventual part
be per}u d ato acquiesce in this solution.
the other hand it is totally unaccptable.
effect to it would therefore be followed by
of Jewish terrorism. On these assumpt ions

ty proposal for
a t it does not
tion, the irabs

t

might
To the Jews on

Anattempt to :ive
an intensification

;he Chiefs of Staff
consider that no reinforcements would be needed; in view,

99however, of thu planned runp-dowzn of our forces in *the iiddle East,
a point woul. s shortly be reached at which the necessary strength
could b! maintained only at the expense of some other commitment.

15. Tho ra'in difficulty, however, in the way of the minority
plin is that, since it involves the willing co-operation of the
two peoples, it is not capable of being enforced. Many details
in this 'on re borrowed from the two sets of proposals which
His Ma jisty' s Governmenit success-vely laid before the Palestine
Gonference in London last winter. But it was assumed at that
time that the proposals would not be practicable unless they
received some mue sure of COnlsIlt from both Arabs and Jews.

tish
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16. It therefore seems
adopt the minority ilan
for giving effect to it
co-operation ard would
Palestine after the thr

probable that,
, any Power acc
would not obta

thus be unable
0 yeaor period

if the assembly were to
opting the responsibility
in a sufficient measure of
to extricate itself from
of transition.

Withdrawal from Palestino

17. It appears from
disadvantages would f
Government to un erta

t Rie

11
the ~~

precedin
o\! from a
the task

three solutions which the Assemblyr
If these disadvantages are held to
responsibility for any of the three
Government must be propa red ffor an
This would be equally n-ecessary in
situation which would be created _-y
to carry any resolution whatever by

.jority,

g paragraphs
decision by

of carrying,

tha
His

out

t grave
Majesty' s

any of the
may be expected to consider.
preclude acceptance of
solutions, His Majesty's

alternative course of action.
the somO\what similar

a failure of the Asseibly
the necessary two-thirds

18. The present situation
cannot Do allowed
themselves failed
them to transfer
the inhabitants o
or if it .were to
Government coulJ.
course would be t
unconditionally.

to
to

the
f t
pvro
not
o w

in Poles
continue. F

devise any
ir authority
he country.
pose a settle
accept respc

ithidraw from

His
set
to
If

Dme
ons
P a

tine is intolerable and
Majesty' s Government have
tlement which would enable
a Government representing
the Assembly should fail,

nt for which His Ma jestyt s
ibility, the only remaining
lostine, in the lost resort

19. The threat of Bri
coupled with an cf r
reached between the ar
miit conceivably hav
in order to avoid the
withdrawal, if decided
such an "reement.

tish withdrawal within a specified time,
to assist in giving effect to any agreement
abs and the Jews before our departure,
the result of inducing them to co-operate

otherwise inevitable civil war. But a
upon, should not be made' conditional on

Li thr.awa in the absence of Aro--JeVish agreement
i saidvanta es which should not o underestimated. There
e ,n interval between the onnouncemont of our intention
ithdre and the actual withdra;ral, L interval in which

task of the i;ministration might be more difficult than
previous period. In the asence of a Government to whici
could be transferred., the consequences of our eva cueation
he unpredictcble. Some or .ll of the Lrab States would
become involved in the resulting disorders; they might
aua rre l amon :t hemso. lve over the country' s .future. In
cv "Lt it
to the a

is like
t tent ion

ly t h° t t
of the S

he situation would
security Council.

before long -I

has
would
to
the

in ainy
h1 power
would
proh ly
Sv en
any
De brought

21. On

in thl
rwould nI

o I P.l

variant
of our

at
ot 0

Li-f

at
o)

owf

he oI
off

Iuntr

tini

as tr it
n. in7

their

y,Jw
los t
an c
comp
) we
to ro

hand our withrawal from Palosti
d at th. cost of a period of bloo
oull h:ave two ma jor advantages.
, nor British resources expended,
ommunity for the advantaee of the
ared with enforcing .the ma jority
should not be pursuing a policy

sto in the M'iddle East.

no, even if it
dshed and chaos
British lives

in suppressing
other. And

plan or a
destructive
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22. If we were to leave Palestine in this way we sh
doubt be accused by both Jews and Arabs of having fai
fulfil our obligations to them, deriving from the Man
or from general principles of political justice. The
of the accusation, however, would be greatly weakened

ould no
led to
date
force
by:

the record of our repeated
at a settlementn;

efforts to arrive

our offer to stand aside and allow the
United Nations to implement a policy;

our offer to abide by and facilitate any
a agreement arrived at by the .Arabs and Jews
themslvIes.

We cannot permit ourselves to be kept in Palestine indefinitely
by the fear of this accusation. We have already sty. ted,
in the document which we presented to the London Conference
last February, that "His Majesty' s Government are not
prepared to continue indefinitely to govern Palestine
themselves merely b eccause Arabs and Jews cannot agree upon
the means of sharing: its government between them". It should
also be remembered that each of the other suggest ted policies
would expose us to the same charge from either Jews or Arj"a

RiiECCMMUli E ND TI ON S

23. Once it hs ben decided that, failing a satisfactory
sottl'oent, e re determined to withdraw British Forces and
British administration from Palestine in the near future,
we should clearly announce this intention in such a way as to
derive the maximum possible advantage from it. Nothing short
of an announcement of our determination to withdraw rather than
to carry out an unaccptable policy will induce a sense of
realism and offer a prospect of settlement
in view, it should be rmde clor at :n early
Assembly that our minds are made up. (See A
of a statement on those lines),

24., Thre is a chance that the effect

S0 With this end
stage in the

nnex for the draft

of this announcement
may be sufficient to produce a solution (either by a
recommendation of
the Arabs and the
feel justified in

the Asesembly or b direct areme between
Jews) for which is Majesty's Government would
cceptiig responsibility.

25. Ve must however be prepared,
of this hen tho present assembly
sta teme
Civil .A
making
British
facility
,fg °r;.ceJ

should there be no prospect
ends, to ma ke a fur ther

nt announcin; the date on which British Forces and the
dministr. tion would be withdrawn from Palestine. In
this st tement, we should also renew our offer of
assistance to the Ar

eating aniy settlement
nt before we left the

abs and Jews for the purpose of
on which they were able to reach
country.

E. B.

ii' gr i:n Office,

18TH SEPTEMBER, 194.7.

0

(a)

(b)

(c)
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AINEX

DRAFT
SPEEC:

THE PALESTI:

OF STATEMENT TO BE INCLUDED IN
H BY UNITED KINGDOM DELEGATE TO
NE COMIITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

The recommendations made
Cormittee on Palostine are' of
recommendations of a general
put forward unanimously and t
of the Jommittee. These arc
for the future Governrient of
majority of seven members and

to the Assembly by the Special
two kinds. There are twelve

character, eleven of which are
he twelfth by a substantial majority
followed by two detailed proposals
Palestine, one supported by a
the other by a majority of throe.

2. With the twelve general recommendations the United Kingdom
Government are in substantial agreement. I wish in particular
to endorse and emphasise three of these statements of principle.
The first and the second, recommending the termination of themandate
and the grant of independence in Palestine at the earliest
practicable date, are an exact expression of the guiding principle
of British policy in Palestine. This should be sufficiently
obvious from the record of tour various attempts to secure agree-
raont on a final sottlonont of the probloer. Novcrtholosu I take
the our tuni ty of re-aff ira..ing <t hat in tLis fundmaraont al matter
th e ainis of .;y Government and of t heSp ocial oitt oo r e Uie.tical.

3. The other general recbmmendation to which I wish to draw
the Committee t s attention is the sixth, to the effect that the
General Assembly should immediately undertake the initiation and
execution of an international arrangement to deal with the p problem
of distressed European Jews as a matter of extreme urgency. It
is the opinion of the United King-dom Government that the entire
problem of displaced persons in Europe, Jewish and non-Jewish
alike, is an international responsibility and one which demands
urgent action. We shall make prop sals to this end on a more
appropriate. occasion.

4. I have said enough to show that
the general conclusions reached by t
broad objectives of British policy.
of Palestine and its related problem.:

there is no conflict between
he Special Commiittee and the

We approach the subject
s in the same spirit.

5. As regards the future Government of Palestine it was mado
clear at the special session, by Sir Alexander Cadogan, that the
United Kingdom Government, would be in the highest degree reluctant
to oppos.c the Asombly t s wishes. He went on, however, to draw a
distinction between accepting a recomimendati on, in the sense of
not impeding its execution by others, and actively carrying it
out by moans of a British acLdministration and British forces.

6. The attitude of my Government remains the same. It is
hardly necessary for me to omphasise our readiness to co-operate
with the Assembly to the fullest possible extent, and I cannot
easily imagine circumstances in which we should wish to prevent
the application of a settlement recommended by the Assembly.
The crucial question is its enforcement, and on this I must dwell
little longer.

a whoomm"



The United Kinrgdom Government are ready to assume the
responsibility for giving effect to any plan on which agreement
is reached betwoon the Arabs and Jews. They are not tiemselvus
prepared to unrtke the task of inponing a policy in Palestine
by force of m.L"-' o In consider (:.Or il any proposal to the effect that
they Euld pnrticipato with oth.ors in the enforcement of a
settlement they musttakeinto account both the inherent justice
of the settlomcnt and tho extent to which force
to fgivo effect to itM

would be required

8. If the Assembly should : oomiand a policy which the United
Kingdom Governrient wjou.LdL not foo.'ul able to imp)lemont, it would be
necessary to provide for o i alternative authority
it. In that event tl : .i aL Kingdom Government w
to hand over the a inisL I

to iment
ould be re

:"r:ation of Palestine to any authority
ad-1y

de sighted by t h .s cmblY1 as so n as that authority declared
itself in a position to assume full responsibility,

9 Ihave i.ntervonod i n the discussion today because the
CGormittee has. before it a propsa. involving certain assui
concerning the fu u.re attitude of my Gove-rnment, and the C
is thierefore
justified 0

entilofd to know how far.

t) Lions
ora . .Itte

those asumptiOns aro

10. In conclusior and in order that there may be no misun.der~
standing of our at-;itude and poli..cy, I have been instructed by
His Majesty CS Government to state with all solemnity that if
it proves iorssibe as ac resL.Lt of the deliberations of the
Gonoral Assembly to reach a settl7,mont,, His Majesty's Goverment
will be forced to ase their poiJy on t1'he assurmtion that they

ill have to suroericor the mandate under which they have scu--ht
for twenty five years to discharge their obligations to facilitate
the growth of a Jew
of the Arabj popular
and in the absence
plan for an oarly w

. ... is V.at iona.l H[Iom e and to protect the interests
.i on. This task ILas now become impossible
of a sett lrment H is; .lajosty s Government must
withdrawal of ritish forces aul of the British

Adminis traction from PalestLine
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IT
Azzam Pasha's Views on Palestine.

It

I had another long talk with Azzam
Pasha today, and this time he discussed
Palestine.

He thought it would be a great mistake

for us to leave Palestine, but he understood
our difficulties there and realised that,
if we had really come to the conclusion that
we could not crush Jewish terrorism,. we
had no alternative but to quit. Was this,
however, in fact beyond our power? What

he would like to see us do was:

(i) offer at
give way
appointed

the
to

by

General Assembly to
some other authority
the United Nations.

(ii) make use of the stronger position
we should en;oy, after the
inevitable failure of the United
Nations to produce an alternative
administrator in Palestine, to
eradicate terrorism from the
Jewish community.

a:

-i

I

accomplished,
the Arab

(iv) invite the United Nations to
assist us in determining the
absorptive capacity of the country
during the remaining period of
our occupation.

(v) build up gradually, over a period
of about ten years, the

intitnitions of an independent state

(vi) conclude a treaty and withdraw.

Provided the Arabi could be firmly
assured against the over-running of Palestine
by Jewish immigrants, he was sure they would
accept a settlement on these lines. Mufti

would then cease to be of much importance.

Lth September,19!47
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Code R 4 TMrN A L No.

FROM WASHINGTON TO

Lord Inverchapel
No. 5180

22nd September,

Repeated to:

1947

D. 5.14 p.m.

R. 11.08

22nd September,

p.m. 22nd September,

United Kingdom Delegation New York

IMPORTANT u u u u' u

New York Times September 21st reports from London
that it is learned authoritatively that British Cabinet
have decided to accept major recommendations of the
Special Comittee on Palestine provided United Nations
participate full in their implementation. The Cabinet
is said also tohve decided that a time limit for with-
drawal of British troops should be set. Washington Post
same date however carres U.P. report that the Cabinet
has drafted new Palestine policy and has rejected both
major and minor recommendations of the Shecial Committee,
because of high cost it British blood and money which d
be necessary to enforce either upon the Jews and Arah

2. Have any decisions on the recommendations or din
their implementation yet been taken? A / 4
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This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be

retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on.le

Cypheir/T

FW FINN

epresen.Ctative to the
(Fro " ermanen t United ionsgdo

United Ntions)

d~o 3 r
4(ep =be r 25th, 1947.

sept eber
x . 50.a"m."

25th,197.
26th, 1947.

to Jerusalem
{iashingtn

6

My immediately

)

6666

preceding telegram.

Flowing is text.

(Begins]1

It will be for the convenience of this Comittee

if Ij on behalf of jis gajesty's Government in the

United Kingdorm, mae a stateent at the beginning of

our deliberation. I appreciate the opportunity
afforded me adri I shall be brief. is majesty S
Government is in a special position as the Landatory

Power at present administering alestine. We have

before us a proposal involving certain assumptions

concrning~ the future attitude of my vernment.

You are therefor entitled to know before you proceed

very far in your discussions to what extent those

assumptions are justified.

2 1 congratulate the Special Committee on the

way in which they have carried through their difficult

task and the expedition they have shown in presenting

their report in time for consideration by this Assembly.

h e 3eocial Committee have made recommendation to th*

Assembly, of two kinds. There are twelve recommendationS

of a general character, eleven of which are put forward

unanimeuCly and the twelfth by a substantial majority

j ' +1'i+AF # ML $ K J 7w r yr M 4.s L

Repated 4JL4 b

IlubIATE

K4E-

Top SEGRT.

r-^^,", 'tit
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of the Committee. These are followed by two detailed

proposals for the future Government of alestin . One

supported by a ma jority of seven members and the other

by a minority of three.

3. 1 can say at once that the aitod Kingd

Governet a.re in substantial agreement With the twelve

general recommendations. in particular they endorse

and rihasise three of these statements of principle,

the First recommending that the miaandate for ralostine

shall be terminated at the earliest practiab"e date

and the seond recormnding that independence shall

be ayanted in P alestine at the earliest practicable

dat , ae an exact expression of the guiding principle

of fritish policy in : alestine. "he record o our

various attempts to secure agreement on a final

settlement of the problem - which I will not delay the

+o 'mittee by repeating - is sufficient and obvious

proof of this fact. Nevertheless I take the opportunity

of re-affirming that in this fund mental matter the

aims of my Government and of the special ;c mittee are

identical. The third general recoxaendation to which

my Government di.rcots attention is the sixth. -his

is to the effect that the General Assembly snaWuid

immediately undertake the initiation and execution of

an international arraigement to deal with the problem,

.f distressed irepean Jewss as a matter of extr:e

agency. It is the. opinion of the United Aingdom

Government that the entire problem of displaced

persons in urope, Jewish and non-Jewish alike, is an

international responsibility and one which demands

urgent action. e shall make proposals to this end

on a more apropriate occasion.

4.0 I would therefore only reiterate on the

subject of the Special Committee's general recommenda-

tions that there is no conflict between their general

conclusiQons and the broad objectives of .British policy.

e approach the subject of ;alestine and its related

problems in the same spirit.

5 I come now to the question of thefuture

Goven~Ut of Pale stinle. Iqdesionlbehalf of hi

-esty'sGovernmcent to state that they endorse without

reservations the view that the mandate shoiuid now be

terminated, It was. the original intention of. the

League of N ations that the, rmandatory regime in .alostine

s uld lead towards independence The situtiQrini

has since~ developed clearly neessitates the termination

/of the



q-3-m

of the mandate. e acept-this- nees and

shall wiigly lay down - th obigtions -imposed
Y f~~itiC ay b

uA .n da7s. that the goal of I endencemay be

lough t w ithin r Lealisation.

6. it wasmade clear by ;ir Alexander

_adogan at the. saecial. session . the Assembly

.eld earlier this year that the .Unite .ingdom

Govrn ent would be in tie highest (degree

reluctant to oppose the Assemibly's visihes iin

regrd to the future of alestine. At the

same time he drew . distinction. between accepting
a ecommendation, in th sense of not impeding

its. execution by others, and accepting responsibility
forcarrying it out by :m-eans of a British
admi ni strat ionan B .' riti sh forces.

7. The. attitude, of my Govrnent rema ins as

then stated. It is h.ardIy necessary for c to

emp~hasise our readiness tco co-operate ..itn the

Assembly to the fullest oibl exteut, and I

cannot- easily iagine' circumstances in which nwe

should wish to prevent the application of a

settlement recommended by the k"sebl1y.

crbucia~l question fo Ais Majesty's Goenmn .S

its enforceret. About- that must say a few

words.

60 :irst, t United _ingdomi Governmut are

ready to assume th' responsibility for giving effect

to any elan on which agreement is reached between the

Arabs a'id the. Jews. second, if the Assembly shud

recom mend .policy which' is riot a cceptable to the

Jews and the Arabs, the United"a ingdom Government

wou' d not f eel able to implement it. Then it.ewould

be necessary to provide for sole alterative authority

to implement it.

9. Hi's ajesty's G-overncnt are. not theselves

prepared. to undertail<e the task of imposing a po .icy

in alestine by force of . Likewise, in considering

any propos.1 to the effect that 'Is aajesty' s

Governrent should participate' with others in the

enforcement of a settlement, they must take iato

court goto the inherent justice of the settlement

and the extent- to which force would be required to

give effect to it.

/10.



10. I repeat .again-. 11tha Hsa.,s.'sGoenmn

have d er nyd.u 
oth a um

{i~ t~yvut1ydown'v the I~t :nd.' idner MW11,oh11they h.v,

' ix~t for 25 years to d~i char~g eir oblg ian To

r e thowth Of the Jewishtt a os a m to

oth e interest. of the Arab t i at ear
that thzr uy be. no pi sunder t .fUli ti ,of the .tt us an

policy.of:Britain I havebeen iis t b.
tover tto announce ith all 5 o1eaityt Vth

have .onseg untly ieci ed tt, bs c
' I1"U .d .fox; . xly withdrawal of

British. forces an of the Brit

11 In conclus-ion may perhaps be allowed to

one tkiCmueC Uxr ci s a is to bri g
~ setlc ~n ina~et~4. which 1is likly t
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Secret

Cyphe r/OTP ANO,

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO CARO No,1794

BEIRUT N"0602

DAMASCUS NO. 497

JEDDA NO,388

AANNQ0.420

BAQDADNO,818

26th September 1947 D. 6.45 p.m. 26th September 1947

0U0000

Palestine.

Following is final text of statement to be madebClnilSceaytPlsieComteofUtd
by Colonial Scretaraat Palestine CmitOO of United
Nations General Assembly at 11 a.a. New York time

September 26th. 1 have asked for any alterations in the

tetapeiee to be telegraphed immdiately but

you may take this text as substantially authentic.

[Begins]

[Here follow text of New York telegram No. 2659

to Foreign Office].

[mnds]
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[This telegram is of Darticular secrecy aid s l4 beretained by the authorised recipient and not j Vssed on]

Cypher/0TP

FROM DAMASCUS

Mr Beaumont
No. 410
20 th September, 1947.

TOFREG Off vIC

D. 12. 47

R. 5. 55

.rar...
a . 21 t

194,.

p.m. 21st.
1947.

,a"Thr

September,,

S'epteer,

Repeated to Cairo
Bagdad

Amman
Beirut Saving
Jerusalem Saving

2 2 22

telegram No. 753 .

Palestine.

The Political Comm
a communique on the nig
Beirut is sending you a

ittee
;ht of
copy.

of t ie Arab league
September 19th off

issued
which

2. The Prime Minister has summoned miStates colleague and myself to call on him
at noon and 12-50 respectively to receive a
from the Syrian Government. He informs mesimilar communication will be presented toand United States representatives in all Ar
before September 25th.

y United
on Mon da
"protest"

that a
British
ab capitals

5. Although Prime Minister would not divulgeterms of this communication indications gathered by myUnited States colleague nd myself are that it 'il bea watered down version of Iraqi Prime Minister's letter(Bagdad telegram No. 813) warning His Majesty's Govern-men and United States Government in general terms
that Arab opinion will not tolerate U.N.S.C.O.P.'s ma jorityreport and stating that Arab Government will hold HisMa esty's Government and United States Government response.ib a in the event of its adoption by United Nations
Assembly.

4.
accept

5.
express
States
report

Unless instructed
communication for oni

Both President
3ed annoyance at la
(gps undec J by and
on Palestine.

to the contrary I shall
ard transmission to you.

and Prime Minister have
test declaration of United
large committee's majority

(Note by Communications Department Repetitionundecipherable groups has been requested.]

S

Beirut
J1

Th

of

CABINET-DISTRBUTI ON

f 'v

TO FOPR IGN OFFICE F

wi
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CABINT DIST1.R.IBTION.

Damascus telegram No.410 to Foreign Office of
20th September.

P raph 5, line 3 For "[gs. undec.]"
lease re a Seoret of State in w h according
to local press he sai that he accepted".

COM UNICATIONS DEPARTMENT.

26th September 1947.
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on].

Cypher/OTP CA BINET DISTRIBUTI0Ni.

t ROM DAMA SCUS TO FOREIGN OFFICE.

His :ajes ty' s Charge d' Affa ires.
No. 412. D. 7.16 a.mi. 23rd September;1947,.

22nd September 1947. R. 9.15 a.n. 23rd September 1947.

Repeated to Am aan,
Cairo,
Jedda
Bagda
Beirut
Jerusaien.

0:0:0:0

IMPhO RTANT.

Miy telegraa No. 410.

Following is sum ary of communication presented by the
Syrian Prime I.inister with verbatim. translation of
parag._aph 5. Preamiable: comipliments and request that
His Majesty's Government's Legation transmit to you
points made in the decision taken by political committee
of the xrab League on etemrber 19th.

1. Britdin assumed mandate with the intention
of educating the indigenous population in accordance with
I.rticle 32 of the Charter of the League of Nations. The
people of Palestine always opposed the mandate. Britain
on the demise of the League of Nations in .oril 1946
expressed the desire to continue to administer Palestine
although the population still objected. You made
declaration in the House of Commons in February 1947
stating that the people of Palestine were ripe for
independence like other jArab peoples but illogically
and despite repeated promises to the Arabs nothing was
done to give effect to this declaration.

2. UNSCOP' s report proposes to demolish the prospect
of independent Palestine as an .rab state. The Arabs
of Palestine repudiate this utterly and declare that neither
His :ajesty' s Government nor any other authority has the
right ogive any portion of Palestine to Zionist [grp. undec.
? ry] a foreign element to establish a Jewish state.

3. Zionist immigration into Palestine has been
accompanied by acts of violence aimed at obtaining a foot-
hold there which will allow then to en s ach 1Uster on .rab
coun tries.

4. Paragraph 4 is an exact replica of communique
reported in Beirut telegram No. 681 starting at paragraph
1 (a). "The Governments of Arab States previously warned"
and ending at the end of paragraph 1 (b)"definite results".

SEP

4



Z40

5. "Caonsuent"yyian Government which are still
linked to His Majesty a. Government. by. lest bonds cenosier
it their tuty to make His Majesty' Gaevernment realise the
real. dang.er menacing security .anpeaceein. the Mile East
and t hell them responsible tor .any incidents which may
ens. should any decision be taken whioh shall ten to
ieaty~ right of Palestine -to be an independent Arab

C.

6. C.apli ents.

Full translation follows by bag.

See my immediately following telegram.

Cairo please repeat to Midlle East Minister as .my
telegram No. 58r
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[This tele graim is
retainedby the4

of particu
authorised

lar secrecy and should be
recipient and .-passed

22nd,1947.
D. 4.10 p.a.
R. 7.05 p. m.

meeting.

1c, £37
CABIi'T

OFFICE

September
September

22nd,1947.
22nd,1947.

Cairo

sesss

Please pass to Washingten as
Cairo to British Middleast
140.

Secret.

My telegram No. 681; Arab League

ihenl I saw Samir Pasha before he left 'or Amaan I
asked him whether there was any truth in the report which
had reached me that Political Committee had decided on
the formation of a Milita Committee. Samir Pasha said
that the Committee had decided on the establishment of a
technical (repeat technical) body composed of one
representative from each of the Arab States and also a
representative of Palestinianl Arabs. The purpose of
this body was to ascertain what sort of assistance the

Arabs of Palestine required and to arrange necessary
co-ordination. Representatives would not (repeat not)

be Government officials or members of the Arab armed
forces.

Committee4
f Arab Lag

to Lebanes
provisional

also decided to advance date of
ue Council from October 6th and
e Ministry of Foreign Affairs
ly fixed for October 2nd.

meeting

sgp [Repeated to ashington]

cP

(Actiocomplete<

Cypher/O TP

FROM BEIRUT TO FOREIGN

Yr. Evens
No. 685
September

Repeated t o BAdad
Cairo
Washington
British Middle East Office
Aman Saving
Jedda Saving
Jerusalem Saving
Damascus Saving

and
No.

my telegram No. 10
Office as my telegram
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r
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[This telegram
retained by the

Cypher/TP

is of particular secrecy and should be
authorised recipient and not passed on]

WORLD ORGANISI

FRM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN OFFICE

(From Permanent United Kingdom Representative
United Nations)

D. 11.46 a.m. 24th September,1947

24th September,1947 R. 5.30 p.m. 24th September,1947

Repeated to Washingtan

8 8 8 8188

IMMEDIATE E 8860
GIANT

Following
Martin.

for Mathieson, Colonial Office,

First meeting of Palestine Committee will be
tomorrow Thursday afternoon. It is probable that
Mr. Creech Jones will make his statement at second
meeting which is likely to be on Friday. He has
accepted amendment of last sentence of statement
suggested in Foreign Office telegram No. 5136.
Please inform Gurney. <-'

4,:' FL-
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[EN CLAIR] L S

FROM WASHINGTON TO JERUSA1L

Lord Inverchapel D. 7.25.p.m.1Oth September 1947
No: 82
10th September 1947 R. 1.4. a.m.11th September 1947

Repeated to Foreign Office No: 4987

X:X:X:

Your telegram 216.

United Kingdom Delegation New York have praised
to do their best to make necessary arrangements and will
see to' accoodation from Septeaber 17th. They suggest
that Josey should en arrival contact A.R.K. Mackenzie,
Public Relations Officer in United Kingdem Delegation
(61st fleer Epire State Building telephone Longacre
5-2070 and 5- 2 07 1).

O? I.
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(This telegram is
retained by the

of part iolrlar redy aid should be
authorised recipient and not passed on].

Cypher/OTP

FROk D ASCUS TO FOREIGi OFFICE.

Mr. Beaumont,
No.415.
25r epteber,

D: 9.5. a.m.

1947. R: 11.10

to Bagdad,
Cairo,
Jeda,
Aman,
B. M. E. 0. Cairo

24th September,

a.m. 24th September,

(Cairo please pass
telegram No.59).

1947

1947.

as my

Beirut Saving,
Jerusalem, Saving.

~A .A z-

My immediately proeingc1 telegram.

Prime Minister was at pains to counter an
arguent used by my United statess colleague and myself
en a previous occasion that it was out of place to

present communication to our Governm~ents since neither
of them were represented n UNSCOP. He said Political

COmittee held His Lajecsty's Government and United
states Government jointly responsible because (a) They

had shown by appoint men of Angl,-Am erican Commissier
that they considered themselves as primarily and jointly

responsible.

(b).
interest

They alene apart from Arab states had
in the Middle East.

(c) They cmanded
United Nations.

a large bleck of votes

2. He then handed me *c
rough translation in French.
it I made following personal

,municatien a
In agreeing

,bservations.

id
to

read a
transmit

(a) I reiterated argument used above and stated

in any case presentation of communicatiOn was premature
since His fajesty's Government had not signified their

attitude to the report. I did not use argument about

menaces (your telegram N.577 to Beirut second .

paragraph (d) since tone of communicatinseemed hardly

to justify it.

(b)
terrorism

I censiier
were in ba

?ed that
Ld taste

* Ih

references
and out of

A r

to Jewish
place in any

/cemmunioation

£

a real

in
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any colunication addressed to His Majesty's Government. It was

absurd to suggest terrorism was directed against the Arabs
when the world knew that it was against us. and it was even more
absurd to imply, as the note appeared to do, that we connived
at terrorism. Prime Minister admitted that this only meant
the United States Government.

(ca) I was not aware of any promises made tothe Arabs of
the nature mentioned at the end of first paragraph of communication

(d) As for saying that countries represented on UNSCOP @nly

[grp. undec. ] single votes and were unimportant surely every
vote counted, witness havoc played by Faris Khuris vote en
Security Council.

5. By an oversight which I shall rectify when I see him

about Egypt to-merrew I omitted to mention that in ry opinion

His Majesty's Government feel bound to held Syrian Government

responsible for any less of British lives and property .r
damage to property incurred by Syrian nationals in Palestine
er elsewhere as a result of Syrian Government' s inability 'to

repress sentiments of their esple's risinrr in rev lt in
consequence of the tyranny that has befalten them" (see fourth

paragraph of conumnication and first paragraph (i) of communique

sur arised in Beirut telegram No.681).

4. I asked the Prime Minister finally what was the general

purpose of this commnication. Was it a threat? He said hastily

no it was a friendly warning. It is obvious as is stated in

Beirut telegram No. 678 that S yrians are far from adopting Iraqi
Prime Minister's ultimatum.

5. Text of communication made to ry United States colleague
was identical.
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy! and Sk, d be ,
retained by the authorised recipient and liet sed- n]

Cypher/OTP WORLD ORGANISATION DISTRIBUTION

FROM NEW YORK

(Fre Permanent

No: 2655

25th September 1947

TOr-EG ____.._.

United Kingdom Representative
the United Nations)

to

D. 5.57.p.m.2bth September

R. 11. 55.p.mi. 25th September

1947

1947

, Repeated to Jerusalem Immediate
Washington, Saving

X:X:X:

Giant.

The Palestine Committee held its first meetingon the 25th September. Evatt was elected Chairman without
opposition though the Yugoslav Delegate stated that
he would abstain fry veing on the ground that a
Camenwealth representative would be an inappropriate
Chairman. The Delegates of Siam and Iceland were
elected Vice Chairman and Rapporteur respectively.

2.
made from the

Jewish
to the
might

with

11

The Committee
chair

(I) that
Agency should be
Cemicttee and to

be required; and

(II)
a statement by

then adopted two proposals

the Arab Higher Committee and
invited to supply inf cratiun
render such other assistance as

that the second meeting should
the United Kingden Delegate.

5. The statement will accordingly be made
a.m. (New York time) on the 26th September.

Jerusalem
F re!.;n Office please

as my telegram No: 69.
repeat Immediate

the

open

at

to

[Copy passed
repetition to Jerusalem].

to Colonial Office

SEP

L v'

for

TO FOREIGN OFFICE
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Cypher/OTP DEPARTMENTAL

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE

BRITISH MIDDLE

25th September, 1947. r
Repeated to Jerusalem

United Kingdom

IMPORTANT

TO BAGDAD NO.816
BEIRUT No. 600

DAMASCUS NO. 495
CAIRO NO.17

A IAN No.416

JEDDANO. 5 8 6

EAST OFFICE CAIRO N

D.9.50 a.m. 26th September,

Delegation New York No.
BBBBBB

1947.

5175

Palestine.

Please repeat to United
all telegrams reporting Arab
issue.

Kingdem Delegation, New York
reactions en the Palestine
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Cypher/TP. DEPARTMENTAL N 1

FROL FOREIGN OFFICE TO CAIRO.

BAGDAD

NO. 1790;

NO. 817;

JEDDA, NO. 87;

DAMASCUS. N.496;

BEIRUTNO.60

NQ.19.

26th September 1947. D. 12.0 noon 26th S member

W:W:W:V:W

MOST IMMIATE.

Mytelegram No.1768
25rd: Palestine].

to Cairo [of September

Statement will
time September 26th.

be made at 11 a.m. New York

(
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Ref : 200/40 2/4

Dear Department,

E 8939
r' 7 1D-P

i BRITISH EMBASSY,

WASHINGTON 8, D. C.

23rd September 1947
1 : . .

Would you please refer t
of the 23rd September about U.S.
Palestine report.

o our
views

letter
on the

15/303/47

which is
of Am-eric
a session
According
Neumann,
of the Br:
tions of

The Na
the
a be

r
t

in N
to t

its P
itish
the U

development.
that it was no
the acceptance
conditions and
depend upon th

itional Zionist Administrative Council,
ruling body of the Zionist Organization
;ween the latter's conventions, held
ew York on the 21st September.
he Jewish Telegraphic Agency, Dr. Emanuel
'resident, called the reported decision
1 Cabinet to accept the majority recommenda-
.N. Special Committee an encouraging
He was, however, careful to indicate
t clear from the London reports whether
of the British Cabinet was tied to
he pointed out that everything would
e nature of such conditions. He said

that there were indications which warranted the belief
that a substantial majority of the United Nations would
favour the early establishment of an independent Jewish
state in Palestine and the immediate transfer of all
displaced and distressed Jews who wished to go there.
In view of this crystallisation of world opinion, it
might not be too much to hope that even the British
Government might be led at long last to abandon a
position which had become morally and politically
untenable by bowing gracefully to the judgment of
mankind.

The meeting is reported to have adopted a

/resolution

Eastern Department,
Foreign Office,

London, S.W.l.

" .



-2-

resolution appealing to the U.S. Government to

grasp the present opportunity to make good its

intention and declarations in favour 
of the establish-

ment of a Jewish state in Palestine. Resolutions

were also adopted decrying the forcible return tobers
Germqny of the EXODUS refugees, urging 

Z.0.A. membr

to redeem 12,500 acres of land in Palestine in the

next two years to mark the organization's 50th

anniversary, and proposing the raising 
of a million

dollar American Zionist Fund to finance nation-wide

education and public relations activity.

We are sending
U.K. Delegation at New

copies of this letter to the

York and to Jerusalem.

Yours ever,

CHANCERY

0

dw ID

C>i&
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy
retained by t'he afthorised recipient sh-d

§8942 1
and should be.
no; .passed on]

Cypher/OTP WORLD OREGANI SLTION DI STRIBUTION

FROMY NEWYQORK in FOREIGN OFFICE

(Frea United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

26th September

D.
R.1947

8.41 p.m.
2.45 a.m.

26th
27th

September
September

Repeated to Jerusalem
Washington (Saving)

c c c c c c

IM] EDIATE

GIANT

My telegram No. 2655.

The second meeting of the Palestine Comittee took

place on September 26th. After the Colonial Secretary's

speech and a colourless statement by Sandstrom presenting

the U N S.C 0,P.' report the Chairman invited the

representatives'of tfhe Arab Higher Comiittee 
and the

Jewish Agency to sit at the table. The Arab Delegation

was led by Jamal Husseini and the Jewish by Immanuel
Neumann. The Comittee adjourned until Monday when a

statement will be made by the Arab Higher Comnittee. The
Jewish Agency will be heard on Tuesday.

2 It is too early to analyse Assembly comment

Colonial Secretary s seach. The first reactions of

Delegations not directly interested in the problem

decidedly favourable and the Arabs appear to be ple
Initial Zionist comment however was bitter.

on ti
the
are
ased.

he

Please
No. 73.

pass

[Copy sent to
Jerusalem]

Immediate

Colonial

to Jerusalem

Office

as my telegram
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N A T I 0 N S

I-
Stress Divsion

Success, Nassau County, New York.

1NDXE

Ad Hoc Committee on Palestinian Question

2nd Meeting.
2ress Release26 September', )-Y ...

TIKE , 1
PMESTIE.,

Meting this morning shortly after 11.15 a., under the chairmanship of

r vthe d hoc Comittee on the Palestinian Question

first heard a statement by Mr. Arthur Creoch-Jonos, Representative of the

the
United Kingdom and atory'Power.

Mr. Creech.-Jones stated that the Unit.ed Kingdom Goverrnent are in substantial

a";;recm oent with the twelve gcnermL .1recoramonda.tions of tie report of the United

Nations Special Coramittee on Palestine. In particular, they endorse the first,

recommnUendir that the Mandate for Palestine shall be terminated at the earliest

practicable date; the second, recormeanding that independence shall be granted

in Palcstino at the earl-est practicable date; %nd the sixth, to the eff et that

the General Assmbly should im-,ediately undertake the initiate on and execution of

an international arrangomlent tcG deal with the pro'-lon of distre',ed Ecuropean Jews

as a raatter of extrero urgency.

Mr. Croech--JonS said that the United Kin,7dcm overnnnt are ready to assuraoC

the responsibility for giving effect to any plan on which agreement is cached

between the rabs and tho Jows, But, ho add.ed, if the Assenbly should recommend

a policy which is not acceptable to the Jews and the rabs, the United KingdXL

Government would not fool able to imploeaant it, Then it would be necessary

to provide for some alternative authority to implement it.

TTindo G 1crelnt, 11 rI.! M Creoch-Jones also said, "are not
"The United Kingdoma-Gconen, r

t ofirno; apo-c iF1alostine by

themselves prepared to undertcakc the task of iposi a poel i t that the

force of arms. Likewise, An considring any proposaltori the 
n-fc ont f

UnitedKin;;do Government hould partici with thers in the nforCer.lent of
. , both the inheaneIt justice of the

A .. isetttedmentr tGvyr 
mun

Sdthe .putet'to whicnfoceout would be required to give effect toIt#.
settleraen;It and the e.tunIt to wh:..-ch ^or'c -VO1^ C ~ e 1dZ o r1:G

Concluding, hr. Croeghn-- es anno e;

ced that i.n the abscn c of a settllont in Palestine they must plan for an

early withdrawal of Britis' forces and of the British nduiniStratioI 
from

Mt Eril Sandstrora, Chairman of the Unite(

"1

Nations Special Cora'iittoe on alostGine.

(End of Take g 1.)

.
f E L /d

6

% r Croch-,Jones wras f follow -'
d4



UNITED NATIONS

Press' )ivisitn
Lake Success, New York

Ad. Hoc Comxmittee on Palestinian 
(Questionl(AM) Take #2

Press Release GA/PAL/2
Secen& . Meetin826 September 1947

TAKE #2
Palestine

Referring to the Report of the UJnite& Nations Special Committee on

Palestine, Mr. Sandstrom said. that no solution was possible of the Palestine

problem that would. be acceptable to all parties concerned., or that coull objective

ly be considered as entirely satisfactory.

Nevertheless, he added., a solution had. to be found.

Mr. Sandstrom streesed the achievements of the Jewish colonists and. the

fact that they had. mostly settled en previously uncultivated areas. Some,

however, of these settlements, he added, form pockets in the arab districts and.

this increases the difficulty offindzing a solution inasmuch as the Arab and.

Jewish populations keep apart 
and flow their own different ways of life-

Mr. Sandstrom mentioned the desire of the Jews for a Jewish State and the

rise of Arab nationalism as further causes of difficulty. As the claims of

bath parties seem to be well-'founied, concluded Mr. Sandstrom, only through a

bempromise can a solution be found fr the Palestine problem.

The Committee rose at ncon n& will reconvene next Monday, 29 September,

at 11:00 A.M

(End f Take #2 and end of Press

Release GA/PAL/2)
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Press Division
Lake Success, Nassau County, New York

Ad Hoc Go.:ijttee on Palestinian
Question 2nd Meeting

Summary
Press Release GA/Pac/2
26 September 1947

U. K. ACCEPTS UNSCOP GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS;
Will Not Impleamlent Policy

Unacceptable By Both arabs and Jews

The Com:ittee this morning heard a statement from Mr. Arthur Creech--Jones,

Representative of the United Kingdom, who declared that the United Kingdom

Government agrees with the twelve general recommendations cf the Report of the

United Nations Special Committee on Palestine, but that if the Assembly should

recommend a policy which is not acceptable to both Jews and Arabs, the United

Kingdom Government would not f eel able to implement it .

Mr. Creech-Jones added that in the absence of a settlement, the United

Kingdom Government will plan for an early withdrawal of British forces and of

the British aidministration from Palestine,

The Comittee then heard Mr. Emil Sandstrom, Chairman of the United Nations

Special Comnittee on Palestine, who explained the Lmpossiblity of finding a

solution acceptable to all parties and the necessity of reaching a compromise

on the Palestinian problem ,

(a chronological account of the meeting is given in
Takes #1 and #2 which follow this summary.)

7r; A r i i AL

6 e-
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Ad Hoc Committee on alest
th M i

UNITED NATIONS
Department of iubl.c Information

mress and Publications Bureau
Lake Success, New York

S iTRYuT) l Y 1~tU

Fress ReleasE
2 October 1S

At today's fourth meeting, the Ad HoC Comittee on 'lalestine heard a

statement from Dr, abba Millel Silver, Chairman of the amcri'can Section of the

Jewish Agency for talestine.

Dr, Silver declared that the very identity cf ialestine as a unit of

human society is an achievement of Jewish history, that the country lost its

separate character with the Jewish dispersion and only resumed a specific role

in history when the 1 alestine Mandate was ratified,

Concerning Arab economic grievances, Dr. Silver said the UNSCOP and

Royal Commission Reports prove that the Palestine Arabs benefitted from Jewish

development

Crnt ing that Mr. arthur Creech--Jones had stated that the United

Kingdom did not wish to assume sole responsibility for imilerenting the Report

and reserved the right of refusing any cooperation in a decision it found to

be unacceptable /

/DrSilver asked why the United Kingdom Government had not hesitated

to erploy in recent years military force, It was, Dr. Silver said, the reai--

zation that an Arab-Jewish agreement was impossible that prompted the British

Foreign Secretary, Mr. Ernest Bevin, to turn the problem over to the United

Nations.

Dr. Silver indicated the full approval of the Jewish Agency of all the

eleven unanimous recomraendat ions made by the Co:m;itt ee, except the sixth one.

(This calls for the General Assembly to undertake execution. immediately of an in-

terraational arrangement whereby the problem of the European Jews would be dealt

with as a matter of extreme urgency, for the alleviation of their plight and of

the Palestine problem).

Of the minority proposals, Dr. Silver said they would make cf ialestine

an Arab State in which the Jews wcuid be frozen in the position of a permanent

minority.

(MORE)
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--. Ad foc Committee on
Palestine

Of the jajarity pr posals, Dr. Silver observed they i.re a serious

attenuation of the right s of the Jewish people. Coming after the creation. of

Trans-Jordan as an Arab Kingdoi he said the partition plan proposedby the Re-

port would confine the Jewish National Home to one-eighth of the territory ori-

ginally set aside for it.

Regarding Western Galilee, which the majority proposal does not include in

the Jewish State, Dr. Silver declared its exclusion would greatly handicap the

develo.Ifent of the Jewish State. He also questioned the wisdom of placing all

Jerusalem with the modern Jewish city, in the custody of an int emanational tru st ee.

Dr. Silver declared, however, the Jewish Agency was prepared to accept

the Report in order to make possible the establishment of a Jewish State and con-

tinuing Jewish it mmigrat ion.

Dr. Silver agreed that an international authority under the United

Nations should supervise and insure the implouentation of its decisions. He

agreed that whatever the solution, enforcement measures ,rig ht be necessary and

he added that should the. forces of the United Kin;dem not be available the Jewish

people of salestine would provide the necessary effective to mikntain public

security,

The Comittead e t:15 p~ra.and will reconvene tomorrow, Fridayp
Th ori.tte adurned at :5p.

at 3 p.m.

(ac crcnological1 account of this meeting is given in Take-s #1 through

#5 which follow this supmnary,)



U NI T LED NrA T I ON S

Press Division
W.Late! Suce s Nassau County, New York MREiGN O

d Hoc Committee on the Palestnrian Question Press Release GA/PAL/3

3rd Yeeting 29 Septenber 194+7

CCTI'47 10

The Arab 1.'a 4 r a- s e in.

:t today'ss third-meeting the Comnittee j under the chairmanship of Dr. H.V.

Evatt (ustralia) heard a statement from Mr. Jamal Husseini, Vice-President of the

Arab Hi, her Comimittee for Palestine.

Mr. Husseini declared that the Arabs have always been in Palestine and that th

Zionists are conducting an invasion of that country. The Zionist case, he said,

is based on-the association of the Jews with Palestine two thousand years ago.

World Jewry, he said, could not claim to be one race composed of the descend-

ants of Israel. As for roli ious rights, they could <ive no secular claiL to any

nation in any country.

The Balfour Declaration contradicts the Covenant of the League of Nations, said

Mr. Husseini, who .rec lied the British promises during.; the first World War to

assist the Arabs in regaining their independence0

The Palestine JNandate, Irh Husseini went on, does not implement the objects

of the iMandatory system as defined by the Conrenant of the Leadue of Nations.

Hr. Husseini called the Jewish Agency a "state within a state" and described

what he termed the discriminatory t eatgent of Arabs in Palestine in matters of

ille gal 1 immigration and acts of violence.

Even if there existed any room in Palestine for an increase in the population,

said lr. Husseini, that must be left for the natural increase of the present

population.

Mr. Husseini comlained of the neglect of Arab ublic education under the

Mandatory cower and of economic discrimination a ainst the Arabs, both on the part

of the Mandatory and the Jews,

Concluding, Mr. Husseini advocated freedom and independence for an Arab State J

in the whole of Palestine which would respect human rights, fundamental freedoms

and equality of all persons before the law, and would protect the legitimate rights

and interests of all minorities whilst guaranteeing freedom of worship and access

to the Holy Places.

Rejecting the report of the United Nations Special Co~mittee on Palestine,
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Mr. Husseini declared that the Arabs of 1.alestine were deterrmined to oppose with

all the means at their dis-os, schem6 that provided for segregation or

partition, or that would give to- a minority. special and preferential status

The Coirittee will reconvene noxt Wednesday at 3,00 P, .

(A chronological account of the meeting is given in Takes #1 through 6 which

follow this surmary).

I
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The ChairmIan of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Palestinian Question, Dr. H.V.

Eva tt, called the .meeting to order at 3.15 p.m. and gave the floor to Mr. Jernal

Husseini, of the Arab Higher Committee, who read a prepared statement.

Mr. Husseini said that the Lalestine. Arab case is simple and self-evident.

The Arabs of ,alestine are there where Providence and history have placed them.

As all other nations, they are entitled to live in freedom and peace and to develop

their country in accordance with their traditions and in hrmony with universal

conceptions of justice and equity.

The Arabs, he declared, i're and have always been inn actual possession of

Palestine and thus have one binding, lawful and sacred duty:'to defend it against

all aggression.

No matter, said r. Husseini, with what apparel it is clothed, reli ious,

humanitarian or political, the Zionist ]moveent for the *;ossession of Palestine

is nothing but an invasion that ais,by force,at securing and duminting a country

that is not theirs by birth-right

On one side, therefore, there is self-ciefence, on the other side an aggression,

he said. The raison d!etre of the United N ti1ons is to assist self-defence

against aggression.

Investigation and fact-finding, said iKr. Husseini, should have, by all leans,

been set afoot a long time ago. hnen enquiries are conducted for the removal of

injustices, -hey are understandable and comr-endiable. But when they take the course

of finding ways and means to cover and justify agressive acts and to reconend

unjust and absurd projects, they become hazardous and futile,

Referring to the previous 18 investigation in the past 25 ye.rs, when "such

fow recommencations as were rmaale in favor of the Arabs were i,;nored by the Iandat-

ary and those in favor of the Zionists were carefully enforced", Mr. Husseini

declared

(MORE)



"It is for this and.' other. reasons th to'wi-e duly coairunicatid to the United

Nations that we refused to ap::ar before the Special Fact Finding Coi~ttee on

:alestine. ,Otherwise, I desire to assure you in the name of the co:nittee that

repro cnts the Arabs of Pal.estine of our great veneration for your anust body,

and to impress upon you the fact that we look to' the United Ntions for justice

and equity, and we pin our faith and find our salvation in its Charter."

In their life or death struggle against Zionism, said Mr. usseini, the

Arabs have nothin: in coiion with anti-Sen::itisr. In 1alestine, the 'xabs h: 'dno

record of a single clash with the small Jewish community, before the British

occupation, because there existed no political desifns over that county.

Mr. Husseini then went on to say that the Zionist claims ovur .Palestine, to

which, he said, the Jewish position in the diaspora and their political influence

in the capitals of the world, .;ave undue support, have no legal. or moral basis.

The Zionist case, he said, is based on the association of the Jews with

'alostine 2000 years ago, If that claimn had any legal or imoral value, the Arabs

could h..ve better and stronger claims over Spain, parts of France, Turkey, Porsia,

Afghanistan and even parts of India, RIussia and China, he said.

The Zionists, Mr. Husseini added, say that they have a special religious

connection with Palestinc, but ..so do the Moslems and Christians. Religious rights

can givo no secular claim to any nation in any country.

(END OF TKlEii J1)
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Finally, said Mr. Husseini, the Zionists claim the establishment of a

Jewish National Home by virtue of the Balfour Declaration. Great Britain, he

said, had never owned Palestine to dispose of it. The Balfour Declaration, de-

clared. Mr. Husseini, contradicted the Covenant of the League of Nations, and

was "an inmoral, unjust and illegal promise."

Referring to the British contention that the said promise contained 
two

obligations, one to establish a Jewish National Home, and the other to safeguard

the rights of the indigenous population, Mr. Husseini declared 
that no one could

seriously suppose that the establishment of a national tome for a people on 
top

of the national home of another people could be achieved without undermining the

rights and interests of the latter.

Great Britain, Mr. Husseini continued, as one of the greatest powers,

and the Zionist organization, the most influential association in.the capitals

of the world, joined hands 30 years ago, to execute a policy in Palestine that

aims at the destruction of the national existence of its Arab owners.

The two powerful allies, he said, had one point of difference 
in the

execution of their destructive policy, and that was one of method and duration.

This difference, he said, continued to grow after 1920, until 
it has waxed in

the present campaign of Jewish terrorism.

But there was no difference in substance, Mr. Huseini said. The Zion-

ists would destroy the Arab structure in Palestine precipitately by successive

quick blows, charged Mr. Husseini, and the British would only dissolve and

liquidate the Arab national existence in Palestine by leisurely and smoother

means.

Mr. Husseini then recalled the Arab national awakening since 
the middle

of the last century, and the promises given by Great Britain 
to assist the Arabs i'

regaining their independence, a promise, Mr. Husseini stressed, from which

Palestine was not excluded.

(END OF (PM) TAKE #2)
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When the Balfour Declaration was proclaimed, 
said Mr. Eusseini, vehement pro-,

tests surged out from the Arabs of Palestine and representative Arabs of other -

territories. The Sherif Hussein who was responsible, 
on the Arab side, for the

British pledges, sent an unequivocal 
and sharp objection. A special envoy was

sent out from the British Government to reassure him that the Balfour Declaration

meant only a spiritual Jewish Hone, and 
not a political one, and that it would

have no effect on Arab rights or freedom.

These reassuring statements, said Mr. Hussefini, were made by the same .

Cabinet that issued the Balfour Declaration, and they should be taken as its real

and true interpretation.

Mr. Eusseini then declared that Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of

Nations, which defined the objects 
of the Mandatory system, states that the rights

and interests of the indigenous 
population under the Mandate become 

a sacred trust

of civilization in the hands of 
the mandatory.

But, he added, the Palestine Mandate does not implement this promise, 
for its

object is to create a home for a people 
who were not in Palestine, and who have no

direct relation with the indigenous population. Furthermore, he said, the inhabi-

tants of Palestine, and the government which they were supposed to constitute and

for whose assistance the British 
Government got the Mandate, have 

no place or

existence in this British combination.

"Deprived of their rights, the Arabs were rendered helpless 
spectators to be-

hold the funeral of their national existence 
passing slowly before their eyes;

Mr. Husseini continued. "This policy and that atmosphere in general continue 
to the

present day..

(End of Take #i3)
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Mr. Husseini then said that the Jewish Agency had over-stepped its

original limits and, through Jewish influence abroad, wielded such powers that

made it a state within the state.

U'The Agency was able, under. the eyes cf the a administration to form se-

mi-secret military forces by means of which it bullied the Government "declared

hr. Husseini. "Whenever the Governrment showed any signs of shakin, the .igen-

cyrs .power jf intimidation, the whole Jewish world rose up, and through its. in-

fluence in the press, put up a hu~e chorus of baseless ccmp.laints that aroused

human sympathies and enlisted the support of the uninf rmed masses",

In this mnner, charred hr. Husseini, the Jewish agency pushed the

British Goverenrant to limits beyond those contemplated for the execution of this

policy and caused the U. S. GcveL.nment to forsake its principles of democracy

in Zionist support.

The U. S. Gc.vernment, said the Arab spokesraan, has permitted activities

and fund-raising designed to flcut the laws of lalestine and t o subvert peace

and order, "contrary to the attitude which the same gcvernmeont is adpting with

retard to the allegations of subversion c f peace and order in another country."

Mr. Husseini declared that there art two scales of justice in Palestine,

one less favorable - for the Arabs, and one - more favorable - for the Jews.

Mr. Husseini declared that article 6 of the Mand te obviously imposed

two clear and se rate conditions fo r the regulation cf Jewish immigration;

(1) The presex'v.2tion of the rights and ?c sitior 1f the indigenous population,

and (2) the existence of suitable conditions. But, he added, both of these

protective conditions were ignored by the tMndatory.

We submit, said Mr. Husseini, that even if there exists any roecra in

Palestine for an increase in the population, which is not the case, that must

be left for the natural increase that has attained the figure cf 80,000 per y-.ar.

(MQR1E)
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With this average, the pcpulatic nfPalo t ine without iinmigration will be

doubled in less than 20 years,. an wi lliiwnkeof Palestine one of the most den-

sely populated. countries of the world.

Nr. Husseini then passed on to .the matter of public education in Pales-

t-ine. Under the Turkish regime, he said, when the budget of the Palestine dist'

ricts was less than 5% of the present budget, 70% of the arabs were illiterate

in 1alestine. This situation' has hardly changed during the last 30 years.

In the economic field, Mr. Husseini continued, discrimination against

the arabs is still more a;.parent. The Arab economic structure in Palest ine is

mainly agricultural, that :of the Jews is predominantly cAoLCer cial and indust ria.

the
It has been/calculated policy of the Mandatory and the Jewish A, ency, he said,

to frustrate and raise obstacles in the face cf arab a: ricultural development,

and assist Jewish industry.

(END OF TKE #/4)
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To increase Arab economic difficulties, Mr. Husseini went on, the Jewish

Agency and its satellite organizations adopted en economic policy of complete

Jewish exclusiveness.

Mr. Husseini then referred to what he called the Government's discriminatory

policy in the financial field, charging the following points:

The Jewish minority one-third of the public, gets nearly one-half of

the benefits of the budget, and the Arab two-thirds of the population

get the other half.

During the last 7 years, Jewish local authorities representing one-third

of the population got 77% of the loans given by the Government.

Jewish local authorities benefited by 89% by the special loan funds of

$10 million granted for housing and other purposes.

Over the period of the last 10 years, Jewish local authorities have

received 62% of the grants-in-aids from public funds.

Mr. Husseini then recalled the efforts made in the past to solve the Jewish

problem and said:

"Great Britain had, over forty years ago, generously offered them Uganda for

a national home. The father of practical Zionism, Dr. Herzle, who strove to

relieve distressed Jews in any territory, accepted the offer, but it was turned down

by the Zionist organization. Now, Soviet Russia has an open offer in Birobai.jan,

in which thousands of Jews are leading a happy and safe and independent life --

gut the Zionists will not hear of it. Both these territories are large and

Fertile enough to relieve millions of Jews from their distresfulJ cond.itbn, in a

mannerr which Palestine coLd not do Palestine i a tiny country of only 10,000

square miles, more than half of which is uncultivable. The Zionist organization

toes not want Palestine for the permanent solution of the Jewish problem or the

:elief of the Jews in distress. They are after power, they are after the central

uid strategic position of Palestine that neither Uganda nor Birobaijan possesses.-"

MORE
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Mr. fluseini said that the peopled the southern and parts of the eastern

board of the Mediterranean Sea frdmi th th of Africa throughout fty7"t to the

Persian Gulf and. from the Turkiuh borders 'to the Indian Ocean, speak ore language

and have the same history, traditions and aspirations. One of the greatest

political achievements in the world, that served as a bulwark of peace and

stability was the fusion of several nations into one homogeneous entity. The

USA, the UK and the USSR were all created homogeneities that proved of great

service in the maintenance of regional and world peace.

It was illogical, therefore, he said, that the United. Nations, the peace-

making machinery of the world, should. lend a helping hand to break up an existing

natural old homogeneity as hat of the Arab world by the introduction in -its midst

of an alien body as contemplated by sponsors of a Jewish St4te in Palestine.

(End of Take #5)
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The solution of the problem that was created by the Balfour Declaration

and the Mandate, said Mr, Husseini, was that the Arabs of Palestine, who constitute

the great majority, set up a free and independent state.

After welcoming last Friday's declaration of the British Government, Mr.

Husseini.. outlined the following principles for the future constitutional organiza-

tion of Palestine:

1, That an Arab state in the whole of Palestine be established on demo-

cratic lines.

2. That the said Arab State of Palestine will respect human rights,

fundamental freedoms and equality of all persons before the law.

3. That the said Arab State of Palestine will protect the legitimate

rights and interests of all minorities.

4. That freedom of worship and access to the Holy places will be

guaranteed to all.

As for the Report of the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine,

Mr. Husseini declared that it could not be a basis for discussion.

That report, he said, contains two schemes both of which are based on

considerations that are, in the opinion of the Arabs of Palestine, inconsistent

with and repugnant to their rights, the United Nations Charter, and the Covenant

of the League of Nations.

The Arabs of Palestine are, therefore, he said, solidly determined to

oppose, with all the means at their disposal, any scheme that provides for the

dissection, segregation or partition of their country or that gives to a minority,

on the ground of creed, special and preferential rights or status.

(End of (PM) Take #6 and. end of Press Release GA/PAL/3)
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STATEMENT ON THE PALESTINIAN QUESTION

By Dr. T.F. TSIANG, Chinese Representative,

before Ad Hoc Comixttee on Palestinian Question

Mr. Chairman:

In participating in the debate on the Palestinian Question,, the Chinese

Delegation is at a disadvantage. In the long history of my people, we have

never faced a 'problem of this nature. In one of our oldest provinces, we have

had with us for-some six or seven centuries a Jewish community. It is,

however, only in recent years when. historians and anthropologists called our

attention to this' group that we realized that we had some Jews in the very

heart of our country. Throughout the centuries of their quiet existence, the

Government of China passed no law and took nn measure against or in favor of

the Jews in fIonan, In fact we have not been conscious of their being different

from other Chinese. They have had, of course, their own. temple and maintained

their own religious services, which-must be. different from.the religious

practices in the other temples- of ,China, but the people took. for granted that

it was not their business to pry into the affairs of their neighbors.

In more recent' years, we have had Jewish people from almost all countries

of the world but we take them to be -Englishmen, Americans, Frenchmen, Italians

or whatever their nationality may be, in no way different from other foreign-

ers who have come to our country n a variety of objects.

.As a result of the horrible prosecutions under Hitler, a considerable

number of Jews took up residence in China, mainly in the city of Shanghai.

During the post-war period it was one of my duties as Director of the Chinese

National Relief and Rehabilitatioh Admirnistration (CNRRA) to do what we could

for these unfortunate Jews who had been segregated by the Japanese in -an

artificial ghetto. ,though we had on our hands an enormous number of victims

of.the 'war who need'ed'relief badly, we allocated -tcc these: Jewish guests a

treatment- somewhat better than-we gave to :ur own destitute because 
we felt

hospitality required us to do- that. .e -have in Shanghai, therefore. a foreign

refugee- prblem, but we have nt had a Jewish problem. hr. Chairman, I. say

all this without the least intention to hint at any superiority that we

Chinese .might have. I say all this in true humility, to explain the

embarrassment I find myself ~in while sitting as Chinese representative on the

Ad Hoc Committee.

Because of this background, we do not understand anti-semiticism. 
Neither

do we understand Zionism. The anti-.ewish pogroms which my people read in

history books and the anti-Jewish cruelties under the Nazi regime which my

people more recently learned through the press, have all been incomprehensible.

Although our sympathy is naturally with the Jews, and although in favor of

doing all we can for their relief, I am afraid that we from China have not

understood all the complications and complexities of the Palestnian problem.

MORE
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Among the unanimous recommendations of our Special Committee on Palestine,
there is one which is very simple and which we think deserves our immediate
attention. I refer to Recommendation 6 which states, "The General Assembly
undertake immediately the initiation and execution of an international
arrangement whereby the problem of the distressed European Jews, of whom
approximately 250,000 are in assembly centers, will be-dealt with as a matter
of extreme urgency for the alleviation of their plight and of the Palestine
problem." Well, Sir, it is clearly unfair and it might be physically impossible
to send all the 250,000 Jews in displaced persons camps in Europe to Palestine.
Whatever solution we might find for the Palestinian problem, we must do some-
thing for the Jewish refugees apart from and in addition to Palestine.

In handling the Palestinian problem, we must at one stage or another
appeal to the nobler sentiments among the Arabs. It appears to me then that
the other nations, in many respects more fortunate than the little country
of Palestine, should set an example in generosity. If the Assembly should
fail to establish the principle of proportionate sacrifice among the nations,
what we may have to say to our Arab friends would be without moral cogency.

Now I wish to come to the Palestinian problem itself. Through the course
of this debate.I have heard historical, legal and humanitarian reasons advanced
with eloquence and force in support of an independent Jewish state in Palestine.
As I listened, the reasons advanced seem to be all compelling but'after some.
cool reflection I must confess that I have not been able to find a chain of
reasoning which is so conclusive as to establish, beyond possibility of
dispute, the Jewish title to Palestine. On the other hand, other speakers
have put forward learned reasons based on history, law and equity, showing
how the Arab claim to Palestine is as good as that of any other people to.the
land which they occupy and possess today. I cannot say that I accept all the
Arab arguments, but I must state that my feeling is that the Arab claims have
considerable force on ground of history, law and equity. We might do well by
giving due recognition to their claims, so as to reassure our Arab friends that
we are not animated in the least by any ill-will towards them.

After we have decided to make our proportionate contribution to the
solution of the Jewish refugee problem and after we have given our due
recognition to the special position of the Arabs in Palestine, we will be in
a good position to request our Arab friends to co-operate with the United
Nations and with the Jewish Agency in fostering a National Home for Jews in
Palestine. What form that National Home should take, my Delegation has no.
particular preference,

The majority report of the Special Committee recommends the partition of
Palestine. We have been told in unmistakable terms by the Representative of
the Arab Higher Committee that the partition of Palestine will be resisted with
force. I regret that the Representative of the Arab Higher Committee threaten-
ed touse force but I cannot shut my -eyes to the fact that in the past force has
been used, blood has been shed, and that even today the little country of
Palestine is suffering from physical violence. We must take into consideration
the possibility of a bloody conflict if we try to enforce partition on
Palestine.

The.Charter of the United Nations has many provisions calculated to
promote.objectives which we all consider to be good and desirable. However,
it is obvious that the primary objective of us all is to prevent aggression
and to maintain the peace among nations. The Charter allows us to resort to

MORE
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the use cf force only on one account,namely, resistance to international

aggression. Now the report of the majority of the Special Committee

recommends that we should take a course of action, not conclusively justified

by history, law or equity, and we find that this recommended course of action

will most probably be the signal for an armed conflict. Under such circum-

stances, my Delegation hesitates to support the partition of Palestine.

I regret to say that my Delegation has no more constructive 
suggestions

to make. I wish we had something concrete to offer. We would be glad to

contribute whatever we can to promote a solution of the Palestinian problem

not involving the use of force, in other words, a solution which would be

acceptable to both parties to the dispute.

O
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IN AD HOC CC01vIITTE ON PAIESTINE 8 CCTOBER 1947

Mr. Chairman,

Fellow Delegates,

During this general debate, several speakers did already and others 
will give

us the advantage of their wisdom and of the overflowing bounties of their eloquence

I shall, on behalf of the Egyptian Delegation, limit myself to a few 
words,

leaving until later anything else I may have to say.

It may seem as if we are at the beginning of the end 
of the problem of Pales-

tine. Let us hope that this is so' let us hope that it is not, instead, only the

end of the beginning; and that we shall not be thrown into the abyss of a still

longer, a still uglier nightmare than the one which 
we have seen. At last, let

us hope, nay; let us resolve to wake up to reality and rise up to the challenging

occasion.

I wish to repeat the word "reality", in contradistinction from "artificiality"

which is perhaps the worst feature of the Palestine problem.

If things took their'natural course, there would have been no Palestine prob-

lem; nor would we have seen today some of us trying to divide 
the-indivisible and.,

by unbearable pressure, to split the atom in the heart of the Middle East.

Less than thirty years ago, Sir Fawzi continued; the 
Jews in Palestine.were

one to twelve of the total population. Through a Zionist movement stirring up

many Jews into a frenzy of vain and suicidal ambition, 
and through other devious

ways, the Jews have become more than one to three, and they are incited by Zionism

to become a majority and extort an empire from the hazy and far 
away recesses of

an ephemeral past. All this is artificial. It is quicksand on which nothing en-

during, nothing safe can be built.

Balfour and the United Kingdom did not own Palestine. It was not theirs to

give .away.

The League of Nations did not own Palestine. It could not make a present of

it to anyone; nor could it by any act make just the most unjust, nor confer legal-

ity upon the thoroughly illegal,

(MORE)
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Even .the purposes of that illegal and most ambiguous Balfour Declaration have

been served.

,Jan we now, while acting here in the name of the whole world, give our bless-

ing to further injustice and more artificiality? If we do it, no amount of face

saving can render to us our dignity and no effort can be enough to repair the

damage and misery which will inevitably follow. What consolation, what help can

we then derive from the fact that some people here have described all warnings of

danger as idle threats? Or should we, perhaps, shut our ears so as not to hear any

warning, should we blinker our sight and forbid our vision to range beyond it?

Fellow Delegates, the whole Jewish problem is being linked to persecution.

The Arabs can rightly and with just pride say that in fact they have no such word

in their dictionary. They never had it throughout the many thousands of years of

their history.

Indeed the Arabs never had, nor have they now any quarrel with the Jews as

such. They are only opposed to Zionism which they, and a great many Jews consider

to be most. dangerously undermining and jeopardizing the future of the Jewish

people themselves.

The persecutors have not been the Arabs; and persecution has not taken place

in Arab Lands. Nevertheless, 'the Arabs and their lands are aimed at for retribu-

tion; and some expect from the Arabs to bear the sins of other peoples in other

lands. This would have been a great compliment indeed if it were meant as. such.

It would have been an equally great boon if it were at all possible. But the.

house of Palestine, though hospitable, is small and modest. It is already much tot

crowded.

(MORE)
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an accommodate no more guests not dbeak 6f . the uninvited. And--are we

still allowed to say it? .-it. happens to belong to its rightful owners.

.Last year, during the...second part of the first session of the General Assem-

bly, the Egyptian Delegation. had the honor to propose a resolution concerning

persecution and.discrimination. This proposal was unanimously adopted on the

19th of November 1946. It read "The General Assembly declares that it is in

the higher interests of humanity to put an immediate end to religious and. so-

called Zracial perascution and discrimination and calls on the Governments and

responsible authorities to conform both to the letter and to the .pirit of the

Charter-of the United Nations, and to take the most prompt and energetic steps

to that end". With- your permission, Mr. Chairman, I. shall quote here a pas-

sage from the report of the Secretary General to the present session of the

Assembly. On page thirty-five we read: "The General assembly, in resolution

103(I) of 19 November 1946, declared that "it is in the higher interests ofc

humanity to put an immediate end to religious and so-called racial persecution

and die c r imination". The United Nations has not yet, however, established any

effective machinery either for the prevention of discrimination or the protea

tion of minorities comparable to that which was set up in 1919 under the League

of Nations for the protection of certainEuropean minorities, Up to the pre-

sent time, moreover, no Government has come forward with any concrete suggestion

regarding possible action by the United Nations in the matter.'

Mr. Chairman and' Fellow Delegates,

Persecution and discrimination have to end; and the problem of the displaced

persons is a world problem the burden of which is to be borne by the world as

a whole. This is our inescapable duty; this, and not the heavy subsidizing

of a short-sighted, fanatic Zionist movement which has all the aspects and sub-

stance of an open agressive war on Palestine. And allow me please to remind

you that the response, from many rich andvast countries, to the appeal and

enquiry recently made by the United Nations in behalf of the displaced persons,

was not in any sense edifying or inspiring or constructive. It is not my point

here to mention any country by name or repeat now any of the answers. The

records are there for any one who cares to peruse them.

(MORE)
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We all know that' Palestine"is ndt nd can riot be the answer to the Jew

problem. Establishing by force in Palestine -a theocratic, uneconomic- and most
I

unwelcome Jewish state would be a work of wild fantasy and a prelude'to"endless

suffering and strife.

May the world once more, may all the world, open its :arms to the homeless

and the stranded from all races and creeds.

If the plight of the displaced persons weighs heavily on the conscience- of

the world, -then let the countries of the world, instead of'shirking their res-

ponsibility, let them all proportionately bear the burden together, We -nust

at the same time 'pe rs-ist in combatting all kinds of discrimination and p:rse-

cution, so that nobody will be forced to stay away from his own, country.

All this will pave the way for a return to normality, and allow the people

of an independent, unitary democratic Palestine to live and prosper together

in peace, with" full guarantees to all and each one of them, be he moslem,

christian or jew4

Mr, Chairman and Fellcw Delegates:

- Rarely has humanity been asked to be more human and wisdom to be more wise

than now,

This is, indeed, a crucial moment in the many thousands of years of world

and Palestinian history. It is now up to the United Natichs to lead' and not

to mislead. May our achievement be such that this generation and others to

follow will be proud of it and reap its benefit,

7/ 1"1 li!: . it ii'ii it if
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AD HOC COMMITTEE ON THE PALESTINE QUESTION ,; :

STAT1EMET BY MI. CASTT.T CAMOUN, REPRESETATW.; OF .LEBANON

(Provisional. Translation)

I am' obliged to speak once more 'n order to offer certain rectifictions

'in the interests both of this disouSSion and of .truth in general, aind to re>ly

to se, of the previous speakers.

The distinguished representative of Uruguay delivered' a long speech. I

appreciated its eloquence, and. ccasjonally its melodramatic tone; buxf 'hop'

he will- pardon me nif. I agree neither with the theories whici he advanced to suit

hie case nor with certain of his proposal,.

The- distinguished representative proposes the partition of Palestine.-

It is true- that' he told us that he was against the incorporation into the Jewish

State of the city of Jaffa and of the region of Beersheba. In exchange, however,

he suggests that Western Galilee should be incorporated into the Jewish' State,

on the ground that the Jews possess some prosperous colonies in that region.

This Committee is perhaps unaware--and the distinguished representative

was very careful not to give them the facts--of the great disproportion 'between

the 'Ab and the Jewish population in that 'region. In Western Galilee the popu-

latin 'le divided as follows: out of a population of 124,000 about 98% are

Arabs end.' 2 Jews.

The distinguished representative tried to cunterbalance his majority,

Nhich could not be more overwhelming, by proclaiming the theory of "the greatest

social utility". If the Jews have shown themselves capable of a superior

'organization of agriculture--which remains to be proved.-.-they must; according

to this thery, be given the territories which they covet in spite of the

enorIous disproportion in the composition of the population

This Comittee vili 1now hat alue to attach to bhis concption of

saperziorities.

- MORE
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Furthermore te distingded representative explained, to you that Pales--

tine is intimatelybound up with the problem of the Jewish refugees, and asked

you to decide at once to transport 30,000 children and their parents to that

country.

It is always very sad to hear of children in distress, and the distin-

guiehed, representative, appealing to your humanitarian spirit, tried to play

on your feelings. But, gentlemen, it is not only Jews and. Jewish children who

are, to be found amongst the refuges and displaced persons. There are. at present

in the concentration camps about 900,000 Christias, including an incalculsble

number of children whose situation is even, more trio tan that. of the Jews.

However,. no solution has yet been found for these. The reason is perhaps that,

these unfortunates possess neither the resources. of Zionist propaganda, nor

even the eloquent voice of the distinguished representative, which urge the (sic)

adoption of discriminatory measures for the o3.e benefit of .the. Jews.

From this standpoint, I have perused the documents of the Third Cozmnittee

for Social and Humanitarian questione; particularly those deaing, with the

discussion of the situation of the refugees. Not only did I not. find amongst

them any helpful or constructive proposal on the part of the delegation of

Uruguay for assistance to these victims of the war; but that delegation main

tained throughout the discussion an impassive and indifferent silence. Now

they are. pressing the demand - and with what persistence - that the gates

of Palestine be opened to 150,000 Jewish refugees from Europe. It is always.

very easy to appear humane and philanthropic when the humanity and phianthropy

are to be exercised at other peoples.' expense.,

The Polish delegation .aleo supported the majority recommendtion aa

immediate solution. In its opinion Jewish emigration into Talestine l1, in

conjunction with other measures, solve the problem of Jewish refugees in Europe.

It will put an end to the Jewish exodus and to the persecutions to yhich the.

race has been subject throuhout history,

Gentlemen, there are attitudes and speeches, which pve one }elpless,

either because they are so lacking in logic that they seem to come from another.
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world, or becausee one does not succeed. in aging their motives,

.Because the Jews have. been persecuted in.EurppPer the Polish delegate is

moved by his cotapaseion. for.them td ake .al4t tie Arabs-.suffer the consequences

and partition their territory.

Anxiety to save time, prevent. me from giving you a surma'y pf the. perse-

cutions. of the Jews in Europe, or.from giving the names of those countries 'Were

such persecutions started, or where they finished. I will. content myself with

a single remark.. Out of the 600,000 Jews who have emigrated to. Palestine, nearly

60% are Polish. Further, as ry Syrian colleague pointed -out.,to you the other

day, mgore than 120,900 of. the Jews still in concentration camps, in Europe are

Polish. Is .it normal for more than 360,000. people to emigrate 
as they have.done?

Is it .normal- f.or the 120,000-Polish Jews noiA in concentration camps not .to return

to. Poland? ..Why,. furthermore, do. none, of the Jews living in Egypt, Lebanon,.

Damascus, Iraq, the two Americas, the United Kingd.om, or France want to. leave

those countries and. emigrate to Palestine?. When the. Polish delegate cean give'

satisfactory answers to these questions, which each one of us has a right to ask,

I..shall be. in a better position to appreciate the motives for this compassion.

The Czechoslovak delegate is alsa.. n favor of the adoption .of the majority

plang,.and.he tells us his reasons very siliply. . His .consci.ence. pricked him be-

cause he has allowed so much barbarous persecution of the Jews 
in Europe.,.

What have the Palestinian Araba..got to do. with all this? Must the

integrity of their territory and. their national unity be sacrificed to.. political

Zionism in order to salve the delegate' s conscience,., or even. to remedy the

deficiencies. of European statesmen who. havebeen unabl.p te protect the Jews from

persecution? . - --

.I hope the .Czechoslovak delegate wil1 allow me to speak ranklyy to him,

as the occasion demands: . You, who ew in. 1938 the bitter humiliaton and. agony

caused by the mutilation of your own territory; you,. who. since .the. end. of the war

have .expelledswith violence- popiu.atin. who hd for contv Ies lived upon your

soil but who by their. .prosepce proneti tuted a threat to your territorial .integrity

and. to. your national unity. having s offered .as you have sf'ered end, reacted

as you have reacted, you should in all justice have refused;o:tO- give your support

to the. dismemberment of another people e territo.ies.

MON
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The Swedish delegate&hee dondctiiW throughT such a lab i'ritof r-ason-

ing that Tfind-it difficht' ?d)ov Thi t  hat h t6d d -in order

to 1erenade&this adeniitttee to abdt thiaoritygrec e d.atiOne:

Let us forget the past. This past, nevertheless, includes 13centuries

off:continual and almost exclesivM aosession, ofb attles, mexloriee ahd tradi-

tioris'such as have shae the history of Each- nation, and whidh a.ai men hold

dear ° even ae he,as swede, eust holdWdear 'the history 6f' his on country.

But to. recall this past is to spoil his argument. He advises us to forge it

H e-aigeste that we shoul4-aiso &diregard the legal side of the custion.

The Balfour Declaiation and. the Madidate in hiadit was incoriorated have setled

the-'fate -of a''coutitry without the consent of its inhabitantss. heee documents

are in-icontradiction with "the inhabitaits' ritural rights, their legitimate as-

piratiensa, and -the solemn pledges Which were made to them. Further, theyare

contrary to the spirit and. letter 'of the teaue of NKations covenant and the

United Natione .Chaiter. He advises ue-not to discuss the niatter: Let U car-

sider the situation as it is at present, adds the Swedish delegate, and-dhe

quotes, "A Ueeful cdiscussdn etbe iled ni the preent tat of affairs Let

nu, on this' asis,- seek a peaceful solution by-po itical and economic means."

- "W&at is' the' present state 'qf affairs? -The-Arabs are in-'the majority and

the Jed tii the-iiority .

'As a- corisequence ,of thi& latter 'piece of reasoning one would ordinarily

:have=' pected a ceielfteion inspired by the liberal and -emocratic regimes exist-

ing in :all countries where th e-ar'e minorities.

-_ .T i6thing of the orV He suTggeste- eactly tie contrary: divde Tilstine

into two States. Let the Arab majority become the Jewish majority and. the Jewish

minority an Arab Minority, ~ This is th kind of ipheaval which, throughout the

course of historyy, has brought about the most terrible tragedies, but in the

delegate's opinion, it c6nstitutes a peaceful,- solution.

He stated unequivocably that the articifil nature of the two proposed

States arid 'their lack of viability and solidity were rea. andobious. N r-

:theleds; he recr'ameid# the creatiQn of these two States. n his opinion; this

-lo g i e eu tin ' ":.. -- .. $..,

The proposed Arab Stet, shorn of its outlet, "itsn soa rie o 'oe4d, its

M
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arable land, of practically half of Mit pdpie tion, is a atill-bvrn State. .- he

delegate advises making an eon6mic-uni 4 A 4-hiornin ihich thd Jewish State

would hold all1 the key 6eitierie. 4Ilein h eyea, bonstitu~tes a ,Just solution.

The Arabs of Palestine have -ame fi±ef o e our C.o=ittee -asking nothing

more than an equitable judgment, inspired by the spirit and the letterof the'

United Nations Ch rter The honorable4elegate proposes toyou that, before

deciding their case:in accordancewith the princples. by Which wa are governed

or taking into consideration their legitimate demands, you should decide 'on

the fores which shall be used' t~o crush them should- they refuse to accept the

division of their territories,' The honoraNie delegate considers this solution

both just, logical -and' practiop3.

Gentlemen, I must apologize for dwelling on certain passages of the-

statements you have heard. I think it . 'duty, hoverer, to point out to you

the kind 'of :trials to which the coxon sense of 'your Committee is often subject-

ed bf these statements.

The honorable delegate of Guatemala made a speech and submitted a

resolution. I did not think that the honrable delegate, who has had an

opportunity. to give free rein -to his oratorical talents at Zionist nieetings,

would.-takethe floor before- this Committee. It is not that I wish in any way

to limit the honorable delegate's freedom of expression, for this freedom is

sacred. to all. Nevertheless, I think that-. if an individual 'or an 'expert or an

investigator, especially if he belongs to an august Organization' like ous,

is entrusted with arbitration, an expert opinion, or an Investigation, it is

his duty to be reserved and circumspect and, above all, to refrain from publicly

supporting the cause of one of the parties to the dispute outside these pre-

cincts. Such actions and gestures may cause the public whose eyes are turned

on us to doubt his impartiality, at least, and this might jeopardize our whole

Organization.

The honorable delegate's statement may be divided into several parts;

the first consists of an attack against the 'British Administration which has

become classical, The second and longest gives us an account of the. Grand Mufti

of Jernsalem, and is an attempt to make us forget that the subject of our debates

is not the Grand Mufti, who is an essentially ephemeral. pe rson, but the future

MORE
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of 1, 4 00000 people d their% national rights 'T.e' t&: onsi ta of- n inaQccarate

interpretationt f doouments and of history. ThW TYoiuth is 3 d rect accusation

against the Chriistiaa of Lebanon, " i xdn th2.et is a paeii :p raises extolling

the benefits of' Zionist =o oti on= ard calliTt uponl'ree men to -a"ctange their

liberty for these-benefits.'

I shal not follow the honorable delegate of Guatemala in his- peregrina-

tioes 'As I:-have already' replied to'his arguiiente in n pevious 'statements I

shall confine, myseJlf' to discussing spec-ific point td-i-hich the iaediate a=

tentien f-' your Committee mg 'be: :applied-, Th;.aV ill;d"oreover, "enabXe you to'

assess;by deduction, the -value of the whole of'the statement. with which"he

honored us. In the first place, I do not want to recal-what the honorable

delegate suggested by insinuatin, on page 15 'of his statement- that Palestine

"was.-. conquered territory, in subjection to the government- of the Caliphs, who

possessed avst empire.cerved out by the eword;"' It . is quite possible that

the honorable delegate prefers easier conquests. That is-his own affair, and

it is a matter of tastes In .any case, when his ancestors conquered -the Indians

in Guatemala, -they did not do so by brandishiig' Olve branches, Furthermore,

even though Palestine is merely a province of -a vast Arab empire, this did not.

make it less Arabic and it has remained Arabic. It preserved this' character

under Ottoman domination. Iraq, for i instance, is in precisely the same position

as Palestine, but no one had contested her right to independence or her Arabic

character. The same applies to the other territories detached from the Ottoman

empire.
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.In hi a jerimeto O 'o±tt a egref a nI'tse -

h o ... ab a ... --. e 
a y.nj Sed A

her gi~. a&d 2$U glas o e rt~~$ t begon4 the fr~ntdeK~ haa41e&

by.this at Ahe rencton 
t

not the iabltant8- f -that. co.r- b. aa

to hje greaty~ -

Such assertions merely constitute moaf 
he tsqa gns

t q o± u5oPito =: n" 0the. Go setla bysuch false
theaTrea :.f lane onn" -n-.

The- game . of aps ni

argsare inutiM684 itso 
- O3UQZ1 88uB8' th ''oaty

.settedt the. fate ofP4.ltige t -ey ad the i4?94 Pe0

si ed it, but it-.also. 1 e -thg ert: e O± .te tg9

et:utie re that e to s.s.r Lebanon,. Syria, -I..t

Turkey-.-. '.ssi F4-eof 'Abe.w. 
Lterri t9Z7 --woa

instance, was neot .4.onefor ae -beneffit :f rance. no y at the. lu? :it

of- I a one fo hI W.fbit of Great Bt one fr the b i3

of bhse.iphbitanta.of thype countries' The same app3.e4toPa3.e .,;lrci,..2

cannot be considered as an exception, bovever much the honorable delete iDa

f.he 6ce47..0% Lusanua"n9 9as tte suf f icen

vwih to 4o so. The ver:te m$.o

proof...$ a . this i s o -e

.-- This. Treaty .do0. not refer .to a bcuetsoonb8 -ae1 iT

beneficiaries of this renunciatio .,in the cps.of 'Lab ' #n, -r

Palestine, .wer..the, po4ulaons of hese count

d le tefee.ing, after al., that the argument o wich he

Tehonorable dlgteQeli~

&evoteew ts..ofg pages .w -e ki:. said to) iu. " ven if it " pJ

of the nabtants.,.;..,:a 
t

t . renun c iati n w s e de . f o -- * .e efa" .t tt:

whould bengfi- the Arabs j.: the Jere, : e the Jeo5:dhave

over Palestine through the Mandate.-

. Th.t. is po-int vhich..ve~ &-imete 0 s Iih ye have. 0 Often.

e -- ee Arabst

stated."T- T se- eaeosc

T.e4w e T 
" 

e4 a }fi e' t e :. 1

respect; a 4 , the .t 
c i iT..

cotrti)in tCe?.4f C91VJo.he League of CiT
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quote it once ag in w.r4e3r .to t AC ib ehob.W $&6 .~ O & atea:

"Art'cl 06~~~ii o~ Tu'1lia

pire e acJ het-:s.ta a '=d1 m n i "-xnefr pte as epent

natigso@na be-g o v oa41redogniredo . ub eotLt E reri&eri g -o a negative

acviae an aen ce b Jn atory anti suc) tie a they azr able to ted.

alone. The wishes of these compunities must be a principal consideration

the seectiona. tthe M4agdito:ry..-

Nay.: asek thk :onorabl* : e10e:b eo1f he Obee in hi5 tsxt any goUne for

the subsequent institutino f a ewish;Natioa3"9O ' or of Jewish iintgati6n,

o rror the estalupment of. a Adh tSte 4 ati&r h rbihes of the i iV iti

of a coo t: y w d icbhas:aredy been recogni ea a' % aesendexit?

os .. th very Mlate which -he rok5~ anf wic~S iayokes by tde

bonorl1 elegy 4a-' -bf the Uni&te S'at to'fv fl ipds ree trtofs on the

establpeh t Of a'QNat4o s-Ue vrlhch not onlc rdener .iroEibler t

esta1Mx'enf. o a Jei h Stte, but neftab r impose bouznid uepa i miigratn

comp t ble with eguarding:the 'ciii. pnu dplit ' frigitsiid"tie'position.

he- - -.y .. , 
-.-- r---j-

of the abs

-he *h-xiorae"=&le~ate :f Guateal7.,' intent 0OW Jt t fyin8 the'pertion

of Palestine for the sake of creating a Jewish tot9, has told us WA nwuerous

instances of eieritory:being givenz up 'without i;s ih biant being cansulted.

These changes of.territ'ory -ba'vbeen put into foc as the honorab e

delegate said, by treaties which have' been coxicbuded- or are t process of

c6 us.on 
I-

Gentlemen, we learned: at shol tha at treaty is an a'greemient reache&

between sovereign $ttes thegkgovt niments representing te people of'those

States. That ia why treatbies-- V es 0K16 of teritdy ive idie aseL ith the

inhabitants.

In -611other cases, where no.: governmental exeroiding soveseignty over auch

territor'ies has existed, cons.tatin has been impCeed ix accofalice with

the principle of the self-determintionl of peoples. It was in accordance- with

this princLple that thiei Unit4 States Coveranmeti, for instance, &di not

reoodenize the absorption of the Baltic .tatssinto the Soviet TTnion It is

by virtue of this principles of free pelfdefleatifot to+hat the United States

MORE
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Government proposed that we shal],. Ct o1n at. this sessioh t'c exst nce0 oan

independent Korea;

i . f r'-t1 rkey gave up hew, rights over P1 cc t E"tht ounr onray

the honoiabre' dce tcl cl s am(on pa: 18 of his peech). anc. contrary to the

quotations from Lord B alfourt involved rat dtbnicnts made curil , e l .. s Q a.on

of 'h. oh'dif ,of tci Lea .c'ofNations, was not acqu:'.red .rtIc oiu

lliefAi I le 22 ;rhich I have already nrcntione, e movn

indopcndo't ib? ?&ct to tri 1' elpand prosenco of a Mand^ tor. -

." . e-:3 -U~t Gs 'th. s point 3need onlyquote the foi owingpassg

.T ipol'Tiflu'utt onCtis pin- n

from rocin made ' is Miaesty i.ing G.or of . he .tc n.

of thc esta1blishment of the Palestino Governmelt -

- - aL:--vith r'idd the ruat part played by my.troops under the commoanla o.

Field Marshal Lord Allcniyo in libera.ngr ycul ti

cThe FeisalWeicTn agro ont is often referred to as rCcognizi11 Joyish.

rGatsmalahe the ovr--P tioThei speaors, hnwer,- 'o quorbledol oga t ofl

Guteal, fd h mntioodi oever, otou od its to yt in ll.

Hore, in' a few ord's, is ita history. In January 1919 the situat

, -. t -rab ttoincluding. a; ll..$o

rabs in rclTtion to th dstablishm.t o a a
t.rritori.s.....a.drr.rardffcultone.Dr.eizm

torritori cs scra , tc from the Ottoma+n Lpirc was diffcl n.D.Wimz.

offered his..god.boffic -ith th& "objet C)f inducing tu} British Goverunaenlt .to

adopt a solution favorable to the Arab point of view, which was formulat$. in .a

mmorancdum for presentation on '.1January 1919. In exchange for his good offices

he obtainicd. the agrcoment of thu Emir Foisal to the cnty .into Palactino of a

large nuber of Jewisn' colonists on conl-..ion that their entry sh..d not be o,

such a nature as to prejudice the Ar csl rights.

thettothisgrh 
flowing claus, which previous .

snoakors .'iayoc carefullyy avoided mont'.icning to you:

"On.condition that 'the Arabs rceive their independence in accordance with

th 1m.nd.. c t in the Ycfa f January 191:9 addressed to the itritsh
-the doma nd1s contLain n ac memorandu

Foreign Mis ' t accept theprovisions of the foregoing articleS If however,

the slightest. alteration or omaissio(n should be aco in them I shall n". t h -c .:.

rysolf -1ound by a single word of th1is1rentwh thereupon 1) consicd

null, void .and -of o' ' ietIe eSigned: Faisal Lbn Husainll
ChlaiW Uizman".
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The rest of the story is well known. Sing Hussein repu ated. this agreement

as soon as he knew of it and the Palestine Arabs followed suit.

In the second place, the great independent Arab- State never came into

existence.: On the contrary, .European policy.div.ided the spoils of the Ottoman

Empire into' spheres of influence called Mandates.

The honorable delegate of Guatemala quoted,amon other things,tbe testimony

of a bishop nf my country in order to give you the impression that Obritian.

opinion, at least in Lebanon, is favorable to the creation of a Jewish State. I

was expecting that he would try to do so, as I heard several days ago that the

honorable delegate, showing a..somewhat surprising zeal, had obtained from the

Secretariat the last remaining copy of this famous document,

But I am going at once to dash the hopes which the hogable delegate has

thought to base on it. The bishop whose testimony he invoked is only one of

several millions of Christians living in Arab countries who, for the same reasons

as everybody, oppose steps calculated to deprive all or a part of Palestine of

its Arab national character. This testimony carries so little weight that

this bishop's superior has publicly and categorically denied that he has any

authroity to- speak in the name of 'his community. In addition the clergy of

all the Christian communities in Lebanon have disapproved of the bishop's

attitude. Here is the text of a statement issued by the supreme head of the

Greek Church of Antioch ;and the whole East.

"We condemn Bishop Mubarak's action as harmful to Christianity. We have

been and we remain in the forefront of. the defenders of Arab Palestine. The

Christians even more than the Moslems are resolved to defend it and to accept

every sacrifice in order to free it."

This reaction does not :spring solely from the unity of feeling which

necessarily animates all the inhabitants of the Arab countries without 
distinction

of religion, nor solely from the spirit of harmonious and brot~berly cooperation

which prevails between the communities of tbsae countries and which the Holy

Father welcomed from Bome last year as one of thehappiest events in history.

It springs also from the fact tht the Christians long ago made their final

choice between the spirit of friendliness and good faith of their Moslem fellow-

countrymen and the fanatical intolerance of the Zionism which is over-running PalE

MRE'
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This d thmittee is aae a the stuque govetatnn the preservat

of the c(hbistian holy places of Jerusalem , wh a been aadpted by consent of

al. the Cbristian comunities, entrusts their protection to Molem. History

does not show si6l4 instance in which this Moslem guard has faile .strictly

to fufill its duties in reger to these places.

In s.947 the Christian clergy O Pa estine submitted& t9 Ue Holiness the

Pope a memorandum complaining of a moral and religious eviL rough by Zionism.

I will quote a GoUple of extracts only fromI this memorandum

1. The Polish Cathlics who lived at Tel-Aviv dur the war esire& to

build a small chapel in which to conduct their religious services.: The

Tel Aviv authorities refused even tQ consSdAer the eibtence of a Christian place

of. prayer in their city.
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The Poles 6ad to ±ent a private rood in which to hold their religious ceremonies.

h. 2 the Qoodeidly 6er reabhiar yle i e ranciscan eonks oganized

aprocesion to the iai faq the l..Ye ir1- NGtet e

violeitly att.cke d the monks who had' preac e&d:iriing the' service, accusing them

of aihNIA evieh and anti-Zionist 'ro end rinttlat thereFes anyruth' in

the assertion, but merely because they wanted t &prevent them from orgaiz 5

religibulf processions in future..."_.

Thi d6e6lxmunt of Zionist fnaticis mhad long been foreseen;

On 20 June 1920 b Ird Sgdeinham said in tae Hdne of ord:

"A great man r things ae peii h ii>s i Isibild like t

draw your~ attention t6-whasi said b the Bishop of JeruseaIem during a meeting

held at -Chrch'Beuse and reported. in the Guardian'an$ the ChGrch Times. The

Bishop clearly explained that the present unrest was largely due to the action

and behaviour of Zionists who had settled in Palestine since the war. He stressed

that. . .in everyday conversation between Zionists in Jerusalem the question Vas

often asked: 'What about the Church of the Holy Sepulchre? Is it to be knocked

down or razed to the ground?' They did not realize that Chritians and Mohammedans

had equal rights in Palestine. . ,The idea seemed to be to obtain parity of

population and then ask for fnll control of the governmentt"

Does the attitude of the Zionists in 1920 give you any inkling of what

it would be in an independent Jewish State?

Yet I want to allay still further the scruples of my colleague from

Guatemala. I myself am a Christian -- a Christian belonging to the one Catholic,

Apostolic, and Roman Church. As such, I tell you straight and in all conscience:

"The cause of the Palestine Arabs is just and there is no denying their rights

in that country." Further, I may perhaps claim an advantage over the delegate

of Guatemala, if he happens to be a Christian too. Coming from Lebanon, I am

on the threshold of the Holy Land, and because of the religious atmosphere ob-

taining there, it has been given to me to observe more closely the teachings of

Christ. These teachings were given concrete expression in a lesson of Charity

and social justice vhich has never been equalled throughout the ages, and which

is embodied in these words: "Do unto others as you would they should do unto you."

If the representative of Guatemala had understood this lesson, he would not have

MORE
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proposed-tor - 1Sgt f1 t a Ot not '#! ep i 0aa ''

avoid his leading others, even inolunti tg'WM i aAtig 4cu

mentatioi hWhich Nhbeet e i e esb ne ar t te;. x ct* of

ths prob em besoer uL Nor ehould he 6:1r e3 tiiebenefit'' A"off ab=civi # :tten '

and ci4tue In SSpin 'd e ewhere. abawe ail.he should not seek, either

directly or ind.rety to d.ieturb th1sh 6riy tveer Chri tina- and Mohamedans

united by a coanmon ideal. All mankind sight have to pay. thIprice.

-. :I now . to'the stateimeht ine by therepreddhtatf e- of'the tUnited

States. -Qdte frankly, the attitude of the Unied'taes- Covegnmer~*- a ems °

straingely ike a "itat" in the aitnoephere of thi'aesenbly.

Wbat con ierations of Jaw"or fair - a y ndxiced the rited State dle:

gat ion t'.'. ake thf--ta&i. 
-''

- - '-eto that Since tho alfour' eoIardtib waa emod iddr 2he ;'

Mandate, and since, in 1924 w signed a treaty with the MandatoryPOe 'i'A} -

Palesti t' f5 Nro&e'potsetion of American inieests and.dth M 4at& 'referred

tizn the preamble t that treaty, we endorse the majorityzed ddGtione -

ask thbat ? fes1inebe died and a Jewish State eztablished-in thid'coutry '

- aprecate what Weight shotuf Uiegiven to this 'stateutidt shtda&

be 88nsided in tie ight of the pricipiles- which have 5uided:th great

Americannat it n te past, in order to find out whether these :t61oai tateitZene

of prizlcipl e are in keeping with, or jntffWy its dtitude in'the-re'edntt

~ 'i;i1.18; the Presid.t s:the itSe Stats-iade--the fo'i rag atftment:

2 o Theso rereighty 6f theTikieh secMone of the %ges ents ttraa pi "

must be- fill. y a i red . to the othr a Lrti:e&s's- * et AMar .;3 rk i

a itb ori t , the u t be 
20- o V & e ai i ~ 'f-~e t f Q ~ ~ i1

abaoite " eid piae t\1 jper ri e to d!%10thri

Thit i . tie deror whidfb ptoclai sdIibhi Fordees? its" *ih e oE-

ni ze& the ~gt QTd ofelrdetid ~abitterf sJloathtent a*I~ dple' ~~

In 1919 the President of the United States helped.Q d'att tic 22.o'e

then o6a6 nt'.or, te a . -e sii h' ireri0e afdhe



oommunt E! eta'fired: ro the :Om yet= h r1°ea'$ 1ee ise 5

assis etd . by:alandatory.. cwere W le h:1t e ierhep osegeni3; a W ta54in-

aheted; trytonnectie 'with the ' obliet a' '" ='T7 ,seedf a le ese

com itiAtr- In choosing the Mandtor'30 P

At the same periodle he arranedt to send gut a C ziusion hqury

the KlgC r> ene Commisn on. I should 1ike to ea& you the folo i:r!!except fram

the report of that*- Commimsion: which -as en Amercai vievwwill' pe^h ps 'es

thxe memory f the' Uxted States represertative. As yqu will notde ' itis

singularly and. movingly relevant.- Here it ist

"A National. Home for the Jewish people is not the equivalent 6f a Jewish

State in.Palestine.'- No such Jewish State can be yet up without seriouly in

fringing the civil and- religious rights'. of ttier noteewish dommunities- inr'

Paeetine.:Mictheh"ften beeU -repeated in talks betweenut1ie Commisoni~f i',nd the

Jewish representatives that in practice the Zionists contemplate the complete

dispbsse8Sion of the- present non.Jewish inhabitants of'Palestine by arious forms

of acquisition. " -

In his proclamation of 4 July 1918 President Wilson'laid&dovn the

following principle as one of the great aims:.for:.which the allied nations of ;the

worl4 vre fighting: The solution of any. question of territo7,ovareignty,

ecoiomi agreements and political relations., on the basi eof' free acceptance of

such a solution' by 'the people directly.,concerned and not for the 'advatae or

profit of any other nation or people which mar.seek a different solution. in

order to enh a ce its own power or influence abroad. If we are to be guiedt by

this principle and if the will of the people of Palestine is to be decisive afr

'the ftittre of -alestine, it must be reembterad that the non-Jwish population -

approximately none tents of the total 4- 4s enbirely -agatthe-Zionisat pro-

gram, e : ? ti pp.iriga yjiteh the popuialon .of

Palesjin0 e .gt i14yagreed. o s eg) ~eta l e.:. #. .: '3 .. & 19.l x

to unlimited Jewish, #si'ai4dn en R :eNnc0 e fnanC ' A 44 9c.pessU2wto

force themate give up -their-,andr would be a gsros violation di the principle

already mentioned ai. welU' as: ofthe righte.got the Qpto eewirethFt:t may

take the tor of-a law

Wh a ode na tioa yl en a thor izd =' c' attthoity Q: the Me&dt"
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subsequently Amposed oi Paleetine, and what a flagrant denurioiat .on of its

ignoral nature.

In 1941, the President of the United States made himself res'poneible

for the Atlantic Charter Inchich he proclaimecd that peoples and nations must

be at liberty to determine their own fate and' enjoy freedom from want and

fear,

In 1945, the United States delegation in San Francisco was largely

responsible for inserting in Article I of the Charter paragraph 2, vhich-reads

as follows:

"To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the

principles of equal rights and, self-determination.

On 12 Mavch 1947, the Pteeident of the -United States, in a message

addressed, to Congress, proclaimed:

MORE
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"T ft eJ $ :F4. 9 t ~tlt sho uld Tbe to support free peoples

who a re resisting attempts to subjugate them through armed minorities or pressure

QR$18:S ptember 19 .e tt d e n int nameothepri

ciples %%'fT erty:- end se fed~ete mina~io p the General ssembly to safe-

guard the political independence and the territorial integrity of Greecsand: Korea.

"On ~tiober 1947 dhe Unite S$ at eegationaea s t ement recanting

those noble declarations.;oft pr'incip e. whih ihada so often proclaimed. It

destroyed at one fell swoop the fine idealism which was the only real source of

n

th 'prds ige f the x-Merieanfation in the world.;...

This voluntary, and t e some degree preme stated,. e tisoing o. Lur amend

principIs w sf a en onceore rhego futuree e el theUnited

Nations. Henceforward, behind our debates wi-l om. ato)osp ,e)f dub*i

to the intentions of certain Powers f:>r which these fundamental principles are

only of value in so far as they serve their interests or political ambitions.

Whatever the explanation, the United States delegate may give for his atti-

tude, he will never prevent public opinion from b elieving that it depends on

two principal factors: 1) - considerations of domestic electoral policy and

the United States administrations need to appease the Jewish voter. Indeed,

the creation of a Jewish State has become a classic theme on the eve 
of each

legislative or presidential election in the United States. 2)."-A desire for

political penetration in the Middle East dictated by a pitiless capitalism, with

Zionism in the van,

The Zionists themselves have not concealed this, In their appeal of 1 October

1947, addressed to the President of the United States, they declare that a Jewish

State in Palestine is necessary in order to erect an "Lerican bastion in the

Middle East.. In the days to come, American democracy cannot & visage a surer
w

ally in that part of the/orld than a Jewish State.!:

In the place of the United States Government, I should distrust such as how

of friendship. The Arabs who have sheltered hundreds and thousands of Jews

from the dark days of the European perseentions of the 12th century up to the

19th century, and the British who have, in the interests of the Jews, failed to

carry out formal promises made to the :rabs, have known, each in their turn, bit-

ter disappointments.
(MORE)
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Furthermore, do not let my American friends believe that this show of friend-

ship is a n innovation in Zionist policy. H istroy teaches us that they have had

recourse to similar protestations more than once in the past.

Tcwards the. end of the 19th centay the Zionists suggested that France should

be the apostle of their advance in the Middle East.

It was, I think, in 1898 that one of the founders of- Zionism, Dr. Herzl,

made an offer to Sultan Abdul Hamid to liquidate all the debts of the Ottoman

Ermpire if he would authorize the Zionists to set up an "Aristocratic State in

Palestine-."

The Sultan's stinging reply ran:

"Tell Dr. Herzl to make no further move in this matter. Palestine is not

mine to give, it belongs to my people with whose blood the soil is drenched,"

In 1901, the Zionists, being of Germanic culture, 
in a proposal made to the

Emperor William, then in the zenith of hi glory, offered to be Germanyis faith-

ful allies in the Midle East and help him build that iron instrument of penetra-

tration know as the Bagdad-Railway, if he would help them to occupy Palestine.

The United States delegate's reference to the treaty concluded with Great

Britain in 1924&is hardly a juridical or moral justification for the present at-

titude of the United States Government.

The object of this treaty was not to recognize the 
political implications

of the mandate but to protect certain American interests in Palestine. Further-

more, the quotation relating to the mandate is not found in the clauses of the

treaty containing the contractual clauses binding the contracting parties, but

simply in the preamble and has therefore only a declaratory significance.

Further, even supposing that the reference to the mandate found only in the

preamble had any contractual value, it would not constitute any justification on

that account, b because the Palestine mandate is itself contrary to the t erms of

the League of Nations Covenant, to the principles publicly professed by the

United States Government and to those on which the Charter of the United Nations

is founded, May I, in this connection, quote the text of Article 103 of the

Charter, a clau -se 'which the United States d elegation g raci(:usly helped to draft,

and which runs as follows:

(MORE)
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Article..1x03

"IN THE EVENT OF A CONFLICT BETAIEEN THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE

I IBERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS UNDER THE (RESENT CHARTER

AN\D T HEIR- (BLIGATION S U NDER ANY OTHER INTERNATIONAL

AGREEMENT, THEIR OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE I RESENT CHARTER

SH dL PREVAIL."

Having thus failed in each one of its obligations under the Charter, includ--

ing that relating to the settipg up of the "voluntaT police force" which., is to

safeguard the carrying out of the r econutendations for the partition of Palestine,

the United States delegation tells us in a tone of thinly filed menace that it

hopes that each of the parties concerned will strictly observe the provisions of

.the Charter.

This advice, which closely resembles an order, impresses nobody. Strict

obedience to the provisions of the. Charter is not a one--way obli ;ation which.cer-

tain nations must fulfil because they are weak, while others may neglect it e-

cause . they are powerful.

(MORE)
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It has been called th..t threats ha-%e been made by the Arabs. I appeal to

your sense of justice. Are the A.rabs making threats? Or are they themselves being

threatened by the most .iniquitous undertakinr known to history? This is an Assem-

bly which has set up f or itself guiding principles or the settlement of interna-

tional problems. It is being calmly reuested to depart from those principles in

the settlement of the problem which affects us. Why is this being done with such

a depressing nonchalance? Because the ''rabs in Palestine are defenceless. If the

Arabs in Palestine were as powerful as the Ar~entine or Brazil, do you think th .t

measures of the kind, we are d.iscussing would be taken against them?

Be that as it may, our view of the Palestine question is that:

1. Palestine must be a single and undivided State.

2. She must have a d emocratic -ovenrnent r e)resenting all citizens in

proportion to the numerical size of their respective groups without

discrimin:ation as to race or reli..ion.

3. In the State of alestine each ethnic group must have an opportunity

tc develop its own life and culture.

4. Freedom of worship must be a sacred right for aill.

We shall not swerve from this ideal, and between the powers opposing us and

the weakness of the P: alestinian Arabs we place the fundamental and imnymortal prin-

ciples of the Charter.

The arguments I have put forward in this statement are in their broad outline

-valid, against the statement made by the delegate of the Soviet Union, I should

like to add this.

The Soviet delegate believe that all our historical and leil discussions

have no more th .n academic value and th t there arc in Palestine hundreds of

thousands of rabs arid 'ews al]/lemAanding freedom, seekin toc exercise their right

of self-determination. The Soviet delegate therefore supports the partition re-

comiended in the majority report.

I should nct like to ask the soviet delegate what the reaction of the Soviet

Union would. be if sne was raced by the sunr problem and if . minority - for there

are minorities in the Soviet 'Union - claimed. a ;art of her territories in order

to set itself up as an independent State,

Further, is the fact that he supports, as he does, the ma,.rityre.ort b cause
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he beli eves that the Jews shoul.ci have their freedom, a reason for subjecting to

Jewish domination the hundreds of thousands of .rabs who will, be included in the pr

sed Jewish State?

if, on the othor hand, he believes that these hundreds of thousands of arabs

wvi1 fr~ecitizens in Za Jowish State., why yo to the trouble of an unnatural

and ille partition and not take a direct decision in favour of a unified Pales-

tinian State in which the Jews will be free citizens of a unified Arab Palestine,

Gentlemen, in the present circumstances, I should like to address myself to

those among you who wish to maintain intact the legal principles laid down in our

Charter, to those of you who not onJ.. want the basic princiles of the Charter to

be a moral obli.. tion on the 'embers of this .ssembly but wish to codify them as

the international law of the future. C.n the United Nations ever sanction a

farce so sinister as thee partition of a country contrry tp the desires of the

overwhelning ma jority of its inhabit antSs?

Can you make a decision whereby, flout in all the rules of d.e m aGy, you

would go so f r in imposing the will of the miinority on t he majority as to dis-

metmber the territories of the majority? Can it be imagined th; :t you would es-

tablish a precedent so pregnant with danerous consequence s for international peac

and the peace of the world?

Should -such a decision be taken, ,ou would have to w rite in letters of blood

over the entrance to the United Nations:

"Here we have established a special procedure to oncoura ,e separatist ten-

dencies in all States "oibers of thn: Organi zation and henceforward the pol al

independence of nations and their territorial integr ity will be dependent on t he

whim of the political, religious and racial minorities livin in their midst.T

You would have balkanized the whole world just as sore people are in the pro-

cess of b'lkanizing the rab .iddle-Last.
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Press Relcasc ?;'/L/2
23 October 1947.

F/1ESTDNE -- SUB-COMIITTEE 2

The first meeting of Sub-C6mmittee 2 on Palestine was held this morning. The

meeting was opened by Dr. :lfonso Garcia Robles.

Composition of the Sub-Comittee includes the following countries nd their

representatives:

ifghanistan

Colombia

Lgyp)t

Lebanon

i" akistan

iir Abdol iaiid Aziz

Mr. ..Gonzalez-Fernandez

Nr. aLbdel onem Nostafa

.1 ;. Mohasid Fadhil Jaruali

Mr. Camille Charnoun

Sir hohamed Zafrullah Khan and

Mr. Mirz a Ispahani

Saudi :abia

Syria

Y onen

Shaikh Hafiz Wahba

Mr. Fars Bey ei-Khouri and
Mr. Farid Zoin Eddine

hr. Sayed 'Hass-an Ibrahim

The Unit ed Kingdol. Represent native (Mr.. Harold Beeley) wiill take'part in the

Sub-Courittee mteetings as an observer.

hr. Gonzalez Fernandiez of Colombia was

position, Mr. Fernandez n_'ade it c15ar that,

elected Chairm:an. In accepting this

on Dr. Evatt's return to Lake Success,

he would request that other non-MosIeu Mei brs of the United Nations, id addition

to Colobia, be nominated to the Su>-CoL.ittee. He would therefore accept the

Chairnanshic until Dr.. Evatt ! s return.

Mr. Canille Chamoun of Lebanon expressed surprise that: all. of the Arab count-

ries wore included in the Sul-Committeo.s ak--up and announced that, as soon as

other countries less directly concerned with the issue were found to reipla.ce sOme

of the rab countries, Lebanon would be ready to withdraw in favor of one :,f the

other c countries.

The Renresentative of Iakistan, 1.r. irza Ispahani, expressed criticism of the

corosition of both Sub-Coraiittees, terming the make-up of each too one-side'd to

smooth off any of the roigh ed;:es of cN swemrt between the tArah yl s nd the

. a .
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UNSCOP Majority plan.

Lfter Mr. Gonzalez-Fernandez took over the Chairmanship, the Iraqi Representat-

ive, Mr. 14.F. Jamali, nominated the dlgate of iakistan for rapporteur.

The, Representative of Pakistan, Mr. Ispahani, explained that he was represent-

in, his delegation only until the return of Sir i.ohaned Zafrullah Khan, The .Jraqi

Representative then changed his noi.ination to read "the Representative of kistan"

This Mr. Ispahani accepted, and the nor:ination of the s:'kistan Representttive was

approved by the Sub-Co:littee..

It was decic'e.that in the future, Sub-Comiatittee II!s meetings would be open,

unless a delegate should request a closed greeting.

Mr..el-Khouri, in a discussion of the Sub-Conittee !s ag nda, said he believed

that the i-alustine .:roblenm would be greatly simplified if separated from the -roblerm:

of displaced Jews in Europe. He suggested that if UN Member Nations would agree

each to accept 15 hundred per rionth, as had been agreed in aletine, the Jewish

refugee problem would be solved in short order.

Mr. el-Khouri then stated that the United Kingdan was sole arbiter of possible

ir:igration irto Palestine, under the Mandate.. It was therofore the duty of Sub-

Co.mittee II, he said, to prepare a report concerning possible recomraendations

which are to be :.ade by the United Nations to the United Kingdo}., within the scope

of the Charter.

The raecting. acdj .urxed shortly after 1 a nid will: recjnve ne. at 3 p.n. this

afternoon.
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AD HOC CO MIT T EE O UPA EST I-sm

20th Meeting ea23O
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IARY
s Release CA/PAL/23
October 1947 Vi

OCTOBER 29 SUGGSTD DEAD-LIIE FOR

SUBMI$SION OF SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS ON

PAIESTINE

Following the establishment at yesterday meeting of the Sub--Comitteee

on Conciliation, the Majority Report and the Arab proposals, the Ad Hoc Committee

this morning decided:
not

(1) to entrust the tae of conciliation/to a formal sub-committee but

to the Chairman, Vice-Chairzan and Repporteur of the Committee;

(2) to authorize the Chairman to appoint representatives on Sub-Committee I

(on the UNSCOP .Maority Flan for Paleetine and on Sub-Committee II (on A

proposele for en independent unitary Palestine)-

October 29 was suggested as the date for the completion of the work of the

two Sub-Committeee.

(For a chronological and more detailed account of thief

meeting, see T:kee #1--2 following this sumtrry..)
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AD O00iIIWTTE ± .AJLESTII2 (AM) Take 1

20th Iecting Press Release GA/PAL/23
22 October, 194g.

AD 10C COEi~ITTEL CN' .LLSTINE --. (AM) TA12 0 1

The ChairmanDr, erbert V. Evatt (Australia) called the Committoo to order

at 11.15 a,m 1 and jmdoatcly turned to the tasi of the composition of the three

Sub-Cormittoce whose cr-.ation was approved at yesterdarl s meeting.

.Jho Comrmitteo decided to entrust the task of conciliation not to a formal

Sub-Conittcc, but to the Chaian, Dr. Herbert V. Evatt (Australia), the Vico-

Chairman, Prince Subhasvasti S-vastivat (Sim) and the Rapportour, Mr. Thor Thors

(Iceland) who would be designated as 1 Th Clciliators."

The Coimittee re ject. d by 32votes tQ 6, with 10 abs entions, aSoviet

proposal that all cloven m.o.;rs of the Egcurity Council be included, together

with some other delontos, in the Sub-Ceittoe which is to study the I' ajority

Plan of the UNSCOP Report

The Cormmittce then authorized the Chair-an, by 40 votes to 6, with 4 abston-

tions, to appoint representa-tiv;s on this Sub-Committoo and also on the Sub-

Cormittce which is to study the Iraqui, Saud.i Arabi.an and Syrian proposal for the

estalishment of an independent unitary Palestine.

The Committ :c further decided that the work of these two Sub-Committees

should be completed by 29 ctobcr, with the possibility of an otention of this

time ... lmit,

(END F TA 0 ln
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AD HOC C01 ITTEE ON PALESTINE (..M) T4dE #2
20th meeting Press Release GAi/PAL/23

22 October 1947

AD HOC C0i ITTEE ON PAI.ESTINE -- (Aivi) TJKE #2

Dr+. Evatt said that the US and US-Swedish proposals, plus those of

Guatemala and Uruguay regarding the majority report would come before Sub-Comrit-

tee I (on the Majority Report).

The El Salvador and Netherlands proposals, he said, on conciliation would

be handled by the conciliating group.

The Syrian proposal,. together with those offered to the General Assembly

by Saudi Arabia and Iraq, would be hand l Sub-Committee 2.

Since proposals dealing with dil persons and refugees, along with

the Yugoslav propsal to have the Cypru irnees immediately allowed into

Palestine, and the Uruguay proposal for * immediate admission of 30,000

Jewish ch~''en and pregnant women were within the competence of both Sub-Com-

mittees, they would, he said, be dealt with affter the Sub-Committees J reports.

The Egyptian, Syrian and Iraq proposals questioning the legality of cer-

tain matters, as well as the question of asking for a decision by the Int e:na-

tional Court of Justice, said Dr. Evatt, should wait for the Sub-Committees'

findings.

The Lebanese proposal against illegal immigration into Palestine and

assistance rendered to the immigration *woul-1 probably >e de2lt with in , ot-

subt-co- ::.ittees and included in their . crts

The Comnittee decided by 19 votes to 7, with 10 abstentions, not to give

immediate consideration to a proposal of Mr. Gonzalez Fernandez (Colombia) for

the establishment of a Sub-Committee to study the parts of the UNSCOP Repcrt

relating to the problem of Jewish displaced persons in Europe and to prepare

proposals as to the manner in which Members of the UN could contribute to the

solution of that problem,

The meeting adjourned and the d:.te of its next meeting is to be announced.

(END OF T1KE .and of PRESS RELEASE GA/PL/23)
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AD HOC COMMITTEE ON PALESTI-.

9OCT~
Round-Up for the period 10-18October 941

The general discussing on the question of Palestine, which beget 3

October, was concluded at the evening 
meeting of 18 October.

The pew era -who participated in this discussion from 10 October,-

tbh6ugh ,16'October were

Dr'. Jorge Garcia Granados (Guatemala), 10 October (Press Re1Qi..

GA/PAL/1l): . '-..

-Mr. erchel V. Johnson (United States), Mrs. Vijaya Lakahmi Pandit .

(India), Dry. T.. F. Tsiang (China), .Mr. Faris. el Khoury (Syria) and Mr, Mostafa

Adl (Iran) on 11 October (Press Release GA/PAL/312);

Mr., Semen K " .sarapkin. (USSA), .Sir Mohammed ZafZyllah Khan. (Pakistan),

MohmoudQ Bey Fawzi -(Egypt) and Mr.. Abdol Hamid Aziz (Afghanistan) on 13 October

(Pres Reeae- GA/?AL/3)

Dr. Alperto. Ulloa. (Peru), Mr,. Antonio. ieux (|aiti), Dr. Farid Zeid

Eddine- (syria), Mr..Vlnad.imir Simic (Yugoslavia) and .J. L. .sley (Canada) on

14 October .(,Preas Release GA/PAL/15.;

.Mr, Camil.e .Cheaoun. (Lebanon) and Dr.. Hassan Baghdad i (Yemen) on 15

October (Press Release GA/PAL/1
6);

Prince Feisal El .Said .(audi Arabia), Dr. Jose Arce (Argentina) .

Mr. Arthur Creech-Jones (UnitedKingdom.),Mr. Harry Lawrence (Union of South

Africa), D. Guillermo Belt (Cuba), Sir Carl Berendsen (New Zealand), Dr. Fadel

Jamali (Iraq), Dr. Mohamimed Hussein HaekaX Pasha (Egypt), and Mr. Karel..Li :,.

(Czechoslovakia), on 16 .October (afternoon), (Presa Releq4e .A/PAL/17);

The Emir Adel Arslan (Syri.a),r Mr. Wilhelm Murthe Morymti erne

(Norway), and Dr. Jorge Garmia Granados (Quatmal), or .16.9toe (evening)

(Press ReJ,ease GA/PAL/18),"-_ 
. ~: :

Mr. Moshie shertok, dead, of the Political epa meantt of the Jewish

MOE
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Agency for Palestine, spoke oniT(- Uie b' (fres' Release GA/PAL/20)., and. on. 18

October', M'. JWdi fli seini, Vice.President of the Arab Higher Committee, and Dr.

Chaim Weizmann, former President of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, each made

a statement. (Press Release GA/PAL/2).

On Tuesday, 21 October, the Co~majtee will begin discussion of the

proposals submitted by the following Delegations:

EL SALVADOR - Proposals for Arab-Jewish conference under UN auspices, at

present session. documentt A/A.14/3)

URUGUAY - Immediate admission of 30,000 chiren, their parents and-

pregnant women in DP camps to Palestine.- (Docnident A/AC. 14/0)

COLOMBIA - Proposal' 6n' acts of violence."(ccument A/AC/14/li).

COLOMBIA Sub-committee to study Jewish DPs. (Document A/AC,14./12Y"

GUATEM L'A - ToapprovebUNSCOP Majority Report with' endiets re duration

of transitional period, interim admini.-stering autho'-ity, inter-

national police force. (DocumentA/AC'-.14/13).

iJNITED KINGDOM Proposal re entire refugee and. DP problem. (Document A/AC .114/144)

SWEDED( & USA - To accept basic principles of 'unanimous recommendations aid

Majority Plan of UNSCOP as basis for recommeridations re future

government of P estrie. '(Document A/AC.114/16),

USA - To establish sub-committee to prepare detailed-plati" by 27

October 19147 in form of recommendations, in accordance with

- . basic principles of the unanimous recommendations and the Major-

ity Plan of UNSCOP. (Document A/AC.14/17).

CA\ATA To amend USA proposal by, adding consideration of territorial

administrative responsibility, and methods of implewer tatio.

(Ddcument A/AC.14/23).

NETHERLANDS To proceed by co-ordinated effort to prepare solutin as far

as possible acceptable to both :parties, to, prepare 'econ.a-

tions for implementation, and recommendations for JeIfsh re-

fugees and DPs. (Document A/AC.14/18).

YUGOSLAVIA Jewish refugees in Cyprus be admitted ismeciat'elf 'into Pales-

tine, (Document A/AC,14/19(Corr.1).

MORE
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URUGUAY

s

IRAQ

SYRIA

EGYPT

SYRIA

LEBANON

To adopt UNSCO Majp Y" yReport as basis for discussion with

amendments re geographical division, economic union, transition

period, s olution of Jewish problem and imediate imigration.

(Document A/AC.14/20 and Corrl).

Proposal to first refer to International Court of Justice ques-

tion as to whether Palestine was included 
in pledges to Arabs.

documentt A/AC .1/21),

To recommend that Mandatory Power prepare agreement under

Article 79 of Charter to terminate Mandate and create independ-

ent unitary state of Palestine. (Document A/AC.14/22).

- Proposal to first refer to International. Court of Justice ques-

tions of competence of Assembly to recommend either Majority

or Minority plans, and of right of Members to implement either

plan. (Document A/AC.14/24 ).

Proposal to refer to International Court of Justice questions of

legality of Mandate, whether partition is consistent with the

Mandate, and. the Charter, and whether forcible partition is

within jurisdiction of Assembly. (Document A/AC.1 4/25).

- Proposal that the Governments of Members of the United Nations

refrain, and prohibit their nationals, from giving assistance

in any form whatsoever to migrants destined for Palestine.

(Document A/AC .14/26).
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STATE=T BY DR. EVATT,:OAIR4A
AD -C. MTTE ON PALESTNE

Dr. Evatt, Chairman of the Ad Uoc Corrmittee on the Palestinian ' won,

has made the fol3owing statement

In accordance-.th the authority vested in me today by the Ad Hoc Comittee

on the Palestinian uestion nd taking into account the views exprdssed by anany

delegatiQns at the end of today's meeting as to willingness to serve on the two

Subcouimttteeas I have determined .upon. the membership of the Subcommittees as

follows:

Subccmmit Co No.1

1. Canada
2. Czechoslovakid
3. Guatemala
4. Poland
5 South Africa
6.. Uruay

7. United States of America
8. U.S.S.R.

9. Venezuela

The functions of this Subcommittee are as follows:

(1) to draw up a detailed plan for the future government of Palestine In

accordance with the basic principlesof the unanimous recommendations and the major-

plan of the Special Committee on Palestine;

(2) to incorporate this plan in the form of recommendations;

(3) to consider the exercise of adminietrative responsibility in

Palestine during the transitional period, including the possibility of the appli-

cation of Chapter XII of the Charter; and

(4) to consider methods by which recoxmendations of the Ad Roo Committee

cn the Palestinian Question under paragraph 1 above, would beput into affect

(more)
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The membership of Subcommttee No r2 will be a follows

1. Afghanistan
2. Colombia
3. Egypt
4 Iraq
7 -Lebanon
6. Pakistn

- 7. Saudi Arabia

8. Syria-
9. Yemena

The fiunctious Qf this .subcommittee will be as follows:

(1) to: draw up a- detailed plac fir the±uture government of Palestine in

abbordance withthe basic. principles of the proposals submitted to the Assembly

by the Deiegations .-of Saydi- Arabia and Iraq and the proposal submitted to the

Ad. Hoc Committee by the Delegation of Syria; and

(2) to incorporate this plan in the form of reccmendations-

In view of the urgency of the matter each Subcommittee is required to

transmit its report and recommendations to the Ad Hoc Committee not laterthan

29 October inst.

The Ad Hoc Ccmmittee will reconvene to cneid.er the two reports as soon

as possible after their receipt. The next meeting 'is tentatively scheduled

for Thuraday October 30. - .

-. *: -r:
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Press and pblidt Y Bureau

Lake Success, 4 York

Press Beiease OA/PAL/31
T IOF THE 27 0qeb

MITTEE ON THE
tN QUESTIONr
ING

$UB-COMMITE ON U1NCOP MAJORITY PLAN TO MET IN P AS
WORKING GROUP

The Chairman, Mr. Keawery Pruszynski (Poland) called the Sub-Comfittee to

order at 11:20 A.M.

The Sub-Comittee felt that further time was needed to reach agreement on the

date of termaination of the Mandate as well as on the' length and nature of the

transitional period which is to precede the granting of independence to the pro-

posed Arab and Jewish Stptes.

After discussion and amendment of a tentative plan of work submitted by Mr.

Herschell Johnson (U.S.A.), the Sub-ComTlittee decided to meet in private this after-

noon at 3 p.m. as a Working Group of the whole, and to deal with such aspects of

the UNSCOP Majority Plan as Economic Union; Public Assets, movable and immovable,

Admission to Membership in the United Nations, Declaration concerning 
Holy Places,

Religious and Minority Rights, Citizenship, International Conventions 
and Financial

Obligations, on which there already exists a wide area of agreement among Members

of the Sub-Committee.

OFFIcE
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UNITED NATIONS

_ ~y Deiartment of Public Information k.: PIC"
v: .rP( Press and Publications Bureau

Lake Success, New York

SUBCOMTTEE I Press Release GA/PL/36

AD HOC CO1%,ITTEE ON PALESTINIAN QUESTION 29 October 1947

WORKING GROUP'S REPORT ON JEWISH R FJUGEES ND

DISPLACED PERSONS DISCUSSED BY SUBCO1v ITTEE II

Subcormittee II of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Palestinian Question met

informally this morning, with its new Chairman, Sir Mohammed Zafrullah Khan

(Pakistan), presiding.

During the closed meeting, the report of the first of the three working

groups of the Sub-Committee, that doling with Jewish refugees and displaced

persons, ws presented for discussion. The report was prepared by thot wo re-

maining members of the first working group: Mr. Canille Chamoun (Lebanon) and

Mr. Abdc.l Hamid Aziz (Afghanistan. The third member of the working group, Mr.

A. Gonzalez Fernandez (Colombia), resigned yesterday,

This morning's report was the first of any from the working groups to be

discussed by the Subcommittee.

Before the meeting opened, the Chairman, Sir Zafrullah Khan, announced

that a memorandum had been s ent to Dr, H. V. Evatt (Australia), Chairman of the

full Ad Hoc Committee on the Palestinian Question: . The memorandum, he said,

included a request for the extension of the Subcom:;.ittee's working time from

Wednesday night 29 October, until the end of this week,

## ## 7y ### #
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SUBCQOWIT IE I OF' Prees Release GA/PAL/37

AD HOC COMITTBE ONTH PAL|STINIAN Qt STION 29 October 1947

SEVENTH METING V

PARTITION SUBCOMMITT E BXQINS RAFTING THE E SEC TICS OF
P RPOT

In a closed meeting under the Chairmnship of Mr. Keawery Prusynski (Poland)

the Sub-Committee this morning went over Chapter 3 of Section C of the Partition

Plan of the UNSCOP Report. This Cbpter deals with Citizenship, International

Conventions and Financial ObligatiRe.

The task of preparing a final text for approval by the Sub-Committee was en-

trusted to the Representatives from Guatemala for the paragraphs on International

Conventions and Financial Obligations, to the Representative from Uruguay for

the paragraph on Citizenship, nd. to the Representative from Czechoslovakia for

the paragraph on the Holy Places (Chapter I), which was left over from yesterday

afternoon's meet nge

The Su-Co.ittee will reconvene this afternoon at 3:30 p.m.

R
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GA /Pl/38

SUBCOLTTEE PI]T29 October 1947

:,D HOC COEMI:'TT LON P ESTINJE

Eight meeting

P JESTINE SUB COI4ITTEE GIVEN MORE T IME TO STUDY

UNSCOP REPORT

Reconveni-g in private this afternoon, the Subcommittee heard DR. HERBERT

V. EVTT, Chairman of the full Committee, state that the t ime limit of 29

October set t other Subcomittee 
for submitting its report had been e extended,

but that no later deadline had 
been fixed. It was hoped, he said, that 

the full

Covmittee would be in a pesition to give consideration 
to the SubcomitteCGs

report next Monday.

The Subcomiflttee then took up the question 
of boundaries. After some dig-

cussion on the method of work it was decided t o ask the Chairman, Mr, Ksawery

Pruszynski (Poland), the Rapporteur, Professor Henrique Rodriguez Fabregat

(Uruguay) and Mra Paul Mohn, 
Swedish alterate delegate 

on the UNSCOP, to pre-

pare maps and collect statistical 
data on the various suggested modifications

to the boundaries of the Majority Plan of the UNSCOP Report, for further study*

The Subcommittee afterwards 
went over Chapter 4 of 

Section C of the Par-

tition Plan of the UNSCOP 
Report, This chapter deals with guarantees and the

interpretation of Chapters 
1, 2, and 3 of Section C. It was approved with a

minor amendment.

The Subcommittee then passed on to Section D (Economic Union) of the Par-

tition Plan, and on this matter heard Mr. MOSE ;HNE K K .nd Mr. DAVID HORWITZ,

respedtively Heads of the Political and. of the Econoic Departments of the

Jewish Agency for Palestine.

The Subcomni.ttee will reconvene in private on Friday, 31 October at 11 a.n.

#### ##
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Press Release GAx/P'L/40
30 October, 1947.

CUB-CCGIITT CONiD:.aS I i PRPC, 5 FOR LT NIT AY P:ESTUINE,

Mooting in omaliy this m-orning and this afternoon the Siub-

Cor.aittee gave consideration to a dr2 t plan for a unitary State in Palestine ,

prepared by the :orking Group on Proposals.
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The provisional Chairman of Sub.-ComEittee II of the Ad Hoc Cojmittee

on the Palestinian Question, Mr. A. Gonzalez-Fernandez (Colombia), thin morn-

ing resigned the chairuanphip and reeigne& from the Sub-Committee.

The Colombian delegate had announced at an open meeting last week

that he would accept the chairmanship only on the condition that the composition

of the Sub-committee be revised to include other non-Moslem countries besides

Colombia.

As the Sub-committee has not been re-oonstituted, Mr. Gonzalez-

Fernandez resigned.

Sir Mohammed Zafrullah Khan (Pakietan)was elected Ciairraan in his

place.

The Sub-committee will meet this afternoon in working groups.,



UNITED NATIONS

De rtment o Pbiibic Information
- ress and Pubiiations Bureau

Lake ucOd8s New York

SUB.COI1ITTEE1
11th Meeting

INDEXED
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ss Release GA/WJI/45

A ?-OC COMMITTEE ON THE PALESTINIAN QUESTION

Convening in private under the Chairmanshp of' , KSA' 'ERY EIJJSZY

(Poland), the Sub-Courmitte this morning gave consideration to a number of

amendments proposed by the Working Grop on Economi.c Union to Section D of the

Partition PLan of the UNSC00 REport (Vol. 1, p.50-51).

The Sub--Conuwlnittee will recon '. iext Monday, 3 November, at 11 am.
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13th meeting,
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(PM) Ti J l
Fress Release GL/P /47 IND EE
3 November, 19

(PM) Ti E3;r l ,SUBCGMITTEE I (P LESTINE)

Reconvening this afternoon in open meeting, Sub-Conmittee I of the Ad

Hoc Com14ttee on Palestine resumed discussion of the proposals submitted by

various delegations o:. implementation cof the eventual recommendations of the

General Assembly on Palestine.

Dr. FEDRO ZUL OAGA (Venezuela) proposed that a working group be set up,

composed of representatives of Guatemia.a, the US and the USSR to study and

bring nearer the pr posals put forward by those three countries for ik.ingementing

the Assembly recommendations,

This proposal met with the support of MAJOR QN Aa JOfN H, HILLDRING,

(USA) and Dr. J, G2XA Ai ODS (Guatemala)

;r, S2EN TS4 aKRI (USSR) expressed the :ish to postpone decision on the

Venezuelanproposal untl :urther questions and replies on the Cuatem aan, US

and S'oviet proposals for implementation had been heard.

Leaving those questions and replies for a later et-g, the Sub-Ceri:ttee

than took up the question of Econori.c Union (Section "D" of the Partition Plan

of the UNSCO? Sport ~- pages 50 51).

I
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SUBCCNMITTE I OF AD HOC COMMITTEE ON PALESTINE
13th METING

SIJPCCEMITTEE 1 (PALESTINE)

(PM) Take #2
PRESS RELEASE GA/PAL/47
3 November 1947

(PM) TAKE #2

The Subccaittee examined the questions of

(1) a Custcs Union; (2) a Coorn Currency; (3) Operations in the Common

Interest of Railways, Interstate Highways, Postal, Telephone and, Telegraphic

Services; ;,,. the ports of Haifa and ..Jaf:ic; (4) Joint Eccnoric Develcpncnt,

especially i of Irrigation, Lend Reclamation and Soil Conservation;

(5) Access oth States and the City of Jerusalem, on a non--discriminatory

basis, to w&- :.. and power facilities; (6) a Joint Economic Beard.

The Subcommittee adopted sem inclement proposed by the Working

Group on Economic Union.

The Sub-committee's meeting t Mevw 9 eing at 11:00 a.m. will be

open to press And public.

(EnD OF TAKE #2 AND CF PRESS RELEASE GA/PAL/47. BECAUSE

B TF 'GAK: TCGETER M.tAKE A CCMPIETE ST.-RY, NO SUI'iMARY WILL

BE ISSU3.)
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UNITED N NATIONS
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Lake Succes) New York

JCO ITTE 1 OF T E ,D HOC COMMITTL ' RESS RELEASE GA/i'AL/48

ON THE , JSTINI*N QUESTION 4. Nover.ber 1947

14th vieeting

iJESTINE SUBCO iITTEE ADOxTS AMiENDiviENTS TO UNSCOi 1L 2N FOR ECONOMIC UNION

The Subcorimittee this morning resumed discussion of Section D (Economic

Union) of the Majority Partition Plan of the UNSCOP Report (pages 50-51).

The Subcomn ittee adopted several araendments proposed by the Working Group

on Economic Union to the clauses relating to a joint currency; freedom of transit

and visit; and termination, modification and interpretation of the proposed treaty

of economic union betwcn the Arab State, the Jewish State and the City of

Jerusal en.

With regard to the sharing, betw.en the Arab State, the Jewish State and the

City of Jerusalem, of the surplus revenue from .customs, the United States repres-

entative reserved the right of his Delegation to bring forward a proposal at a

later date.

As a result ofthis reservation, adoption of the paragraph was postponed.

The Subcoanittee then started to discuss its several plans for implementation

and the suggestion of Venezuela that a working group be formed of delegations

which had submitted pro:-osals on this subject.

The discussion will be continued at 3 p.m. when IS L. SE EN K. TSARtJKIN (USSR)

will answ r questions on his statement of yesterday, and MR. L.B. iESON (Canada)

will make a statement.

The Subcommittee adjourned at 12:30 p.m.

it itJ r it 7f /7' ?t i 7 ir i-I! !
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Preee Release WA/PAL/49
4 Ncvember 1947

CONSTITUTION FOR A UNITARY PALESTINE APPROVED)'MV SUB-CO ITTE

Sub-Committee II of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Paleetinian Question thief

morning approved a proposed cbnetitution for Palestine as a unitary, independent

state.

The final polishing of the report will be done at 11.00 a.m. tomorrow when

Sub-Ccrcmittee II will hold its next meeting.

The meeting adjourned at 1.30 p.m.
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2 CHINA ..
Press Releaso PM/7Ci

,ri -~4~1 ('Ir

28 ovembrn 1947 Lj

rise to the pre'onti: situation Above all, the ultimate e aim of peace in the Middle

East and consequently in the world should be given the greatest possible assur-

atnc,

From the point of view of th& United Nations, the yardstick in the

Ime.surnent of ny proposal must be the extent to which poace and tranquility

in that part of the world may he assured by its adoption 0

1.s the present draft resolution stands, the Chinese Delegation 2inds

it difficult to give it positive support .nd in accordance with the instructions

of the Chinose Government, will abstain in the voting0
yi:.. -. .7 .. ,'....
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Thu following is iss:ued at the rocu.. t of f. .JtCio Viuux of the Haitian

peleg ation:-

idNOUNC i1MT BY K. ... TI0I10 V ILLUX OF JTHE h .ITJI.i' DLLEGhMfION

1 feel1that .miy ;osition n ru ard to the question of Palotino should be

maue cl4ro

In th statement I mado last . ednesdcgy, I exprussed the views that my

goverinmlet had just for imcrded to me in the most -formal terms opposit.g the

partition of Palsth in.

In an uually formal mannku', contrary instructions woro forwarded to me

yesterday.

Threfore, I will. undertake the duty to aCt on tei .sis of th last

instruction ns as I did carry out the prv.uto o1, c due totthe fact tht I did

not s-Jk to influence the forthconigiL of any instructi.Lons from my governmeIfnt ,

r rr

it ri ri !r
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CHECK . .G.'..INST DELIVERY .29 November 1947

.XDDIiE ;S BY C:iv'ILLE CH Y[OUN, DELEG. TE

OF LEBJNON

BEFORE TIHFENER.'L :ASSEMBLY, 29 NOVEMBER 1947

The Delegation of Lebanon has heard with much interest the speeches of the

honorable delegates of France and Colombia, It believes that it expresses the

feelings of al the delegations of Drab States in thanking those honorable d ele-.

gates for the objective and constructive opinions which they have expressed.

't the same time, it wishes solemnly to assure this august assembly y that

throughout the debates on this subject which have already lasted more than two

months, there has been no attempt at conciliation with the delegations of the

:.rab States, and no approach has been made to them in search of any formula what-

soever for conciliation.

At the very moment when Sub-Committee II was set up, without their previous

consultation, the '.rab delegations of which this Sub-Committee was for the most

part composed associated themselves immediately with the observations made by

the honorable delegate of Colombia, They proposed that at least two of their

delegations should be replaced by neutral delegations whose presence would have

been of such a nature as advantageously to help their work. This proposal which

gave evidence of willingness to conciliate was unfortunately not listened to.

Today, as before, we are ready to hear, to study and to discuss any formula

of conciliation which might be of such a nature as to offer a just and reasonable

solution to the Palestine problem, e will do this, not in a spirit of weakness,

but with all the ::ore good will in that we consider that it is the mission of our

Organisation not to recommend solutions which can only be carried out by force

or by the threat of force, but solutions which gain the acceptance of all parties

because of their objective and equitable character.

re wo.ld like to have been able to present immediately a plan, detailed and'

complete, which could have served as a basis for the recommendations of this is-

sembly. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to realize this objective within

MORE
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the interim of a few hours which has. passed since the last meeting. /3a

Nevertheless we are able right at this moment to submit to you the follow-

ing general principles intended to serve as an intermediary formula between the

two theses which have faced us throughout all our debates:

PRINCIPLE I. A Federal and independent state of Palestine shall be

set up on. the expiration of a period not exceeding the first of August, 1948.

PRINCIPLE II: The Government of the Federal and Indendent State of Pales-

tine shall be constituted on a federal basis, and shall consist of a federal

government and of cantonal governments of the Arabs and Jews.

PRI 1TCIPLE III: The boundaries of the cantons should be drawn in such a man-

ner as to leave the smallest possible .rab and Jewish minorities in each canton.

PRINCIPLE IV: The population of Palestine shall elect by direct universal

suffrage a constituent assembly which will dr.-w up the future constitution of

the federal state of Palestine. The constituent assembly shall be composed of

all elements of. the population in proportion to t to number of their respective

citizens.

PRINCIPLE V: The constituent assembly in defining the rights of the federal

government of Palestine, and the rights of its legislative and judicial organs,

in the definition of the rights of the cantonal governments, and also in the de-

finition of the relationship between the cantonal governments and the f ederal

government, shall be guided principally by the rules which govern the constitu-

tion cf the United states of iuerica and by the organic laws of the states of

this Union0

PRINCIPLE VI: inong other imperative considerations, the constitution will

take into account the protection of Holy Places, the right of access to visit, and

the cultural rights in conformity to the status quo, in order to safeguard the

rights of the religious establishments of all nationalities now existing in

Palestine.

We fully realize that .these ideas which are submitted to you are incomplete

in regard to detail because of the lack of necessary time, but we have the firm

conviction that they can serve as a basis of a constructive plan which can meet

with the approval of the great majority of the Assembly. The example of the United

States of America where a number of diverse races live in harmony and develop an



Onomous existence in the states which comprise this Union; even the txamnple / 3/

of switzerland, where three different races cooperate happily within the frame-

work of their local autonomies, can be offered as models of the future organiza-

tion of Palestine0

In formulating the above suggestions we do not wish to exclude any sugges-

tion or proposal which might be submitted by other delegations, and which would

be of such a nature as to reconcile the opposed points of view,

..*
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PROPWJ-L MY I.e\

Tho GLnerl1 a.ssebly wit..: thu obj ,ct oif r .;,ching a reasonabio solution of

the Palustini n uostion r which m<- give s_.tisfcction both t. th rd and Jewish

poupul tio ns in dio1..sti~nu;

DiCGID 8 to adjourn the d-isCUSsion of this question until 1:3 Janu.'y 1948,

NVITiE' ti: ,d Hoc Con-nittou on thl i.al stinian-' uustion to stuy this

cu-stion cn&:i, t;'.kin into a count the d .cl r 'tiuns A-dc by the doiogti.n of

L~AJ~n during th- mectri of toijys date.

INVITLS the~ Coritte to prep ':x a plan CIr th1 utur. ov-rn :ont cf

.CJ&i:r3 t u "cirt ry-GX....:ral tc 1c.LUnic -.. trh- r..ar o.a the ...d Hoc

Conmsittau to tha u:omb-.r st:::.as b-fora 31 Jarnu ry 194&.

;-/; 1%
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the partition plan will rest principally with the Security Council.

How the Assembl Voted

The adoption of the partition plern climaxed seven months of work by the

United nations in attempt ting to solve the question of the Holy Land..

The Palestine problem was placed before th Genoral Assemnbly last sprinG

y tihe United Kingdom following its admitted inability to carry on its mandate

ovsr the Holy Land. ..

Of the 57 nations represented in the General Ase:bly, 33 voted for the

partition plan while 13 opposed it. 10 abstained :.nd Siam was absent. Following

the vote, the delegates of several Arab States declared that their rovorrnints
would not be bound ty this decision of the Assembly ine they considered the

partition plan iilegal, unjust and contrary to the Charter.

Arab Delegations' Protests

Later or turday, in ae joint statement, h Ara leaticns to the

General Assembly haracterisM th vote on the prtiti1n 2lan s a one hld under

er:at pressur and duress, and t y challenged the rirht of th 0enral Assembly

or any other organ. of th Unitd Nations to doeree the parti tio of PalestinO.

The Arab States also dressed their corriti t'hat the wo'rl d would not

tolerate what they termed "the dire consequences wL.ich ill inevitably follow if

nothing, is done to remdy the unogual justice that has b:n noted to the Arabs".

The Arab Delegates rec lled that all the iArab nations, with inhbitants

numboringmore than 1,000,000, lid not support partition.

Jewish Ae nc yApDleuds Partition..

A different vie_ was exrnssed in a stet .ent issued by the Jwish Ann/

fnrPastine.

The Jewish Ag-nJy 1lodthe adoptioL of the partition '.:..n. a "roaffiimation

of tho just claim of th L uei poplo to rebuild its national life in its

anc etral 1homo." .

The statement 1 d "n this historic' hcour we ctond th han(d of onuine

r:_ dshi to the new Arb ,7tate, and call un th Arc. b and Jews of Palestine c1.

1 houring Arab countries to join with us i aeeful. collaboration."

GENERAL ASSEvBLY FALE

On Saturday,the adoption .f th partition lan iredi;tly proced the

close of the ocon l r iulor session of th ci on.ral. mbly.

flowevrY boor. te As:tbly se ssinn cme to en end, Mr. TRY] LI, t

- ' :l 1 th; UnitoNations m raisd the rr at amount of work
""'retary- 1ner1 ,IUI

cOmalished by the 57 dohlga iosifapeigwa hclo telr~s

nda which h international or.nisation has ever had."

Dr. OSWfALDO AF-itA of brazi7, the. ir -:nt f the Ass mbly, in a closing

h i. that it was the ty of the Unit1.d nations not only to deal with al..

S s o war with all the means ,t our disposal, but also to lay the oconoric,

elitical and social ta'es of peco.

CITY )F JEUSALEM

T1h" Unit .. % tons TrustOE;5ship Council'h s vote, to create a subsidiary

body charg' wh formuLatin the initial draft of a st uuto for the 0ity o.

Jo rusaltm.

1 .1,.1 cess~ cm M!Crionda aft lor'non the (jounc il voted 9 to 1, si th

r totinit dt n to ot up ub-corrittee which would

outth ti1t rnt l sttus ,.nvisaed in the Paletin

partition 11ani for the itr of Jerusalem.

/s t ablishment

6

,I

I
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OPENING iEET ING J^F HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION. POSTPONED

In CTn::va, mranhi. , th. Human Rightc Comissicn has poston ri its

opening plonary atin1; until1 Tuosday, 2 DPcomb-r In an inioriL l m rt in

Momb. rs vot'.;d to os t r itbau s ovoral dcI-.: s i0:ludin; Mrs . ELNOR
ROOSEVELT of thi nUnited Stat.;s , had not yet rrivo 0in onv. BaF"'cd wath.r has
dl ayod arrival.

UNESCO APPROVES °NT I -1UAR RES )LUT I OI\O

In Mocro
a dressed to all who
ci vilisation.

ar- t)on rnd with th. ignity a.prov.uL-' an an i-war apa_
of)3 man and theo futur:. of

This prop osal wsJ submit tait jointly by Fronc , 2 oln, & oovakia,

ri rOoUtion r. as Zollows

"Avraro f th. Oy rrso 1blti impos" n th- b the U SCO Constitutir,

to fourth r univ.rsa r .' I :,t for th is of huian rigts . IT nfnd.onta'l frodor>:

of thro p1opl o th or 1 without discrmin n fr c2, sngu or

r lii on; cnc:rndwit th' noa ' pl .r' 1"_-Ul t ing fr mur onlt r. sports

vto to tha anthr a i in vib;troubled by -i rn

r.. i;ntati on and. eve c1(ffalm acco.iptance whbiich .wch current rejports moot L.ith in
t2in s .t ions of pulic *pinic;

~"The UF7ESCO 2-.noral .cnfcronc a.mir:,ssas ai soleran oppeal to 2ll u~ho are
oC i: -ith the . ign ity of man and the fiutur f civilimtion, Tarticularly

tors , scint is tartis ts, r iran.jurnalis ts through t he >orld, an s

t;O-nounce., the TerniLciou o t aotr ar' is inevitable, to cm ri

for ta'c consci-.. of .t n n i rifuoinl this collective suici

and to combat by prry srans in thi r po-r a surrcnor to very forra of thought
or .jtion which aat a just nd 1:".tin

BhLKTS COIIT TEE ARRIVES IN S2LONIK.

1r Greec: 2i 2brd thot tho
hios arrivod E.t 3'-onika. ic h will bi thi.
ti: the :i:24iion 2o the< GQrreli .2Ks§2iy.

the Grrk h

Tho.: (Cm.i+ttaa h
1aptl -.n *:~ill

Unr ted T:tin S ci
he,.l 1.uart;.rs of thu

hold its next r tin; at Slo~ika ~f

:1 Bhlk ris Co mitto:;
)'mrTritt 1. o t G0 C0 r' o. rdli"n

I t oto^y in Athons,
todl Tru d

COMs ITTEE OF EXPtTS Cl RIDERS TRUST TERRITORIES IN

the Council' fun

Jl n s'.J 1 ; 'ond .o i

Trustashipareas

, " 1,r t.1i 5,"r t1 -17 o rn i l ' 'r.; t t o.

cio r:Tr .im tho strtic trat torritori*

il.softh.. P7cific. ThLO : isli.na.s )icYm2

iLst year.

1rt Cn sidCr
T of the former

FOREIGN LOANS DISCUSSED BY SUB-COMMISSION OF ECOSOC

Ph:. :;o tion of fori:n
ofthe .b-Cora~ioQi..n on Economric

loanD ; wVa dhiscusod at k.re

Do;vcoopment Uf th> Lo)nom~ic

I) U. L

nu:c casaiatl
::. ra oti
Council.

* broadcast inciistinct.

9

P'.CIFIC
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The following
December 2.
NatiOnS daily

is a Dia'est of Unit'o 'nati :tivities in New York, u.Ts, y,

It is based on the Odi Lews ulletin broadcast by the United

(except Sundays ) at -329 9_ n 9., .f. and 16.9 1 ;etres

* The United Nations 3ecurit,

the -:partition plan for Palestine

council might consider
nex7t week.

* A -nation Comitteeof tle Trusteeship Council will

study the status cf ths ,9'ity .of rusalem today, Ifednesday.

* The Secretary- -eneral

for .urope on January t
G.:neral A;semibly sssicnr.

(] eso
United >tions will leave
the site of tih'e nc:et

* Food distriut.o for needy children has be u. in

Austria, Finland, ireec and Ital,.

P? iL ,ST TiL .- S.L.C-..-..-1-L-1."

it as anil nnce at La ke 2ure n . 3any tha:t the plar for the

-artitirn of Palestine might be considered ne.t wrek by the Security Jouncil,

msa in United Nation organ charged with aintsining peaCo and security.

the

aViir* bthe Se urity Couc .f th 1Amly' tion of t rtition -,ln,

n' r. LIh ur' rr t1t the. five cu1tr i9S ' th IUi L 1Na tion:ltir

n soIissin shul rCpint their staf1 rFr' uttives rro" '.icn wrill

dminis tar h^ ivisiCr.. K the ZlTy Lan.. into snari ra. a awish ot.tes

LThP five Cuntie on Ci i 9 S 7isi "re olivi., Jechoslovaia,

an~d the Philiooinol R utlic.

Although the oroi sion was Wl t u- 2> til rn-'CPrnm ' t

AssembLy.. it w.1.i be un:. r the ,ir'ction tho CSurit 'ounc

sin er ons bilty n imlemnt ig .he artiiona gaestne

il 1..icA hsi t

L1J .Ly;r , 1:.: i_ L"1 ,r -ij"j- c . i j()V1 J " 1' . . 1. J , . j r1-

to twerv J nowand (tchor 1, th oii n~ !l uily re ivo

1 ~ t. fun f tifl ns from te Man i"'torjy mover as ri ion troop qrit-hdrawx fr-m

el Q y 11 v . ,I* 1 t . .4. - 1r ' .':" t i n " L 1ijjl. ((.

th a t discussionst' es.-_.e' r .t n. tion 1nn the U"nitJ ain .om

r 1;ard ing the tranf L', of a'.uthor for aministerin btin.

Imminent De a:ture ofto U--_aff_

cf United NaTion staff members
for theL HoL(lyJ Landi .wthin P twoC or

on the Palestine
threeUek.~

Coniiss ion

A report that the .retary-Generaol vould 1avei. s:.ortly for >il.stine

Ta4 dcLare-'d tco . without foun:,ion.

. A fx
s I

A up
to v*'

is

]'.IN NT
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T h e s e d ev e l opm nt s o n th e U n it d of Aatio n - e sh ist o r e r o n i n u ed ito

occurred yesterday, Tuesday, as reports of Arab-TJish disorders 
continued to

emanate from Palestine.

JERUS-LEM - TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL PLC'US _ThTL: TI LLST TUS

At the same time anth, ter wr.as taken to 1imlmtirnart the partition

plan as the Trusteoship Council- point C! 6 onr.trs utoe dui-OO1Tnh~l.ttionwhlich

will draw up a detailed pro ra rmm fcr 1acirn; 7 rus l unoerit 'rnCV7J-

status.

S _ .' -t ts:'Chin:,,":Franco,

Th : 6 countries are Austr ntri b r par th :.: p rond r

Mexico and the United. in dO i, and -uh cuiri"rt itn plan

for the special status o the ity Cr ru,1itr ti pa

- - t 
ts immediatth 

1;Ac cording3 to this t - in -r rrt intrnatin

vicinity, including the to.wn cf etle n1u u aipoint arncvenlor

status by the Trusteeshipi ocuicl- Vs'_ -C---. 1.I uoul tia3ro

for this territory.

Council's Prsdn resI daee

In utlinin tho; res ibity of.Cun.t ts t , t iir

an h Yrelld trhsiat thttte ofuil-rs t db complete within five

nd hs a d tat tbst: te r erusf the future overnment of Jerusalem

for the next ten years.

r. Ef,: tnthttosub1nc1 nt take any final

decision, but should refer h - t, t aspcial sion th uth s

Council from timo to time , 'nne sut -inal ac iitionon11 the international
Coui im, rrstnst

Council migt be convened -f ariaO to

status f Jerusalem.

.,The Council sub-committ 
tot nsday.

r .- t h tt 
h ce d " t h e

m e t ir SA RE itt' hat * thu ri its re s nt

osi mpan hD a -rl,'d om t a h uabnr n of the crmitt to 1im oint their

very st en uoir 
..rrrt- jc'.

.
- 0 -that it should

..f.x, 4..4, ttrt to tno.cotmio r _ .

cqm pl- t m jor S R ur o r g 0nth t hatfJ1 -, r : h hristma s holiday.

toedtat or Tr .statur l coiit ted its othi work by the end
Hec;added that terst crtimo lo this prch1 lm

of.next WL, cul thrt

URU TRUST E I E IDITLIRE TO ;AUSTR L

Llut ion ich1 wouldlproven tho sndin

of L tTrurt;;Si 1  u:, s tdiPn a thr Coutri Pus a s tb, o vovrn mnt r sponsibl ec for

a.:iminist rr.K3 >tn u t t'rr't r y guru.
ubiyr .ro val- of the

This a t ion r u_± rm hoe r ce

-e e -rrmnt svoral weeks a.,
... suru Trus t o shtip _-g-"r.-"

u'i otooo furt rrvi n of uestionnairs for
Also the Cunil osnetpone.it ri

trust territories until its-o o'in

SE 

jL

SELCT IIL )F EUROPLNi CITY FOR

was announced that the

Alc atLa eruccfth nies yatira, u ill leav for EuroPe en

gertary-Genrl(al _ ,- of the Unit ' t anlaral AsseMbly ssin'

tyr oLIo'S
L.t month the Gene ro.1 Assembl Y. 70

in .EurOp.
/Mr. LIE' S
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Mr. LIE' tentativ route ?ill be Ceneva, .:russls, Paris, raue ani.

the Hague. It is expected that he will choose one of these cities as the General

Assembly's site.

Mr. LIE then will

by the General Assembly.

Lebanon,

report his choice to a 9--nation committee

The Comittee v;ill. ma1'e ta: find c i:ion.

Members of the site committee are Australia, yelOruosia, Ethiopia,

the Netherlands , Nlorway, Panama andi Uruguary.

India,

IL 2.S:Am.vBLY" TO JTUDY VETi. LhRLY Ii J..NU4 RY

Secretariat Sources have

Committee

arnCunc :t Li'

of the General Assembly. otherwise Knovn as the "Little

the Intrim
Assemnbl y" will

hold its first meeting t Lake .! uccess n Jauary .

...TheLittl . i .t. -rO rt with a review of the question

of the veto in the Security Council.

U . N.KOREL N COMMISSION: NO DECISION YET ON SEGE RI{T TEVI

It was disclCsad that no final d4eison has been taken as to

composition of the ecretariat team wl .ih

Special Mission to Korea.

the

s to ac omprwany the .niten C JNtions

ICEF ALREADY 'DISTRIBUTING FOCD IN FOUR COUNTRIES

r~c Tn t-'rnti onel Chilt: s rCc y Fen. .1. ha;3an c that it ha s

begun actual food distribution ten dren i. stria, inland, Greece

Italy.

and

r t Fun 1. ill h cr ed ou.t
Between n no r". r an . cvr rr

additional food distribution in :eilarhoslovakia and ole.r

Thes? facts rr made muali
-- r .- 79rrr

.. I;_ I o I ,l
. a da, by the .utiVe

nLn - . *inui OL the u tIL hellat

'er.! OUTme * n1. .t1 th tot PUIS vl;i' .~. ;j

-Lt -...A.\J

Fund expects to rceive n L,

American ec;untrio. . oon
b tr

or receivOd by the

Tor addition, the

Trom sevrrual utin

Trr. T q d at th; Jwise Government had uthrisedl a direct

contribution to the fun: t tllin.3 5.iiS

H-e rep orto :7 2ina y that opcrten 1.lS tho~ .' li in ihina. had been
h , untr no1 werv. 1 .. O

la nr comn
postponed until mte r3r l_^'. ; aIiLUirY." .1.rea: ofJ Asia

i o n an a-h f do larS have been set asid; 1or eh--- " i -

China.

Enthusiastic Reception in Latin me rica for One Day's PayScheme

The Unit i .ti nam

a "one D s

-Apoeal for Children :9'ich' hle luncfid a '' of_- c s

ford'n le:7 ()C"~7{~ULUL~~~j.

Pay' colle-tion to aid needy

for its pro jec thrcu houT La:tin Amrica.

Th ~ol l ect funds which l r ).1

71nt rnat ional lean ~io reeney Fund.

C PPUROFs COSUfT .T ION M .QRL T.}DRIT IS IN J PN ._RN

-Ar.~Ci th 9nA hrinoI mmuLblict n~i ta t.ti)Ins Econoic

4 -, _ " > -, ., > t noyr T r ..-t in
omission for Asia atne mn.th iommisa a"nd t A id Cuntrlan

resolution suk: etin rcr.ultationc t ent

/ uthorities

a0 LLu- C

Biroctor cf the Fund, 1r.

Lake Success.

TTund as at LovembeUr

out side

Ix r

by the

_Ap;,pointed

au that

., ... 7

I

I.

. 'rgu1 r and iuba:..

Ers. -

er,
o) 1aii ( .'iV i'i '_ .

1 _cle r11 .. i >rtsrl enthflus51iasL iJL_ .'

G i tribut d
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authorities in Japan and Korea.

The Soviet Union which had objected to the Korean consultations

previously abstained from voting on the final proposals.

U.K.ResolutioApproved

Also approved at yesterday's session was a United Kingdom resolution

covering the negotiations between the Coomission and the peecialised Ag:encies of

the United Nations.

In the vote on this pro posal the Scviet Union and the Pihilippine s
abstained.

Later the Ccmmission iscussed rferal eo.oic roblems of Aliaand

the Australian delegt~ pointed out that Asia' economic difficulties had arisen.

not only as a result; of the war .but also due to political changes in. several

countries which had isrupt d the traditional pIttern; of their economy.

U.N. TO DISCUSS HOUSING P RJLEMIAS IN TROPICAL QOT'\ES

In1 a Unit d Nati'ns onferenc of .maprts is scheduled, to

b-r n discussion of hous:in,. problems in the less developed tropical ;ras of the
-:*torn hemisphere..

The epeworts 1il exhiarse views on housing problems in tro;ical zones

and will report their concrete sue stions to the nit'd Nations KEonomic and
Social Council.

VOT ING AT THE T RADECONFEREICE

In Havana, the United o:tiCns Conference or Trade and mployment has

moved that only Tmrr States of the Unit Nations mar vote in the d-l'iberations,

of the Confe"A1_'ore"over, the .ii o:"t t, orrnce auoested that

"henever±poi e dec Iri shoul e.o taken without a formal vote but simply by

a conrensun o opinion. Thrisi l'-1 rd iv . the incn-m.emb*r states a chane to make
their vietws'flt .

inro;s a ttendin The avana Confer nce which are not United Natins

2embers are istria, Ireland, inland, Italyr, Prtugal, eitzerlandJ, . s jordan
as well as the Alli.d Jontrol a .thoritie sof Japar.

UN ES O - UDGETPROPDS L

in n xio Citt ub-comisaion of th US onferencehas
pr oposed an ovCera prtoa u~tf E0 n1 odln narly\

T u ril1 o r WTESC rjt in tho .fie lds of

education, ilr, r s, r ai,.s i"ntific ros:arc and ulturl reabilitation.
clued. in the budet estimate iS the expected cost of nearly 2,000,O00 for the

.;t i NES73COCnferone wih i1.l t.o held i.n a'.>yrouth , Lebaron, nextb .year.

C ;NT INUED S UDY BY COI:_ISSIJN FJR CDNVENT IN'..LMM!EViNTS

It wcas anrou . at Lake access on T u s that t;: U .. Cormmiss ion

for Cc nventional Armamcats ci.l mtet aain n t Trsa, .0mt.r '. -

The Commisicn will. ortinue the study of . nerl 1isarmnarment prejCts

in fields outside atomic ene. r$ y and eaon cfm.is destruction.
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FROG. NEWY K T0 FEIGN OFFICE.

(From Permanent United Kingdom Representative
to the Unite d Nations)

26th September, 1947.

Repeated to Jerusalem,
Washington

D. 1.00 p.m. 26th September, 197.
R. 6.26 p.m. 26th September, 1947.

«. 40 40 a

Your telegram 3177.

*.

E 8943
tir' 2~7/ SE

Speech delivered.'with very slight verbal changes
only two of which seem worth telegraphing (1) paragraph 5
last sentence but two substitute Agreemen t"for "arrangt-
ment" (2) para graph 10 second sentence substitute "The
United K ngda" fomr "Britain".

Foreign Office please ass most immediate to
Jerusalem as my telegram No,7.

[Copies sent to Colonial Office, Telegraph Section
for repetition to Jerusalem]

S,.EP
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0
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MOS DDDAT.
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You will no. doubt

me wpith a summary

reactions

statement

glad

to

be furnishing

of press and

the Colonial

on Palestine.

of earliest

fx#

possible

official

Secretary

I shall be

report.

Confidential.
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WRAUFOR ITNTOFFICE TO

DEPARTmTAL N.2.

JEDANO.SI5

DAMASCJS NQ.50

27th September. 1947. D. 2.50 p m. 27th September
Repeated to Now York( e No.520

Washington.

I¢ DIAT.

1947.

- - - -

Palestine.

You. will no doubtbe furnishing me with a suary f
press and offi4ial reactions to the Colonial Sooretary a
statement on Palestine. I shall be glad of earliest
possible report

Confidetial.

Cypher/0TP.
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New York.
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OUT FILE
i

M.Dcsp
2?

II x$Vh rT-~7~OmrR6

Following for.. Martin from 4 11 5i

G.e a

Summary

Secretary

of UK press

of State's

reactions

statement,

to

27th September.

Begins.

Times Leader."

fac tors

policy

by Mr

principal

British

yesterday

Committee

It seems

have shaped

of the future

Creech Jones

set up by United

is recognition

indefinitely

responsibility

civilized

clear that two

the statement

of Palestine

of

made

to the Special

Nations.

that British people

to shoulder unaided

The first

not disposed

burden

which rightly belongs

nations,

community

and can be sustained

effectively only with material

of all those

under taken.

country having

cognizance

define

prepared

on whose behalf

Second

and moral support

it was originally

is conviction

requested

of present

United Nations

impasse

and limit responsibilities

to shoulder

force any plan

in process

which United Naticns

"But his (Creech Jones)

of view expressed

unreserved

by coanittee

in Palestine

to take

it is

of imposing by

may endorsed

endorsement

that mandate

/should

Draft.
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should be terminated forthwith, his

announcement that Britain will willingly lay

down obligations imposed upon her so that

independence of Palestine may be brought

within attainment, and his expression of

Government's decision that in absence of

settlement they must plan for early

withdrawal of British troops will have

intended salutary result of bringing United

Nations face to face with crucial question

of means available for enforcement of any

decision it may take." ..... "Whether

Britain will join with other Powers in

enforcing settlement of this nature must depe

first upon British view of its inherent

justice, and secondly upon British estimate

of extent to which force would require to be

employed. It would appear that this estimate

would not necessarily be based upon calculatio

of divisions, guns and aircraft which might

need to be mustered, bu4 rather upon strength

and character of opposition likely to be

aroused. If support can be secured from men

of good will and moderation on either side,

resistance of more fanatical and intransigent

elements, however bitter and even dangerous,

might not sway this country's decision." .....

"On question of partition he made no

pronouncement. But it is inevitable that

favourable reception already accorded to

majority recommendations by so many of the

nations represented on Palestine Committee

will shortly compel Government to consider

afresh irrefutable arguments originally

mustered by Peel Commission and subsequently

endorsed by impartial international. inquiry."

/Manche st er
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con. page one

9UT V bALE

2. Manchester Guardian Leader. Approves
4

statement Britain willing to surrender Mandate

and leave Palestine but suggest this announcement

would have been better made seven months ago.

In saying that even if other members of United

Nations were prepared to join in enforcing

a settlement British Government still could not

promise to help SUrely Mr Creech Jones was

carrying caution to lMapoint of cowardice.

Rather than take responsibility for settlement

which might annoy Arabs we are apparently ready

to scuttle leaving Jews and Arabs to fight it

out. That would be sorry end to Mandate and

though perhaps necessary in certain circumstances

early to talk of it now. Effect of speech on

Assembly must be deeply discouraging. Everyone

knows no solution possible agreeable to both

Jews and ,Arabs. To insist on such solution is

to condemn both majority and minority recommen-

dations and every proposal put forward. Idea

of imposing partition on Arabs by force of arms

certainly repugnant but scruples of British

Government would be more impressive if it had

not for two years been trying to impose by arms

on Jews solution acceptable to Arabs. Must not

be forgotten no one forced Mandate on us. We

stayed in Palestine because it suited us to do so.
I
Surely better to take pride in National Home

as creative action of British statesmanship for

which we hold direct responsibility. Perhaps

threat of British withdrawal will persuade Arabs

to see reason but honour and interest both

require us before departure to see Palestine

settled and Jewish National Home firmly establish

/we
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co.page two

b #

We cannot now do this alone but with

authority UNO and help other members still

possible.

3. Daily Telegraph Leader. Statement

undoubtedly has general support public

opinion this country. Alternative squarely

before United Nations of devising acceptable.

settlement or themselveE

of occupation. Britair
7

sustain existing situat

S

n

i

undertaking burden

cannot be expected to

on with cost of lives

and money and odium any longer. Attempt

by Britain to implement partition could only

result in concentrating upon herself enmity

of entire Arab world.- If United Nations

can propose settlement within framework of

general recommendations of UNSCOP well and g

Must however be some time limit on Britain's

further responsibility. If ia settlement

UNO must install some

whom Britain can hand

accept consequences of

notice of intention to

alternative authority to

over unless prepared to

vacuum. Britain's

quit or at most to act

as interim executant of agreed scheme of

pacification should impart fresh sense of

realism to deliberations of Assembly and in

particular to those ready to criticize so long

as they bore no responsibility.

4. Daily Express Leader. Approves intention

of Britain to withdraw when police fall dying

in Tel Aviv. British troops should be

brought home as quickly as possible. Let

who criticize Britain take up burden.

5. News Chronicle Leader says majority

in UK will back statement.

6. Daily Herald carries no leader.

those

opinion

/7.

ood.

found

/5'0
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con. page three

7. In news columns some papers quote Foreign

Office spokesman saying Britain will begin

withdrawal from Palestine immediately 
Assembly

over unless agreed solution reached. 
Spokesmfal

quoted as saying "we will not hand over

authority to any racial group and period of

anarchy may follow withdrawal".

8. Also emphasized that British withdrawal

from Palestine would not mean withdrawal from

Middle East.

9. Daily Telegraph correspondent Jerusalem

reports Arabs and Jews alike surprised and

incredulous. Emile Ghoury first reaction one-

of welcome. Jews appear unprepared to accept

statement at face value.' Arab Office London

welcome statement and British endorsement of

suggestion that Palestine be given independence,

Mandate terminated and British forces

withdrawn. Daily Herald Jerusalem correspondent

quotes reactions as follows. Jewish shopkeeper:

Withdrawal is betrayal. Arab policeman: Far

too early for British to leaver Jewish cafe-

keeper: We shall be at mercy of terrorists.

Arab grocer: Worker well-paid, has decent

hours, wears good suit. Glad to see Britain

leave but not for 100 years. British troops

delighted at news.

S



En Clair D TARTMENTAI T NO *

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO R1T YORK

(To United Kingdom Delegation to the United Nations)

No. 5204
7m 4.09 p.m. 27th September, 1947.

27th September, 1947.

IMMEDIATE

Following for Martin from Mathieson.

Summary of United Kingdom press reactions to
Secretary of State's statement, 27th September.

[Begins]

Times Leader. "It seems clear that two principal
factors have shaped the statement of British policy of the
future of Palestine made yesterday by Mr. Screech Jones to
the Special Committee set up by United Nations. The first
is recognition that British people not disposed indefinitely
to shoulder unaided burdenof responsibility which rightly
belongs community civilised nations, and can be sustained
effectively only with material and moral support of all
those on whosebehalf it was originally undertaken.
Second is conviction this country having requested
United Nations to take cognizance of present impasse in
Palestine must define and limit responsibilities it is
prepared to shoulder in process of imposing by force any
lan which United Nations mayendorse." "But his
'Creech Jones) unreserved enorsement of view expressed
by committee that mandate should be terminated forthwith,
his announcement that Britain will willingly lay down
obligations imposed upon her so that independence of
Palestine may be brought within attainment, and his
exression of Government's decision that in absence of
settlement they must plan for early withdrawal of British
troops will have intended salutary result of bringing
United Nations face to face with crucial question of means
available for enforcement of any decision it may take." ...
"Wihether Britain will join with other Powers in enforcing
settlement of this nature must depend first upon British
view of its inherent justice and secondly upon British
estimate of extent to which force would require to be
employed. It would appear that this estimate would not
necessarily be based u pon calculations of divisions, guns
and aircraft which might need to be mustered but rather
upon strength and character of opposition likely to be
aroused. If support can be secured from men of good will
and moderation on either side, resistance of more fanatical
and intransigent elements, however bitter and even
dangerous might not sway this country's decision.".....
"On question of partition he made no pronouncement. But
it is inevitable that favourable reception already accorded

to majority recommendations by so miny of the nations
represent on Palestine Comm ttee will shortly compel
Government to consider afresh irrefutable arguments origi-
nally mustered by Peel Commission apd subsequently endorsed
by imnpartial international inquiry.

/Manchester
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2. Manchester Guardian Leader. Approves statement
Britain willing to surrender mandate and leave Palestine
but suggest this announcement would have been better made
seven months ago. In saying that even if other members
of United Nations were prepared to join in enforcing a
settlement British Government still could not promise to
help surely Mr. Creech Jones was carrying caution to
point of cowardice. Rather than take responsibility for
settlement which might annoy Arabs we are aparently ready
to scuttle leaving Jews and Arabs to fight out. That
would be sorry ed to mandate and though perhaps necessary
in certain circumstances early to talk of it now. Effect
of speech on Assembly must be deeply discouraging.
Everyone knows no solution possible agreeable to both Jews
and Arabs. To insist on such solution is to condemn both
majority and minority recommendations and every proposal
put forward. Idea of imposing partition on Arabs by
force of arms certainly repugnant but sdrup les of British
Government would be more impressive if it had -not for two
years been trying to impose by arms on Jews solution
acceptable to Arabs. Must not be forgotten no one forced
mandate on us. We stayed in Palestine because it suited
us to do so. Surely better to take pride in National
Home as creative action of British statesmanship for which
we hold direct responsibility. Perhaps threat of British
withdrawal will ersuade Arabs to see reason but honour
and interest bot require us before departure to see
Palestine settled and Jewish National Home firmly establided.
We cannot now do this alone but with authority United
Nations and help other members still possible.

3. Daily Telegraph Leader. Statement undoubtedly
has general support public oinion this country
Alternative squarely before United nations of devising
acceptable settlement or themselves undertaking burden
of occupation. Britain cannot be expected to sustain
existing situation with cost of lives and money and odium
any longer. Attempt by Britain to implement partition
could only result in concentrating upon herself enmity
of entire Arab world. If United Nations can propose
settlement within framework of general recomrendations of
U.N.S.C.O.P. well and good. Must however be some time
limit on Britain's further responsibility. If no settle-
ment found United Nations must install some alternative
authority to whom Britain can hand over unless prepared to
accept consequences of vacuum. Britain's notice of
intention to quit or at most to act as interim executant
of agreed scheme of paicificaticn should impart fresh sense
of realism to deliberations of Assembly and in particular
to t .ose ready to criticise so long as they bore no
responsibility.

4. Daily Express.
Britain to withdraw when
British troops should be
Let t ose who criticise

Leader.
police
rought

Britain

Approves intention of
fall dying in Tel Aviv.

home as quickly as possible.
take up burden.

5. News
United Kingdom

Chronicle
will back

Leader says
statement.

maj ority opinion in

Daily Herald carries no leader.6.
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7. In news columns some papers quote Foreign Off ice
spokesman saying Britain will begin withdrawal from
Palestine immediately Assembly over unless agreed solution
reached. Spokesman quoted as saying "we will not hand
over authorityvtoayrcagruanpeidfaach
may follow wigoupandpeiodafanach

8. Also emphasised that Brit~ish withdrawal from
Palestine would not mean withdrawal from Middle East.

9. Daily Telegraph correspondent Jerusalem reports
Arabs and Jews alike surprised and incredulous.
Emile Ghour first reaction one of welcome. Jews appear
unprepared to accept statement at face value. Arab Office
London welcome statement and British endorsement of
suggestion that Palestine be given independence, mandate
terminated and British forces withdrawn. Daily Herald

i Jeusalm crresondnt quotes reactions as follows.
Jewish shopkeeper: Vlithdralisbtyl. Ab

i policeman: Far too early for British to leave. Jewish
cafe-keeper: Woe shall be at mercy of terrorists. Arab
grocer: Worker well-paid, has decent hours, wears good
suit. Glad t o see Britai~n leave but not for 100 years.
British troops delighted at news.
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afresh the irrefutable arguments originally

mustered

quently

inquiry.

by the Peel Commission and.

e endorsed

Daily Telegraph

no question as

public

by impartial

leader.

to the _.n al

opinion in this

Government's

hope there

policy

country

subse-

internati onal

There

s uppoa rt

can be

of

for the

on Pale stine .... /hatever

was of Success has latterly

by organised int.rf:rencethwarted

without.

can no longer

cost in Lives

the odium,

It is a situ-tion

be expected to

and :lonly,

renders

to

been

from

3hi i (Britain)

s t n The

xay nothing

it intolerable that

should continue....Force cannot in

restore order in Palestine,

be used it should

acting upon their

not by one nation

has rightly

cannot

notice

act

be exerted by

collective

alone....Mr.

she

any case

but i force is to

the nations

res ponsibility

Creoch Jones

made it clear t hot that nation

be Britain....Britfain's une uivocal

of her intention to quit, or at most to

as the interim executant of an agr..r ed

scheme of pacification should

sense of realism

United Nations,
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i mpax rt a fresh

to the deliberations of
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ready enough
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to criticize so
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This attitude
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known abroad.
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planning now to leave

soil of this unhappy land.

troops should

the operation

British

Novi

the blood-stained

And British

be brought home

can be organized.

as liickly

lives have been sacrificed

let those who criticism Britain take up

the burden.

Manchester Gua'rdi~an

take any responsibili ty

mi1 :ht ann oy the Arabs we

to scuttle out of

leader. . .GRathr

for a settlent which

are caparentlyf

palestine, leaving the

it out r thanselves.

That would be a. sorry end to ur mandate,

and, thou h 1i raih

cirTcumstances, it is early to talk

The effect

:Ssembly

diiscourafing.

of~ tis speech1 on ti 1.

cannot be anything but

e nin c:r tain

o.f itL

Uni ted

deeply

iveryone~ knows that no

solution ar:. cable to both J,.,:s

is possible... .The

for is a solution

mos t one Cn

,Qhich is e ully

to both parties - which would.

be the besU... .The
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certainly

conde nne d

The scruples
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c.is agreeable

not necessarily
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by force of Arms
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of the Bri.tish
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sh ould not impose
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It is quite likely of course th:,t :Co such

will be forthcoming.. .. Inhelp

should

necessary

be free to do as we like,

to leave Palestine bag-

But what slight

the :e

hopes

was have certainly

that case we

arid if

and baggage.

of United Nations

been chilled

t: ese reservations on the part

actioI

by

of the one

Powe - best able to help....We cannot wash

our hands of Palestine. Wie talk a great dea]

about our heavy obligations under the mandate,

forgetting

mandate in

that no one forced us to take the

the first place and that we stayed

in Palestine because

It would surely

the fact

it suited. us to do

be better to take pride

that the National

act of British statesmanship

so.

in

Home was a creative

for which we have

a direct responsibility.....Perhas th e threat

of a British withdrawal will. rm uade

Arabs to see r

both require

possible

National

We cannot now do

authorities of

of other memg'b:rs

eason. But hon. ur

that before JE 2o

see Palest ince

Home established

the

and interest

ae should if

and the Jewish

on a fi r basis

this alone, but: with the

the United Nations and the help

it is still possible.

least we can do is to offer

The

our full

co-operation.
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F.RO FOREIGN QPFICE TO I[ YORK

(To United Kingdom Delegation to the United
Nations)

D: 9.00 p.m.27th September,1947.
27th September, 1947.
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Following for v-ackenzie from RiasdalIe.

Times first leader says: In pursuing its conception
of the obligations to both sides imposed upon it by
the original mandate, this country has incurred the
bitter opposition of each,- one fact which of itself
testifies to the faithful discharge of an onerous
responsibility...... The malignant misrepresetntations
directed against Britain by partisans of each interest
would never of themselves have deterred her from her
honourable task had it not become abundantIy clear that
the policy imposed by the mandate would not of itself
lead to the designated end of an independent Palestine. *
It was therefore apparent that the heavy sacrifices in
British lives exacted by the fanatical violence of
contending Jews and Arabs would have been made in vain
unless an a lterna tive path to this same goal could
be devised by the collective isrIdo of' the nations....
T he ColoniK1 11crotgry iad -J lo 4 l tb-' position of this
country abundantly - to some it iay be unpalatably -

clear..... If support cgn be secured from men of good
vill rand moderation on either side thr resistance of more
f'7natical and in transit ut . lmer ts, however bitter and
oven d ?gerouxs, might not shay this -ointry's decision.
On the question of partition he made no pronouncement.
But it is inevitable that the favourable reception already
accorded to the mi jority recommendations by so many of
the nations represented on the Palestine Committee will
shortly wmipel the Government to consider afresh the
irrefutable arguments originally niustured by the Peel
Com~ission and subsequently endorsed by impartial
international enquiry.

Daily Telegraph leader. There can be no question
gs to the general support of public opinion in this
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country for the Government's policy onPalestine....

Whatever hope there was of success has latterly been

thwarted by organised interference from without. It

is a situation which (Britain) can no longer be expected

to sustain. The cost in lives and money, to say nothing

of the odium, renders it intolerable that she should,

continue.... Force cannot in any case restore order in

Palestine, but if force is to be used it should be

exerted by the nations acting upon their collective

responsibility not by one nation alone....Mr. Creech

Jones has rightly made it clear that tiat nation cannot

be Britain.... Britain's unequivocal notice of her

intention to quit, or at most to act as the interim
executant of an agreed scheme of pacification should

impart a fresh sense of realism to the 1d.liberations of

the United Nations, and, in particular, to those members

who were ready enough to criticism so long as they did not

bear the responsibility of action.

News Chronicle....... The ultimate responsibility
is placed upon U.N.O. and the burden of execution is not

to be borne entirely by Britain. This attitude will be

backed by majority opinion in this country and it is

well that our position should be known abroad.

Daily Express..... Britain should start planning

now to leave the blood-stained soil of this unhappy land.

And British troops should be brought home as quickly as

the operation can be organised. Too many British lives

have been sacrificed in Palestine. Now let those who

criticise Britain take up the burden.

)anchester Guardian leader..... Rather than take

.any responsibility for a settlement which might annoy

the Arabs we are apparently ready to scuttle out of

Palestine, leaving the Jews and. Arabs t- fight it out

for themselves. Thnt would be a sorry end to our mandate,

and, though it might be necessary in certain circumstances,

it is early to talk of it now. The effect of this speech

on the United Nations Assembly cannot be anything but deeply

discouraging. Everyone knows that no solution agreeable

to both Jews and Arabs is possible.... The most one can

possibly hope for is a solution which is equally dis-

agreeable to both parties - which would not necessarily

be the best..... The ide^ of imposing partition on the

Arabs by force of arms is certainly r;pugnant but it can

hardly bo condeni:ed outright on these grounds a lone.

The scruples of the British Government would be more

impressive if it had not during the past two years been

trying to impose on the J by 2orce of arms a solution

/a cepta ble
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acceptable to the Arabs. Certainly we could not and should

not impose partition alone, but was it necessary to suggest
so clearly that we shall not be a party to partition
even if other members of the United Nations are prepared
to join with us in enforcing it? it is quite likely
of course that no such help will be forthcoming.... In

the t case we should be free to do as we like, and if

necessary to leave Palestine bag and baggage. But what

slight hopes of United 'NTations action there was have

certainly been chilled by these reservations on the part
of the one Power best able to help..... Vi cannot wash
our hands ofc alestine. Wc talk a great deal about our

heavy obligations under the mands te, forgetting that no

onu forced us to take the maniate in the first place

and tht we st-ycd. in Polestine because it suited us to

do so. It would surely be better to take pride in the

fact th.t the National Home was a creative act of
British statesmanship for which we have a direct
respQnsibility..... Perhaps the threat of a British
withdrawal will persuade the Arabs to see reason. But
honour and interest both require that before we go we

should if possible see Palestine settled and the Jewish

National Home established on a firm basis. We cannot
now do this alone, but with the authority of the United

Nations and the help of other members it is s till

possible. The least we can do is to offer our full
co-operation.
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No. 60.

18th September 19.7. R. 10.15. a.m. 26th September
1947.

Repeated to Damascus No. 196.
Amman No. 62.
Jedda No. 6.
Bagdad No. 63.
Cairo No. 51.
B.M.E.O. No. 38.

My telegram No. 652 [of September 6th] - Lebanese

reactions to U.N.S.C.O.P. report.

Following is text of statement by Prime Minister

issued to the press on September 1th.

"The opinion of the Lebanese Government (about the

U.N.S.C.O.P. report) is the same as the opinion of every

Arab. I do not wish to express my denunciation of what

was said in the report, because the Arab case in the Holy

Land ought not to be allowed henceforth to be the subject

of mere verbal demonstrations, for this question is seo

grave that we cannot be satisfied with mere expressions 
of

criticism. If the writers of this report wish to make the

world believe that their conclusions constitute a remedy

to this question and the actual means of avoiding this

menace to peace in the Middle East, then they are trying te
oamouf1sge the facts and to deviate from the truth. The.

Arab states will exhaust all the political means at their

disposal at U.N.O. or at any other International Political

organisation in their attempt to convince the supporters of

this Zionist madness of the seriousness of what they are

doing, However, if our political means should fail in the

political field, then the Arab States would 
not hesitated

re-sort to other means for the eradication of a centre of

evil which is based on religious and social fanaticism in a

vital part of the Middle East. In this connexion I repeat

to you what I stated to the International Committee of Enquiry

at' the meeting held at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in

/Be irut
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Foreign
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pass
412.

as m y telegrams

Palestine.

Soviet press has been remarkably silent on
Palestine for some time and important lecture billed
on this subject has twice been postponed without any
reason being given.

2. Deputy Chief of Communist Party opaganda

organisation Oleschuk, in an international review on

September 18th report of which has only just reached me,
restated Soviet position on familiar lines asserting
that the interests of two imperialistic nations, America

and Britain, would clash over Palestine. Their
interests were also contrary to those of both Jews and

Arabs. The Soviet Union firmly demanded the departure
of the imerialistic States from Palestine and the grant-

ing to Palestine of freedom in the solution of her
internal problems.

5. For what h
Worker' corresponden
confident that Sovie
decided their policy
retain some freedom
they saw how things

is views may be worth local "Daily
t told me yesterday teat he was
t authorities had not finally

on Palestine and were anxious to
of manoeuvre for themselves until
were going in the General Assembly.

[Re eated to United Kingdom
ani Washington]

Delegation Uew York

[Copies
Ofice

sent to Telegra ph
for repetition to

Section Colonial
Jerusalem]
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Palestine Committee.

The third meeting of the Committee on September 29th
heard a routine statement of the Arab case by Jamal
Husseini. He declined to comment on the U.N.S.C.O.P.
report because the Palestine Arabs could not regard it as

a basis for discussion. They were determined to oppse

"with all the means at their disposal any scheme tha

provides for the dissection, segregation or partition
of their tiny country, or that gives to a minority on
the grounds of creed special or preferential rights or

status". The only item on the agenda that they were

prepared to discuss was the item providing for he
establishment of Palestine as an independent State.
Jamal Husseini added that once palest tne was found 

to be

entitled to inde ndence the United Nations would not be

legally competen to impose a constitution on the country.
This was a task which must be undertaken by the people
themselves.

2. Referring
Jamal Husseini said
this belated declare
this time will not
an other pressure
other occasions ".

to the Colonial Secretary's speech,
"the Arab Delegation heart welcomes

ation and trusts the British Governlmfent
reverse its decision under Zionist or
as we regret to say it has done on

Foreign Office
telegram No. 74.

please pass Immediate to Jerusalem

sent to Telegraph
for repetitionto

Section Colonial
Jerusalem]

my

[oiesL
Off1ce

as

* TI\
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OUTWARD TELEGRAM

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO NEW YORK

(To Permanent United
United

Kingdom Representative to the
Nations)

No, 3,161.

25th September, 19.7.
D: 12.35 p.m. 25th September1947.

MOST Il MEDIA TE

TOP SECRET

Following for
Secretary of State.

the Minister 8tate from the

Your telegram No. 2,629 [of September

I shall be glad if you or the Ambassador as
convenient will convey terms of the Colonial Secretary's
statement to Mr. Marshall sometime before the statement
is delivered. If Colonial Secretary will definitely
speak on Friday (your telegram No. 2,622) communication
to Mr. Marshall could be made on Thursday night. But I
do not want to leave too long an interval between
communication and delivery.

4

CYPHER/OTP

/ o

,-, U. '

24th].

RQ.

-
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En clair

/72
low

FIL E S

FROM NEW YORK T FOREIGN

(From United

No. 2695
September

Kingdom Delegation

D. 1.25

29th, 1947.

to United

p.m. September

Nations)

29th,1947.
R. 7.50 p.m. Septembe j29th,19.7.

sssss

Following for Mathieson 2olonial2ffice from I

Many thanks f0r sanimary of press reactions in
telegram No. 3204. Vie shall be g-ad..to receive e
full summaries in future but to avoid duplication
you arrange with Ridsdale to include everything of
to us in his regular telegraphic summaries.

[Copies

Martin.

your
qually
suggest
interest

sent to Telegraph Section
Colonial Off ice]

4:, i.

OFFICE

D , j
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DEPARTKENTAL NO. 2.
Cypher/OTP

FROM BAGDAp TO Q)REIGN OFFICE

Mr. Pelham.
No. 903.

29th September 19.7.

D. 3.10. p.m. 29th Se timber

R. 6.1«0. p.m. 29th September192.7.

Repeated to Cairo,
Beirut,
Daa.OUS,
Aman,
Jedda,
Jerusalem,
B.L.E.O.
U.K. Delegation New York,
Washington.

0

''a''.""

IMPORTANT

Your telegram No. 180 to Cairo.

No official reaction to Colonial Seoretary' s statement

has yet been made public.

2. The Prime Minister's attitude to press forecasts

of the statement was reported in8y telegram No.877p

Affairs has sioc orme to Oriental Consellr that the

Iraqis Gsce ent'1attitude is likely to be one of sober

satisfaction. Director General saidehowever that publi
opinion would tk h ieta ra rti ol o

disclaim responsibility for the Palestine problem.

3. Only two local newspapers have commented 
so far.

Al Yagdha expresses satisfaction at th admisiolnsthat
European refugee problem cannotnitesolte by rastighbts
warns against bargaining wi nite tats in Paleshts.

Al Saa says that there san be no neutrality on Palestine.
Britain should take her stand by
right.

.. General attitude appears to be oe of relief ofstrike
tenion P~itical parties have called for a general srk

on Friday October 3rd. Friday is of course in any ease a

losal holiday.

5. I shall report more fully when reaction beoeftS mare

defined. .. Dl.NwYr
Foreign Office p ease pass to Am a, U.K. del Ne Yirk

and Washington as my elegrams Nos. ,

Beirut pass to Damasus as my telegram 96.

[Repeated to Amman, UgDelegatiOn 
New York and Washingtor

FI

X'5,
L

41AM
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Cypher OT? DEPATHEWEL No. 2

FROM BEIRUT TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Mr. Evans
No. 692 D. 6.24 p. ia. 29th September 1947.

29th September 1947. R. 8.15 p. m. 29th September 1947.

Repeated to U.K. Del. New York No. 14. (Foreign Office
please pass)

Cairo )
B.M.E.O. Cairo)
Bagdad )
Jedda ) Saving -
Annanl )
Damascus )F
Jeruisalei )

IMPORTANT K

_ERE rrrrrr &
Your telegram No. 1804 to Cairo.

Palestine.

Reaction has been less harked than anticipated owing
partly to the weekend, but mainly as a result of the
publication on September 27th of letter addressed to
UNSCOP last July by the Maronite Archbishop of Beirut.
According to the press this letter advocates the
establishment of Jewish State in Palestine which together
with the Christian Lebanon would form bulwark against
the Moslem world. There is little doubt that the
publication was arranged by the Government to discredit
Monseigneur Moubarak who since the election has been
engaged in violent opposition activities. General strike
in protest was called for today and with the Government a
blessing the town is virtually closed.

2. Press coament en the Colonial Secretary's speech
has so far been slight, although the speech itself has
been fully reported. Private reactions of the various
Moslem and Christian notables are reported in my
immediately following telegram.

[Repeated to United Kingdom Delegation New York].

a r



00I J7

Amended Distribution 2nd Ootober, 1947.

[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on].

Cypher/0Y12

-AINET DISTUION

FRG4 BBIRUT TO FOREIGN OFF30E

Mr. bvans D. 6.24 p.m.29th September, 1947

I r ptember, 1947. R. 8.15 p.m. 29th September, 1947

Repeated'to U.K. Delegation New York No. 14 (Foreign
Office please pess)
Cairo )
3.L.E.O. Cairo)
Bagfdd)
Jed) SAVING
Amman )
Damascus )
Jerusalem )

0000 00
4 rr womA vm

r J L

Your telegram No. 1804 to Cairo.

Palestine.

Reaction has been less marked than anticipated owing
partly to the weekend, but mainly as a result of the
publication on September 27th of letter addressed to
UNSCIP last July by the Maronite Archbishop of Beirut.
According to the press this letter advocates the
establishment of Jewish State in Palestine which together
with the Christian Lebanon would form bulwark a against
the Moslem world. There is little doubt that the
publication was arranged. by the Government to disoaedit
Monseigneur Meubarak who since the election has been
engagd in violent opposition activities. General strike
in protest was olled for today and with the Government's
blossiag the town is virtually closed.

2. Press smeat on the Colonial Secretary's
speoh has se for been slight, although these och itself
has been fully reported. Private reactions the
various Moslem and Christian notables are reported in
my immediately following telegram.

(Repeated to United Kingdom Delegation New York].

I
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~N CI~AIR. (~N1~RAL DISTRIBUTION.

FRSM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE.

Mr. Bowker.
No. 1944. D. 12.25 p.m. 30th September

50th September 1947. R. p.m. 30th September 1947.

Repeated to: U.K.
and

Delegation,
Savir to

Amman
Bagda&,
Beirut,
Damascus
Jedda an&
Jerusalem.

New York

E 9051

IMPORTANT.

Palestine.

Mokattam
commented so far
Palestine.

Your telegram No.1804.

and Ahram are only papers to have
on Colonial Secretary s statement

2. Mokatt am of 27th September still upholds its
previous view that Britain will not evacuate Palestine
but considers that statements of this intention aim
at persuading United States to share in her obligations
there as has happened in Occupied Germany. Ahram
of 28th September in its daily comment on news considers
this statement acknowledges Britain' s failure to
prepare Palestine for independence. During the 50
years Britain has been in Palestine she has supported
Jewish emigration and has paved the way for [gp. undec.
? Zionists to usurp Arab lands. All that concerns
the Arabs is that Palestine should achieve her
independence. If United Nations fails to adopt
right path it will only have helped to disturb peace
in Arab Orient.

Foreign
Delegation NewC

Offi
York

ce please pass
as my telegram

to United Kingdom
No.100.

[ Repeated
New York.]

to United Kingdom Delegation

1947.
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En Clair

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Mr. Bowker
No. 1946
29th September,

D. 1.5 p.m.
192.7.

30th Sept ember,
R. 3.5 p.m. 30th September,

1947
1947

Repeated to United Kingdom
Bagdad )
Beirut )
Damascus )
Jedda )
Jerusalem )
Amman )

Delegation New York

Saving

F F F F

IMPORTANT

My telegram No. 1944 Palestine.

Khalil Tabet writing in Mokattarm September 29th remarks
that Colonial Secretary in his statement made no mention
of Britain's attitude of Jewish [sic ? Jews] agreed to
partition and Arabs rejected it. The Colonial Secretary
knows very well that Arabs cannot agree to partition since
they rightly believe no one other than themselves has the
right to determine the future of their country. Immigration
of Jews ido Palestine does not give them right to possess
it either in whole or in part. No country in the world is
so disturbed as Palestine where British Military forces,
although large in numbers, are unable to protect their own
men whilst British Government has made life difficult for
the inhabitants. British policy in Palestine has proved
a failure in spite of the bloodshed and funds spent by
the British there, so they are now trying to persuade
Americans to share in the burden of responsibility. The
Article concludes by alleging that the British Government
has broken its promises to King Hussein and has torn
up the White Paper whilst the scraps were trodden under-
foot by that lying and misleading Committee (i.e. UNTSCOP).

2.
appeared

No
up

additional
to noon on

press comment on this subject
30th September.

Foreign Office please pass
as my telegram No. 192.

[Repeated to Unitzed Kingdom

United Kingdom Delegation

Delegation New Yd

I/'
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Cypher oP

Mr. Bewker
No.*9p

DEP ARTENTAL No. 2

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

D. 11.45 a. t. 30th September 1947.

30th September 19,7. R. 2.25 p.m. O30th September 19.7.

Repeated to U.K. Del.:
Jerusalea)
Bagdad )
Jedda )
Amamn )
Beirut )
DamasnS )

New York

Saying

rrrrI

Palestine.
C?

J~

My immediately preceding telegram.

So far as can be ascertained at present, the
first impression created by Colonial Sesretary's
statement en Palestine in Egyptian official ireles
is neither wholly good nor wholly bad. It is
suspected that sne hidden manoeuvre is lurking
behind the statement and Egyptian re-ashion may be
summed up as being a *aatious disposition to "Wait
and seef' what esnirete develepments will efoetually
emerge.

2. The seantiness of press conment so far
may be partly attributed to very eonsiderable aunt
of newspaper space taken up by reports on the sholera
outbreak whieh has tended to eolipse all ether events
during the past few days.

Foreign Offiee please pass to New York as my
telegram No. 101.

[Repeated to United Kingdom Delegation New York].
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AMENDED DISTRIBUIJ

(2nd October 1947)

[This telegram
retained by the

is of particular SCCe 46
authorised recipient and not

should
passed

Cypher/OTP

CABINET DIS )TRIJiLIOW
FROM CAIRO 10TUFORKWN OFFI CE

Mr. Bowker
N®. 1945 I,

D. 11.45
R. 2.25

a.. i.
p. m.

30th
30th

September
September

30th September

Repeated to United Kin g1om Delegation New York

Jerusalem
Bagdad
Jedda
Aman
Beirut
Damascus

Saving

c c c ccc
IMPORTANT

Pale stine.

My immediately preceding t le gram.

So far as can be ascertained at present, the
first impression created by Celenial Secretary's
statement on Palestine in Egyptian official circles
is neither wholly good nor whlly bad. It is
suspected that some hidden manoeuvre is lurking
behind the statement and Egyptian reaction may be
summed up as being a cautious disposition to "wait
and see" what concrete developments will eventually
emerge.

2. The scantiness of press
may be partly attributed to ver
of newspaper space taken up by
outbreak which has tededt o c
during the past few days.

comment so far
y considerable
reports on the
lipse all other

amount
cholera
events

Foreign Office
telegram No. 101.

please pass to New York

United Kingdom
A'

New York]

be
on]

1947

1947
1947

as my
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